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ABSTRACT

New Zealand families segregating the Huntington disease (HD) phenotype were investigaled

for linkage of the HD locus to the anonymous DNA locus G8, from chromosome 4p16.3.

Linkage of the two loci was indicated in the largest family assessed. The results from this

family together with those from 10 other smaller families were consistent with the

existence of a single locus (that is, genetic homogeneity for HD). One crossover between the

HD locus and the G8 marker locus was detected. Overall, the results of the linkage analysis

indicate a distance of 4cM separating HD from G8.

The usefulness of G8 as a marker in predictive testing for HD was examined in the New

Zealand families. ln agreement with overseas findings, G8 and DNA contiguous with G8 are

useful for predictive testing in some families. The main limitation for predictive testing is

the family structure which often results in the unavailability of key individuals for lesting

and thus prevents prediction in others.

Sequence analysis of three sites which produce restriction fragment length polymorphisms

(RFLPS) detected by G8 revealed that single point mutations were responsible for the

presence or absence of the polymorphic sites 'H1, 'H2 and 'E. The sequences were highly

conserved between individuals in the regions investigated. The conservalion of sequence

provided the potential for the use of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to amplify each

polymorphic region for more rapid assessment of these RFLPs.

The three regions were amplified successfully from genomic DNA. In addition, amplification

of the three regions was possible with template DNA which was degraded or crude or isolated

from tissue which had been fixed in formalin. However, the results of the subsequent

analyses of the amplified products by restriction enzyme digestion showed lhat there are

problems that can render the PCR unreliable. The presence of non-targel sequences

hindered detection of the genotype in the 'H1 and 'H2 regions and masked the true genotype

of a person in the *E region. Thus, the potential of the PCR for presymptomalic diagnosis of

HD remains lo be realised. However, when the problems are overcome a very rapid

analysis of RFLPs linked with HD using the PCR will be possible, as will be retrospective

analyses.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION



1.1 GENERALINTRODUCTION

Until fifleen years ago, very few of the over 3000 diseases believed to be due to inherited

traits had been assigned to a chromosomal location or could be diagnosed presymptomatically

or prenatally (McKusick, 1983; Epstein and Golbus, 1977; Omenn, 1978). The gene for

colour blindness was the first human gene to be mapped and was shown to be on the X

chromosome (Wilson, 1911). Between 1911 and 1967, most human gene assignments

were done by pedigree analysis and the majority of the 100 loci mapped were on the X

chromosome. Very few autosomal genes were located because of the difficulties associated

with pedigree analysis.

Only gross chromosomal abnormalities could be detected cytologically (for example,

trisomy 21 in Down syndrome; Lejeune et al., 1959). Biochemical methods for diagnosis

relied upon knowledge of a primary gene product or a biochemical mechanism for the

disease. Standard biochemical procedures involved the direct detection of an abnormal

protein, altered levels of synthesis of a protein or alternatively the absence of a protein

(for example, the use of enzyme assay to measure N-acetylhexosaminidase A levels, which

are below normal in Tay-Sachs disease).

Linkage studies provided a means for the indirect detection of a limited number of inherited

diseases that were not olherwise identifiable. lf a disease locus which is not amenable to

direct detection is linked lo a locus that shows a detectable allelic variation, then the allelic

form of the locus which segregates with the disease can be used as a marker to indicate the

presence of the abnormal gene. Two examples of this linkage analysis are the detection of

myotonic muscular dystrophy by the secretor trait polymorphisms (Schrott et al., 1973)

and haemophilia by glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase polymorphisms (McCurdy, 1971).

The introduction in the 1950s and 1960s of somatic cell genetic techniques was a major

advance in the field of human genetics and gene mapping (see Puck and Kao, 1982, for a

review). Two important developmenls were lhe ability lo grow human cells clonally in

culture (Puck et al., 1956), and the ability to fuse these cultured somatic cells with rodent

cefls (Barski et al., 1960), which led to the demonstration by Weiss and Green (1967) of

the preferential loss of human chromosomes in rodenVhuman hybrids. Other advances

included the development of hybrid selection systems based on drug resistance as had been

used in microbial genetics (Littlefield, 1964), the use of isoenzymes as genetic markers in

somalic cell populations (Ruddle, 1968) and chromosome banding techniques (Caspersson

et al., 1968).



Progress with somatic cell genetics continued in the 1970s with methods for gene transfer

and improved gene mapping to chromosomes becoming available. The potential of the

techniques for detailed human gene mapping led to the convening of the first human gene

mapping conference in 1973 (Ruddle,'1974). Thus, during the 1970s some 400 genes

were mapped, many now to autosomes (McKusick and Ruddle, 1977). However, insufficient

polymorphism at the protein level had begun to retard progress by this time. In the late

1970s, the development of recombinant DNA techniques brought another major advance to

the field of human genetics which, combined with somatic cell genetics, overcame this

limitation of insufficient polymorphism (for a review see Ruddle,1981).

Recombinant DNA techniques permitted the detection of base sequence variation between

individuals in all regions of the genome. These sequence variations provided an unlimited

source of DNA markers for disease loci and consequently, provided a means of deteciing the

presence of an inherited genetic lesion even in the absence of knowledge of the lesion itself

or indeed of the disease biochemistry. Botstein et al. (1980) have described in detail lhe

full potential for these genomic sequence variations detected as restriclion fragment length

polymorphisms (RFLPS). Additionally, recombinant DNA techniques permilted lhe cloning

and production of suitable probe sequences in E.coli in virtually unlimited amounts. Thus,

potentially, the entire genome became accessible for mapping using base sequence

variations as DNA markers.

Since 1980 there has been an exponential increase in the number of RFLPs isolated and

mapped (Schmidtke et a1.,1986; also see reports from the sixlh, seventh, eighlh and ninth

international workshops on human gene mapping - HGM6 to HGMg in references). This

increase is now levelling off and is expected to stabilise at about 1000 per year (Schmidtke

and Cooper,1987 and 1988).

In this introduction I will discuss RFLPs with particular emphasis on their recent uses in

medical science for the chromosomal localisation of disease genes and for preclinical

diagnoses. Methods will be discussed which both enhance the potential of RFLPs in the study

of lhe human genome and allow for the detection of genomic variability other than that

producing RFLPS. Finally, I will discuss in detail a particular region of RFLP linked with a

locus on chromosome 4 which, when mutated, leads to the Huntington disease phenotype.

Work presented in this thesis concerns the analysis and clinical use of this RFLP for New

Zealand families segregating the Huntington disease phenotype.

,-lz



1.2 RESTRICTION FMGMENT LENGTH POLYVIORPHISM

Homologous chromosomes differ in their DNA base sequences at a frequency of once every

95 to 500 base pairs (Jeffreys, 1979; Murray et al., 1983; Ewens et al., 1981; Cooper

and Schmidtke, 1984). By chance, some of this variability introduces, removes, or moves

the relative distances of restriction enzyme recognition sequences. Thus a subset of the

total base sequence differences between individuals can be visualised at a gross level as

alterations in the fragments produced by restriction enzyme digestion of genomic DNA. The

size and number of fragments which have homology wilh a specific probe will vary within

the population (see Fiq 1.1). These alterations in fragment size are termed restriction

fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs). By definition, any one parlicular fragment must

occur at a frequency of above 0.01 to be classified as polymorphic (Harris and Hopkinson,

1972; Vogel and Motulsky, 1982).

1.2.1. Detection of Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism

The most common method for the detection of RFLPs and hence fhe detection of individual

base sequence variability is by Southern blotting of restriction enzyme fragments which

have been size separated by gel electrophoresis and hybridised with a probe sequence from

the region under investigation. Other methods for the detection of base sequence differences

between individuals which may or may not produce RFLPs are discussed in sectionl.7.

Cloned DNA or cDNA sequences which are used as probes for the detection of RFLPs may be of

unique sequence and thus occur only once per haploid genome, or consist of a sequence that is

repeated throughout the haploid genome. The unique sequence probes are used more

commonly at present, with repeat sequence probes having more specialised uses (see

below).

a) Probes of Unique Sequence

Probes which contain unique sequences can be grouped further into those which contain, or

are part of, genes of known function and those which are anonymous and of unknown

function. The former may be used for the direct detection of mutations responsible for a

disease phenotype (section 1.4.1). Either may be used as markers for linked loci and in

genomic mapping (sections 1.4.2a,1.4.2b and 1.5). In these latter two roles the importance

of the probe lies in its ability to detect RFLP, and any possible encoded function is totally



FIGURE 1.1 RESTFICTION FRAGMENT LENGTH POLWIORPHISMS (RFLPS) DETECTED

BY PROBES OF UNIQUE SEQTJENCE

Panel A: A two allele polymorphism. The polymorphic EcoRl site ('E) is either

absent or present and alleles (restriction fragments) of either 12.0Kb or 9.0Kb

respectively are homologous with the probe. Three genotypes result from a diallelic

polymorphism.

Panel B: Two polymorphic Pstl sites ('P1 and *P2), are either absent or present

and their detection by a single probe results in the four haplotypes A, B, C and D.

These four haplotypes produce 10 possible genotypes.

0 These two genotypes cannot be distinguished by examination of the bands

hybridising with the probe on a radioautograph. That is lo say, although both AD and

BC individuals have 18Kb, 1sKb,9Kb and 6Kb fragments homologous with the probe

and hence both.P'l and *P2 sites present and absent, whether or not "P1- and *P2-

exist on the one chromosome, with tP1+ and 'P2+ on the olher chromosome (AD) or
*P1+ and *P2- exist on one chromosome and'P1- and'P2+ on the other

chromosome (BC), cannol be determined. Phases can be distinguished only from

family studies (see Fig. 1.3).
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irrelevant to the linkage analysis. The greater the number of RFLPs that are detected by a
probe at a specific locus, lhe more valuable the probe is for distinguishing between

homologous chromosomes and thus serving as a marker for either chromosome.

The simplest polymorphism detected is a two allele system, which is generally assumed to

result from a single base pair change introducing or destroying a recognition site for a

restriction enzyme (Fig.1.1a). The usefulness of point mutations which produce RFLPs is

increased when several are detected by the one probe and the presence or absence of each is

used in combination to produce a haplotype for an individual (Fig. 1.1b). Each haplotype

can then be used as an allele for thal locus, since the probability of recombination between

any of the closely associaled point mutations is exceedingly small.

More major alterations of loci which may resutt from insertion, deletion and lranslocation

produce highly polymorphic loci in which digestion with a variety of enzymes will give

RFLPS. The isolation of the first anonymous, unique probe, sequence to detect a highly

polymorphic locus was reported by Wyman and White in 1980. The probe detects at least

eight different alleles at lhe locus on chromosome 14 (Balazs et al., 1982; DeMartinville

et al., 1982). Other highly polymorphic loci have since been isolated 3'to thecrl-globin
gene (Higgs el a/., 1981), 5' to lhe insulin gene (Bell et al., 1982), 5' to the c-Ha-ras-1

oncogene (capon et a1.,1983),s',to the human apolipoprotein B gene (Knott etal.,19g6),

5'to Jg in the human immunoglobulin heavy chain (Silva et a1.,1987), and linked with the

HD locus on chromosome 4 (Wasmuth etal.,19gg; Gilliam etal.,19g7a). These exampfes

share a common fealure: The polymorphic fragments detecled result from differences in the

number of copies of a tandem repeat sequence they contain. Nakamura et at. (1987) have

described similar repeat sequences and have called a genetic sequence which contains tandem

repeals, but which represents only a single locus, a variable number of tandem repeats

(VNTR) locus (Fig. 1.2.a1.

b) Probes of Repeat Sequences

Probes which consist of a DNA sequence lhat is both tandemly and interspersedly repetitive

have homology with regions throughout the genome and detect very complex RFLP patterns.

The most outstanding examples of repetitive sequence probes are those isolated by Jeffreys

et al- (1985a). The repeat sequence was firsl isolated from an intron in the myoglobin gene

(Weller et al., 1984) and was shown lo have homology with a sequence that is tandemly

repeated throughout the human genome (Fig. 1.2.b). At present the value of these repeat

sequence probes lies in their ability to provide highly specific DNA "fingerprints' (see

section 1.6).



FIGURE 1.2 RESTRICTION FRAGMENT LENGTH POLYMORPHISMS WHICH RESULT

FROM VARIABLE NUMBER OFTAAIDEM REPEAT (VNTR) REGIONS

Panel A: A highly polymorphic region resulting from VNTR at a unique locus in lhe

genome. The probe has homology with whichever allele is present at the unique locus.

The variation in length of alleles 1, 2 and 3 arises from the number of tandem repeat

sequences presenl.

Panel B: Hypervariable repeats. The probe detects a tandemly repetitive sequence

present throughout the genome. The detection of tandem repeats at multiple loci

results in high levels of polymorphism such that the banding patterns for individuals

become unique.

ln this simple example the probe detects a tandem repeat sequence that is present at

lhe three genomic loci. For each of the loci 1, 2 and 3 there are respectively 4, 3 and

6 possible alleles. At each locus the probe will detect two allelles for any individual.

For lhe three loci a total of six alleles are detected. The genotypes of the five

individuals are shown along with the fragments that show homology with the probe.

Each individual shows a unique banding pattern. The detection of hypervariable

repeats at just three loci demonstrates the high level of polymorphism achieved using

probes of repeat sequences.
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Potentially, this type of probe is more useful for the localisation of disease loci and human

genome mapping than those of unique sequence because a large number of loci can be

followed simultaneously. However, the complexity of the hybridisation patterns can be

confusing, and if a particular form of a polymorphic fragment is found to be linked with a
particular disease locus, chromosomal localisation must await cloning and localisation of the

specific polymorphic fragmenl. Wong et al. (1986) showed the feasibility of this approach

to chromosomal localisation of loci. They cloned from a DNA "fingerprint" an 8.2Kb

polymorphic f ragment which cosegregated with hereditary persistence of foetal

haemoglobin. They showed that the cloned fragment was locus specific and hence amenable to

focalisation. More recently, Wong et al. (1987b) have cloned and characterised DNA from

six of the most variable sites and assigned them to chromosomal localions.

1.3 THE USE OF RFLPS IN THE LOCATION OF DISEASE GENES

The chromosomal location of disease genes may be approached directly or indirectly. A

direct approach is possible when some knowledge of the disease biochemistry is available.

lf for example, the disease gene product has been identified, lhe chromosome or

chromosomal region bearing the gene can be identified in somatic cell hybrids which

continue to express the product yet retain only one human chromosome or chromosomal

region. Alternatively, knowledge of the gene product allows for straightforward approaches

to cfoning lhe gene by recombinant DNA techniques. lt can then be located by in situ

hybridisation of the cloned sequence with chromosome spreads (Harper and Saunders,

1981; Malcolm et al., 1982; Kirsch et al., 1982) or hybridisation to interspecific somatic

cell hybrids. Genes located in this way include apolipoprotein Cll on chromosome 19

(Jackson et al., 1984), OTC on Xp1 1.4-Xp2'l (Davies et al., 1985) and the B globin gene

complex on chromosome 11 (Gusella et a1.,1979).

An indirect approach for gene localisation is necessary when knowledge of the disease

biochemistry is unavailable or abnormal proteins are not identified. Instead, genes may be

located by virtue of their linkage to regions already chromosomally located, such as those

displaying known RFLPs. The principle of the linkage approach is that genes very ctose to

one another in the genome are likely to be inherited together as part of the same segment.

Thus, if an RFLP which has been chromosomally located shows linkage with a disease locus,

that disease locus by virtue of the linkage association is located to the same chromosomal

region as the RFLP. The linkage association between two loci must be established from

family studies. There are lhree features of RFLPs which make them valuable for a linkage

approach to gene mapping, their simple inheritance as Mendelian codominanls, their



polymorphic nature and their ubiquity. Inheritance of RFLPs as Mendelian codominants is

shown in Fi9.1.3. The RFLPs segregate to otfspring and all forms can be considered

dominant because if present, they are detected. Highly polymorphic RFLPs provide the

necessary variability for establishing a correlation, and hence linkage association, between

the RFLP and disease locus. The ubiquity of RFLPs ensures their existence within or near

allgenes and consequently allgenes have the potenlial to be located by linkage to RFLPs.

Manual calculations for the probability of linkage are nol practical when the analysis

involves many people. Thus, computer programmes are used routinely for linkage analysis.

The LIPED programme (Ott, 19741 is used frequently for determining linkage

relationships between two loci. LIPED calculates "odds ratios' and for each ratio takes the

log to produce a LOD score (log of the odds). Each 'odds ratio" is the probability that the

observed data arises if the two loci are linked, with recombination fractions (theta) ranging

lrom 0o/o (tight linkage) to 50% (no linkage), over the probability that the observed data

arises if the two loci are nol linked. A LOD score of greater lhan or equal to +3 ,is

considered strong evidence for linkage (odds 1000:1) whereas a LOD sclre of less than or

equal to -2 is strong evidence for no linkage. The LOD score indicates whether or not lhe

loci are linked and an eslimate is made of the closeness of the two loci from the value of theta

which gives the maximum LOD score (for a general discussion see Ott, 1986). More

recenlly, programmes such as MLINK and LINKAGE have become available (Lathrop and

Lafouel, 1984; Lathrop et al., 1985a and b). These programmes are superior to LIPED in

that they have the capacity to investigate linkage relationships between multiple loci.

1.3.1 Chromosomal Location of Monogenic Disease

Genetic diseases which result from mutation at a single locus are defined as monogenic.

Some of these monogenic diseases that have been located chromosomally by virtue of linkage

to RFLP markers are listed in Table 1.1.

The X-linked disorder Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) was the first disease to be

localised to a chromosomal region (Xp21) by linkage to an RFLP (Murray et a1.,1982). A

most notable achievement was the localisation of lhe autosomal dominant Huntington disease

gene by establishing linkage of the locus to a region of RFLP on chromosome 4 (Gusella ef

a/., 1983; for further discussion see seclions 1.8 and 3.1 ). More recent localisations

incf ude autosomal recessive cystic fibrosis (CF) to chromosome 7 (White et al., 1985b;

Wainright et al., 1985; Knowlton ef a/., 1985; Tsui etal., 1g85) and autosomal dominant

adult polycystic kidney disease to chromosome 16 (Reeders et al., 1985).

6



FIGURE1.3 MENDELIAN INHERITANCE OF RFLPS

This diagram shows the Mendelian inheritance of the RFLP forms described in Figure

1.1B. lndividual's relationships to each other are shown in the family tree diagram.

Below each individual, in lanes 1-8, are the RFLPs that one sees on a radioautograph

of each of the genotypes when the DNA is digested with Pstl and hybridised with the

probe from the region.

The RFLPs are seen lo be inherited as Mendelian co-dominants. In other words, the

pofymorphic forms segregate to offspring with each parental haplotype having a 50Y"

chance of being inherited by offspring, and all polymorphic forms that are present

are detected.

In the third lane the AD genotype has been assigned to this individual even though the

appearance on the radioautograph can be interpreted as AD or BC. Both parents and

offspring of this individual confirm that the genotype must be AD ralher than BC.
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TABLE 1.1 SOME GENETIC DISEASES WHICH HAVE BEEN LOCALISED TO CHROI'OSONTAL REGIONS BY
LIN1GGETO RFLPS

DISEASE

adrenoleukodystrophy
adult polycystic kidney
Alport syrdrome
Beckers muscular dystrophy

bilateral acouslic neuro-
fibromatosis (BANF)

bipolar affective

Charcot-Marie looth

choroideremia
chronic granulomatosis
cleft palate

cystic fibrosis

Duchenne muscular dystrophy
Eh lers-Danlos syndrome TypelV
Emery-Dreifuss dystrophy
endocrine neoplasia Type 2A

familial Alzheimers (FAD)

familial polyposis coli

fragile X
Hunter
Huntington

hypophosphatemic rickets
lrilenkes kinky hair
myotonic muscular dystrophy

neuropathy X-linked
Norrie

ocular albinisism
osteogenesis imperfecta
relinitis pigmentosa

retinoschisis
steroid-sulphatase def icioncy
tuberous sc .lerosb
Von HippelLindau
Von Recklinghausen neuro-
fibromatosis (VRNF

CHROi/OSOI/I/AL

REGION
Xq28
16p13
Xq21-qter
Xp21

22q11.1-22q13.1 D

Xq27-Xqter
11 D

Xq

Xq13-Xq21
Xp21.1
Xq13-Xq21

7q22-7q31 R

FEFEFEArcE

Bou6 efal. (1985)
Reeders etal.(1985)
lvlenlove et a/.(1985)
Kingslon etal(1983a)
Kingsron eral.(1983b)

Rouleau et al. (1987)
Wertelecki et a/. (1 988)
Baron er al. (1987)
Egeland et al. (19871

Gal etal. (198sb)
Beckett et a/. (1985)
Nussbaum elal.(1985)
Baehner etal.(1986)
Moore €tal. (1987)
lvens eral. (1988)
Knowlton ef a/.(1985)

White elal. (198sb)
Tsui etal. (1985)
Wainwright et a/.(1 985)
Murray etal. (1982)
Nicholls ef a/. (1988)

Thomas et al. (1987)
Simpson et al. (1987aJ
Simpson etal. (1987b)
Malhew et al (1987)
Sl George-Hyslop et a/.

(1 s87)
Leppert et a/. (1987)
Bodmer et al. (1987)
Khan er a/. (1988)
Mulley etal. (1987)
Upadhyaya etal. (1985)

Gusella etal. (1983)
Gilliam etat (1987c)
Machler et a/. (1986)
Wieacker ef a/. (198i1)

Davies et a/. (1983a)
trderedith etaL(1985)
Fischbeck et a/- (1985)

Gal et al. (1985a)
Galeta/. (1985c)
Kidd etal (198s)
sykes eral. (1986)

Bhattacharya ef a/. (1984)
Clayton etal. (1986)

Alitalo etaL (1987)
Yates et aL (1987)
Connorefa/. (1987b)

Seizinger etal. (1988)

Seizinger et al. (1987)
Barker et al. (1987)

DOMINANT

RECESSME

D

Xp21
2D
Xq27-Xqter
10p1 1 .2-q1 1.2 D

10q2'1.1

21

5q21-q22 D

Xq27

4p16.3 D

Xp22.3-p21.3
Xcen-q13
l9cen-19q D

Xp11.3

Xp22
7q21.3-q22.1 D

Xp11.0-Xp21

Xp21-Xp22.3
Xp
9q34

3p25
D

D

17q12-17q2. D



Once approximate gene locations have been established for disease loci by mapping of the

linked anonymous RFLPs, markers which are closer and which flank the locus can be

identified. Finally, extended genomic cloning combined with a search for transcribed

regions provides a means of precisely defining each locus. An excellent example of this

strategy is provided by the regional localisation of chronic granulomatous disease (CGD)

using RFLP linkage, followed by molecular cloning to isolate a specific gene without any

reference to disease biochemistry (Royer-Pokora et al., 1986).

The progress with cloning the DMD locus has been slower than with CGD because of the size

and complexity of the DMD region. Five years elapsed from the initial mapping of the DMD

locus to Xp21 (Murray et al., 1982) and the isolation of the DMD protein (Hoffman et

a|.,1987aI. After the initial band localisation, flanking markers were isolaled (Davies et
a/., 1983b; Bakker et al., 1985; for a review see Davies, 1985a). Monaco elal. (198S)

cloned the pERT 87 region which was found to be deleted in some patients with DMD (Kunkel

et al., 1985 and 1986). Following this work, Monaco et al. (1986) isolated a candidate

gene sequence which hybridised with a 16Kb mRNA species from foetal muscle. Cloned

fragments from the Xp21 region involved in the DMD phenotype were used to conslruct long

range restriction enzyme maps of lhe region using pulsed field gel electrophoresis (Van

Ommen et al., 1986; Burmeister and Lehrach, 1986; Kenwrick et a1.,1987). Koenig etal.
(1987) were successful in cloning the DMD cDNA and have begun an analysis of the

struclure of the entire DMD gene. Finally, the protein, named 'dystrophin" whose absence

is responsible for the DMD symptoms was identified and localised to muscle triads. A role

for dystrophin in the regulation of calcium transport was speculated (Hoffman el al.,1g8la
and b). More recently, olhers have shown localisation of dystrophin at the periphery of

muscle fibres, possibly at the plasma membrane (Zubrzycka-Gaarn et al., 1988) and on

the cytoplasmic face of plasma membrane, possibly on lhe contiguous t-tubule membranes

(Watkins et al., 1988). The findings of this latter group support a role for dystrophin in

muscle membrane stabilisation.

Progress has been rapid in moving closer to the cystic fibrosis (CF) locus after the initial

regional localisation using RFLPs detected by the MET oncogene and an anonymous DNA

sequence pJ3.11 (White et al., 1985b; Wainwrighl et al., 1985). Estivill et at. (1987a\

have cloned DNA closer to the CF locus and found RFLPs in strong linkage disequilibrium

wilh the disease. That is, for a particular RFLP one form is found more frequently with the

disease locus than would be expected by chance. Two regions from the cloned DNA, pXV-2c

and pCST-9Z, are 15Kb apart and are believed to flank the CF locus (Estivill et a!.,

1987b). Further work is in progress to identity the CF locus.

7



In contrast to CGD and DMD, the Huntington disease (HD) gene, first located to chromosome

4p in 1983, has not been found. However, the position of the locus has been refined to the

4p16.3 region (Landegenl et al., 1986; Wang et al., 1986; Gilliam et al., 1987c). Only

recently have two more closely associated RFLP markers been identified (Gilliam et al.,

'1987a; Wasmuth et al., 1 988).

The investigations of CGD and DMD discussed above demonstrate that monogenic disease loci

are amenable to cloning and precise physical localisation beginning from a linked RFLP

locus. The process, which has to date been slow for some genes, will be hastened by the

availability of more RFLPs mapped to all chromosomes (section 1.5). Hence the future

should see more rapid assignmenls of genes lo loci with their subsequent isolation and

characterisation.

1.3.2 Chromosomal Location of Pqlygenic Disease

Examples of polygenic diseases include some psychiatric disorders, Alzheimer's disease,

diabetes mellitus and heart disease. Characteristically, these diseases result from mutation

at more than one locus, and hence chromosomal localisation using RFLPs is more complex

than for monogenic diseases. ln these examples, environmental factors may influence lhe

expression of the disease making clear patterns of inheritance difficult to follow. Thus,

large pedigrees and highly informalive loci are usually required in any studies thal attempt

to find linkage relationships belween RFLPs and these diseases. However, Lander and

Botstein (1986a and b) have proposed a more efficient strategy for mapping genes involved

in polygenic traits. Their method, which relies upon an RFLP linkage map (section 1.5),

removes the need for studying large families and instead uses multiple RFLP loci in

combination in the search for linkage.

Some recent successes with the location of polygenic diseases using RFLPs include the

mapping of bipolar affective illness (manic depression) to the tip of the short arm of

chromosome 11 in a large Amish pedigree (Egeland et a1.,1987), one rare autosomally

dominant form of familial Alzheimer's disease to chromosome 21 (St George-Hyslop el

a1.,1987) and cleft palate to a region of the X chromosome (Moore ef a/.,1987). For each of

these examples, a single gene has been mapped, but in other families other loci are involved.

For example, Hodgkinson el al. (1987) and Detera-Wadleigh et al. (1987) have failed to

find linkage of lhe chromosome 11 marker and manic depression in families outside of the

Amish population. Also, a gene responsible for bipolar affective illness has been located on

the X chromosome in a Jewish pedigree (Baron et a1.,1987J.



The multiple loci within one person which are responsible for conditions such as heart

disease have nol been located as yet. lsolation of such loci is likely to be very complex

especially since environmenl and lifestyle may be influential in lhe expression of the

disease phenotype.

1.4 RFLPS IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF GENETIC DISEASE

'1.4.1 Direct Detection of Monogenic Disease

When a mutation responsible for a disease phenotype also inlroduces, removes or moves a

restriction enzyme recognition sequence, that alteration may be visualised as a RFLP.

Hence, the presence of the genomic mutation is detected from the resulting RFLP and can be

used to diagnose the disease either presymptomatically or prenatally. A classic example is

provided by the work of Geever et al. (1981) who showed that sickle cell trait could be

diagnosed prenatally from the size of the genomic Ddel restriction enzyme fragments that

have homology with a p-globin gene probe. Sickle cell anaemia results from an A -> T

transversion in the sixlh codon for p-globin, which at the protein level converts glutamine

to valine. At the DNA level, a Ddel recognition sequence is destroyed. Ddel genomic

fragmenls of 201bp and 175bp (from the normal allele) and a fragment of 376bp (from

the abnormal allele) are detected by the the p-globin probe. Thus, the sickle cell trait is

diagnosed when the 376bp fragment is present and the normal condition is indicated when

the 201bp and 175bp fragments are present. Carriers for the trait have all three

fragments. Many other haemoglobin disorders are amenable to direct prenatal detection

using RFLPs because these disorders have been studied intensively and considerable

information is available at the DNA sequence level (for reviews see Weatherall et al.,

1985; Antonarakis et al., 1985a). Table 1.2 lists other diseases in which intragenic

defects are detected as RFLPs. Both point mutation and more major genomic alterations are

responsible for the RFLPs in these examples.

The direct detection of genetic disease using RFLPs is of limited value even when a cloned

gene probe is available. Many mutations which produce the disease phentoype do not alter

the pattern of restriction enzyme fragmenls or may introduce changes that are below lhe

limits of electrophoretic resolution and so go undetected. In addition, some disease

phenotypes result from any one of numerous possible mulations. These disease loci have

high mutation rates such lhat the particular changes responsible for the disease in any one

person may not be known. Examples include Lesch Nyhan Syndrome (Yang etal., 1984) and

DMD (Emery, 1980). However, when direct detection is not possible, RFLPs can usually

be used for the indirect detection of disease loci as described in the next section.



TABLE 1.2: SOME GENEI'IC DISEASES WHICH HAVE BEEN DFTECTED DIRECTLY USING
RESTR|cTION FRAGMENT TENGTH POLYI4OHPHISMS

DISEASE

al -antitrypsin deficiency

Becker/ Duchenne
muscular dystrophies

haemoglobinopathies

sickle cellanaemia

PROBE

o1-antitrypsin

pERT87, XJ1.1

four cDNA probes
dystrophin

aand p globin

p globin

REFEFEI€E

Hejtmancik er ar. (1 986)
Cox and Mansfield (1987)

Darras et al. (19871
Greenberg etal. (1988)
Forrest et al. (1987)
Darras etar. (1988)

Weatherall ef a/. (1 985)
old eral. (1986)

Geever etar. (1981)
Chang and Kan (1982)
Orkin et al. (19821



1.4.2 Indirect Detection of Monogenic Disease

For an indirect detection of a genetic disease locus, a linked RFLP is used lo indicate its

presence. Highly polymorphic markers are sought and the Mendelian inheritance of the

marker must be established, as must the form of the marker that segregates with the

disease in any one family.

a) The use of phenotypically neutral RFLPs from within disease loci and control regions

Often polymorphic regions which are quite neutral with respect lo the disease are present

within a disease gene or in the conlrol regions. The pioneering work of Kan and Dozy

(1978a) showed that such polymorphic regions could be used for the prenatal detection of

genelic disorders. They identified a Hpal RFLP in the 3' flanking region of the human

pglobin gene which could be used for the diagnosis of sickle cell anaemia. The normal pA

gene was present on a 7.6Kb Hpal fragment whereas in 87% of American negroes the

pS-gbbin gene was present on a 13.0Kb fragment. Thus the pS-gbbin gene was shown lo be

in linkage disequilibrium with a particular RFLP, that is, cosegregating with

predominantly one form of the RFLP, and prenatal diagnosis became possible (Kan and Dozy,

1 e78b).

RFLPs detected by the phenylalanine hydroxylase gene probe have been used for the prenatal

diagnosis and carrier delection of phenylkelonuria, an autosomal recessive disorder (Woo et

a/., 1983). These RFLPS, which are neutral with respecl to the disease phenotype, were

used because they are so easily detected. The mutations responsible for the disease

phenotype were nol known. The identification of other RFLPs (Lidsky et al., 1985a) has

increased the heterozygosity in the region, making prenatal diagnosis possible in over 87%

of families. Soon that level may exceed 90% with lhe characlerisation of further mutations

(DiLella et al., 1987). Similarly a polymorphic probe St14 was of more use in screening

for haemophilia A than the factor Vlll probe itself (Oberle et a/., 1985). Table 1.3 lists

some monogenic diseases which can be detected by using RFLPs that are closely associated

with the mutalions responsible for the disease phenotypes.

As with direct detection of monogenic disease, the approach of using RFLPs closely associated

with disease loci for prenatal and presymptomatic diagnosis relies upon having available the

gene under investigation as a probe. However, for lhe vast majority of genetic diseases, the

genes responsible remain unknown. Prenatal and presymptomatic detection are still

possible wilh the use of linked DNA fragments that detect RFLPs.

10



TABLE 1.3: SOMEGENEflC DISEASESWHICH CAN BE DIAGNOSED INDIHECTLYUSING
PHENOWPICALLY NEUTRAL RFLPS DETECTED BY A PROBE FROM WITHIN THE GENE
UNDER INVESTIGATIOT{

DISEASE PROBES REFEREI'ICE

Haemophilia A Antonarakis et al. (1985b)
wion er a/. (1986)
Gitschier et al. (1985a)

Giannelli et a/. (1984)
Winship et al. (19841
Connor ef a/. (1985)
Hay ef a/. (1s86)
Driscoll et al. (1988)

Gibbs et al. (19871

Haemophilia B

Lesch-Nyhan HPRT, pDSKI
pHPT4

OTC locus Pembrey et a/. (1985)
Fox et a/. (1985)

Woo el a/. (1983)
Lidsky et a/. (1985a/b)

Ornithine
transcarbamylase

Phenylketonuria

Retinoblastoma

Sickle cell anaemia

Factor Vlll:C
Factor Vlll
Factor Vlll

Factor lX

phenylalanine
hydroxylase (PAH)

retinoblastoma gene

pglobin

wiggs er a/. (1988)

Kan and Dozy (1978a/b)



b) The use of RFLPs linked to disease loci

Once the linkage relationship has been established between a disease locus and an RFLP, that

disease locus, whether dominant or recessive, may be amenable to indirect detection by

using the RFLP as a marker for the disease locus. In other words, inheritance of the

particular RFLP form known to segregate with the disease is used to infer coinheritance of

the disease. Highly polymorphic RFLPs provide the most useful markers because they are

more likely lo distinguish between homologous chromosomes and hence allow distinction

between the chromosome bearing the disease mutation and the 'normal" homologue.

One major disadvantage of diagnosis using linkage is that results are never 100% accurate

because of the possibility of meiotic recombination between the disease locus and the linked

polymorphic marker (Fig.1.a). The problem of meiotic recombination is reduced lhough

never eliminated with the use of very close and flanking RFLP markers. Close markers

reduce the probability of a crossover occurring between loci and flanking markers do allow

for the detection of an uneven number of crossovers.

Table 1.4 lisrs a number of dominanl, recessive and X-linked genetic diseases for which

presymptomatic and/or prenatal diagnoses have been performed using linked RFLPs. The

list of diseases amenable to presymptomatic/prenatal diagnosis has grown rapidly with the

use of RFLPs as markers and conlinues lo increase as more disease loci are located using

RFLPS.

1.4.3 Indirect Detection of Polygenic Disease using Linked RFLps

Detecting the inheritance of some polygenic disease loci is possible using RFLPs, as was

described for monogenic disease loci. However, when environmental factors are implicated

in disease aetiology and many loci are involved in the disease phenotype, RFLPs will provide

risk profiles ralher than absolute diagnosis. That is to say, a person's susceptibiliy to a
cerlain condition can be assessed by determining inheritance of specific loci. Hypervariabte

region probes are likely to be of particular use once the combination of the hypervariable

fragments which cosegregate with the multiple disease loci are identified.

Heart disease may become the tirst polygenic disease where risk profiles for individuals can

be generated using several probes that detect RFLPs linked to contributing loci. Some

progress has been made using genes for the lipoproleins, lhe soluble proteins which are

involved in lipid transport and are implicated in heart disease. Gene probes for many of the
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FIGURE 1.4 SEPARATION OF THE MARKER LOCUS FROM THE DISEASE LOCUS BY

MEIOTIC RECOMBII..|.ATION

Panel A: In the large pedigree from which this small group comes the A haplotype is

linked with a dominant genetic disease indicated by lhe black box. The first child in

the third generation (llll) has inherited the A haplotype from the affected parent but

does not have the genetic disease. Thus a recombination event has separated the A

haplotype from the disease locus.

Panel B: This diagram explains how individual llll's genolype in the region shown,

has arisen from a recombination event.

(i) The parent ll1 has the genotype AD in which the disease mutation is linked with

the A haplotype marker.

(ii) A crossover at meiosis between the A haplotype marker locus and the disease

locus separates the A haplotype from the disease locus. The A haplotype is now

associated with the "normal" gene.

(iii) Offspring from AD will inherit either the A or D haplotype and now

respeclively the normal or the disease gene.

(iv) The AB offspring has not inherited the disease gene.
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TABLE 1.4: SOME GENETICALLY DETERMINED DISEASES FOR WHICH
PRESYMPTOMATIC AI{D/OR PRENATAL DIAGNOSES AI.ID/OR CARRIER DETECTION HAVE
BEEN PERFORMED USING UNKED RFLP N4ARKERS

DISEASE

Adrenoleucodystrophy

Beckers and Duchenne
muscular dystrophy

Cystic fibrosis

Haemophilia A

Huntinglon

Myotonic dystrophy

Norrie's disease

Polycystic kidney

Retinoblastoma

Tuberous sclerosis

PROBE/S

ST14, DXS52

754, , CX5.7, OTC,
RG8, L1.28, pDz,
p99-6, C7, p87,
B,24, D2.

MET, pJ3.1 1, 7C22
879a, pCS.7,
pXV.2c, KM19

ST14, DX13

D4S10 (G8)
D4S43

apo C2
D19S19

L1.28

o 3'HVR D16S85

chromosome 13
DNA fragments

v-alb
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apolipoproteins are available and have been used to detect RFLPs which correlale with

disease states. For example, Hegele et al. (1986) have shown a correlation between RFLPs

detected by the apolipoprotein B-gene and myocardial infarction. Cooper and Clayton

(1988) review progress lo date with lhe use of RFLPs to study disease associations with

emp hasis on atherosclerosis and H l-A-associated diseases.

1.4.4 Direct ldentificalion of Somatic Mutations

An impressive use of RFLPs has been in the study of somatic genetics underlying oncogenesis

in childhood malignancies. Examples include retinoblastoma, a lumour of the developing

relina, and Wilm's tumour which develops in the kidney. In both cancers, RFLP analysis

revealed a change associated with tumour formation; a somatic development of homozygosity

for a mutant allele (Cavenee et a1.,1983; Koufos et a1.,1984; Orkin ef al.,'1984; Reeve ef

al., 1984; Fearon et al., 1984). Tumour cells were found to be hornozygous for the RFLP,

in contrast to other cells from the same individual which were helerozygous. The

development of homozygosity at an allele has been found in other childhood tumours (Koufos

et al., 1985). The loss of heterozygosity on specific chromosomes is also common in adult

tumours as shown in more recenl studies using RFLPs (Yokota et al., 1987; Kok et al.,

1987; Kovacs et al., 1988). Thus, RFLPs are useful markers for lhe changes associated

with malignancy in somalic cells.

1.5 THE CONSTRUCTION OF A GENFTC LINKAGE MAP OF THE HUMAN GENOME USING RFLPS

The construction of a comprehensive genetic linkage map of the human genome using RFLP

loci will facilitate both the process of finding linked RFLP markers for disease loci, and the

assignment of disease loci lo chromosomal regions. Once completed the linkage map will

provide for a directed approach in localising all disease loci and other phenotypes, in

contrast to the present, often arbitrary, use of loci (White et a1.,1985a; White et al.,

1986a and b; Lalouel et al., 1986; Marx,1985).

The potential of RFLPs for lhe construction of a linkage map of the human genome was first

poinled out by Solomon and Bodmer (1979) and the theory was formally presented by

Botstein et al. (1980). They proposed that 150 to 200 evenly spaced RFLP markers would

provide a map in which any undefined locus would be no more than 10cM (ten map units,

which equals lhe distance over which 10% recombination occurs) from an BFLP marker

and hence could be located on the map using familial studies and linkage analysis. However,

evenly spaced markers are difficult to obtain and because not all RFLPs are useful as

markers, 1500 RFLP markers may be a more realistic numberfor the map (Lange and
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Boehnke, 1982). Alternatively, as few as 20 hypervariable loci should provide a linkage

map of highly informative loci spanning the entire human genome (Davies, 1985b;

Jeffreys, 1987). The application of RFLPs in the conslruction of human chromosome maps

is reviewed by Watkins (1988).

Initially, the X-chromosome was the most intensively mapped chromosome (Wieacker et

al., 1984, Drayna and White, 1985). Now all aulosomes and the Y-chromosome have

RFLPs assigned to them, and some chromosomes have been mapped as comprehensively as

the X-chromosome (see HMGg report for complete lists of RFLP assignments lo all

chromosomes).

A variety of methods exist for the assignment of isolated DNA sequences that identify RFLPs

to chromosomes and chromosomal regions. These methods include hybridisation of the DNA

with interspecific somatic cell hybrids (DeMartinville ef al., 1982; Paulsen et al., 1986;

Wieacker et al., 1984; MacDonald et al.,'1987 ), hybridisation to genomic DNA of patients

with deletions (Paulsen el al., 1986, Gusella et al., 1985), in situ hybridisation to

chromosomal spreads (Thayer et al., 1987; Landegent, 1986) and linkage analysis with

other cloned DNA sequences that have been located previously ( Nakamura el a/.,1988).

More recently the method of pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) and similar techniques

have introduced alternative ways of locating cloned DNA sequences on specific chromosomal

fragments (Schwartz and Cantor, 1984; Carle and Olson, 1984; Shaw, 1986; Gemmill el

al., 1987).

An extension of the linkage map is a physical map of the human genome which will enable a

more accurate localisation of any locus. Such a map of the entire human genome is feasible,

as demonslrated by Vissing et al. (1987) who have generated an overlapping map from

cosmid clones along part of human chromosome 17. Others have mapped large regions

surrounding disease loci using PFGE (DMD, Kenwrick et al., 1987; Burmiester and

Lehrach, 1986; van Ommen et a1.,1986: HLA region, Hardy et a1.,1986; Lawrance et al.,

1987: regions of chromosome 3, Gemmill et al., 1986). Whereas distances in a linkage

map are determined from recombination frequencies and hence are subject lo distortions, a

physical map provides precise distances. A physical map would speed access to any region

identified by linkage studies, provide more tightly linked RFLPS, and would lead ultimately

to the gene.

Already less complex genomes have been or are being physically mapped using a variety of

methods (E.coli, Smith et al., 1987; Kohara et al., 1987; Daniels and Blattner, 1987:

C.elegans, Coulson et a1.,1986: S.cerevisiae, Olson et a1.,1986). A physical map is an
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intermediate and necessary step towards the complete sequencing of the human genome, a

goal many now believe possible and worthwhile (Roberts, 1988a).

1.6 OTHER USES FOR RFTPS

The use of RFLP analysis for the identification of individuals is having a considerable impact

both within and outside medicine (for a review see Jeffreys, 1987). RFLPs have emerged

as useful tools in population genetics and in the establishment of evolutionary relationships

between peoples (Hill and Wainscoat, 1986).

1.6.1 lndividual ldentifications

The potential of RFLPs to provide individual identification was realised with the discovery

of probes which hybridise with hypervariable "minisatellite" regions in human DNA

(Jeffreys et al., 1985a) and thus produce DNA "fingerprints" which are

individual-specific (Jeffreys et al., 1985b; Jeffreys, 1986). This specificity does not

extend lo monozygous lwins who have identical FFLP patterns or DNA "fingerprints".

Gill ef a/. (1985) outlined lhe forensic applications for a technique so powerful that the

chance of two individuals having identical "fingerprints" is less than 5 x 1O-19. Others

have shown the feasibility of exlracting DNA suitable for analysis from dried bloodstains

(Kanter et al., 1985) and sperm (Giusti et al., 1985). Already lhese probes which detect

hypervariable regions have been used for criminal investigation (Gill and Werrett, 1987).

Segregation of the polymorphic minisatellite fragments to offspring enables family

relationships to be established by DNA "fingerprinting" (Jeffreys et al., 1986). Soon after

their discovery, the probes were used to prove relationships of individuals in an

immigration dispute (Jeffreys et al., 1985). Subsequently these and similar probes have

been used in paternity testing for other purposes (Appendix lll, Chapter 3). Probes have

also been used to distinguish between monozygous and dizygous twins at birth (Hill and

Jeffreys, 1985). Another application has been in the monitoring of bone marrow

transplants to establish the origin of cell populations (Thein et al., 1996).

Other probes with similar properties to the probes isolated by Jeffreys et at. (1985a) have

since been discovered (mouse probe related to the Drosophila " Pef gene, Georges et al.,

1987; M13, Vassarl et al., 1987, and see Nakamura et a1.,1987\. Some of these probes

show less genetic variabilify lhan those described by Jeffreys but they may be used in
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combination to increase polymorphism, or applied to situations with less stringent

requirements. The M13 probe has been used to distinguish between maternal and foetal

cells in tissue cullure (this thesis, Appendix lll).

Unique sequence probes which detect highly polymorphic regions in genomic DNA have been

used in combination to provide individual-specific markers (Baird et al., 1986; Knowlton

et al., 1986; Wainscoat et al., 1987). Similar probe combinations have been used in

zygosity determination of newborn twins (Derom el a/., 1985) and to establish lhe origin of

cell populations after bone marrow transplantation (Ginsburg et al., 1985).

1.6.2 Evolutionary Relationships and Population Genetics

RFLPs have been used to complement both lhe more lraditional methods of archeological and

linguistic evidence and protein, blood group and HLA polymorphisms in the study of

evolutionary relationships and population genetics.

Hill and Wainscoat (1986) review the evolution of globin genes and DNA studies of

anthropological interest. The a and B-globin gene clusters have been studied extensively at

the mofecular level (Jeffreys, 1979; Poncz et al., 1983; Antonarakis et a1.,1985a) and

reveal substantial variability between individuals and populations. Thus these regions are

especially useful for genetic anthropological studies and have added to knowledge of

prehistoric migrations and genetic affinities between populations (Wainscoat et al., 1986).

Since the globin gene loci comprise only about 0.001% of the total haploid genome, there is

a lremendous amounl of as yet unused variability that could be utilised for anthropological

studies. Mitochondrial DNA polymorphisms have also been useful in establishing

evolutionary relationships between peoples (Cann et a1.,1987).

1.7 OTHER METHODS FORTHE DETECTION OFGENOMIC VARIABIUTY

Most of the genomic variability used to date has been that amenabte to detection by the

visualisalion of RFLPs in Southern blots hybridised with probes from regions of interest.

Visualisation of these RFLPs provides the simplest, and often the most convenient or the

only way to view a subset of the total genomic variability. Other methods for detecling

genomic variability are discussed below. These methods ofien provide more sensitivity than

Southern blot hybridisation, and some have the advantage of detecting variability other than

lhat which produces RFLPs and hence are not limited to just a small subset of total

variability. However, although offering several advantages, these methods have their own
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limilations. Some require sequence data (sections 1 .7.1, 1 .7.41 or a cloned copy of the

region to be invesligated (sections 1.7.2, 1.7.3). These requirements are often difficult to

meet.

1.7.1 Differential Hybridisation using Oligonucleolide Probes

This method is sufficiently sensitive to detect a single base pair mismatch between a

radiolabelled oligonucleolide probe and genomic DNA (see Thein and Wallace, 1986). Each

mismatch between the probe and the DNA to which it is bound will increasingly destabilise

the hybrid. Thus perfectly base-paired hybrids will melt at higher Tm values than those

with mismatches. Hence completely hybridised and mismatched sequences can be

distinguished by differential melting. The oligonucleotide may be hybridised to

size-separated genomic fragments on Southern blots (Conner et a1.,1983) or to dot blots of

total genomic DNA (as in Woodhead and Malcolm, 1987). Sequence information is necessary

for the synthesis of the oligonucleotide, but the mismatches to be detected need not alter a

restriction enzyme recognition sequence. This method has been used for the detection of a
variety of mutations responsible for disease phenotypes, including sickle cell anaemia and

thafassaemias (Weatherall et al., 1985 and Antonarakis et al., 1985a), haemophilia A

(Antonarakis et al., 1985b) and al-antitrypsin deficiency (Kidd el a/., 1993; Kidd et at.,

1984). The detection of each mutation by specific oligonucleotide probes may be difficull

or totally impractical when disease loci are molecularly heterogeneous and susceptible to
new mutation .

1.7.2 Differential DNA Melting During Denaturing Gradient Gel Electrophoresis

Myers et al. (1985c) have shown that some single base mutations can be detected in

genomic DNA using gradient gel electrophoresis to differentiate between perfectly matched

and mismalched hybrids. Any mismatch alters the migration characteristics of the hybrid,

whose final posilion in the gel is determined by its melting temperature. An improvement

in the lechnique, the use of a GC rich 'clamp' attached to lhe gene region under investigalion,

has raised the level of detectable mismatches in genomic DNA from between 257o and 40"/o

to 95% (Myers et al., 1985a). A cloned copy of the region under investigation is required

for the method but full sequence information is nol needed.

1.7.3 Electrophoresis of Partial RNA-DNA Hybrids

Another method for detecting single base-pair substitutions involves the electrophoresis of

partial RNA-DNA hybrids (Jones et al., 1985; Myers et al., 19BSb; Gibbs and Caskey,
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1987). An RNA wild type sequence probe is annealed with complementary genomic DNA.

Any mismatch present is subsequently cleaved with ribonuclease A treatment. The products

are electrophoresed in a denaturing acrylamide gel and their size indicates whether or not a

mismatch was present in the hybrid. Unfortunately, the method detects only 35% of all

possible mismatches in a fragment. As with the previous method a cloned copy of the region

under investigation is required, preferably in a vector like pSP64 (Melton et a!., 1984;

Kreig elal., 1985). The pSP vectors provide a simple system for the synlhesis of an RNA

transcript which can be radiolabelled to very high specific activity.

1.7.4 The Polymerase Chain Reaction

The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was first described by Saiki et al. (1985b)(also see

Chapter 5). This simple and very rapid technique for amplifying specific regions of the

genome when combined with existing techniques considerably improves their sensitivity.

Thus, the PCR is likely to replace conventional blotting and hybridisation procedures for

RFLP delecli6n when sequence information is available from the region under investigation.

Two oligonucieotides which have homology with opposite DNA strands on either side of a
region to be investigated are synthesised. The discrete region bounded by the 5' ends of the

two oligonucleotides is amplified by cycling reaclions of DNA denaturation, oligonucleolide

primer annealing and primer exlension. The amplified region is then analysed by

conventional methods.

One method to detect the presence or absence of a restriclion enzyme recognition sequence in

the amplified DNA is by digestion of the DNA with the restriction enzyme and visualisation

of the producVs after gel electrophoresis. ln this way an RFLP is visualised directly

without lhe need for blotting and hybridisation with high specific activity probes (Mullis el
a/., 1986; Chehab et al., 1gg7; Kogan et al., 19g7; williams et al., lggg; Feldman et al.,

1 s88).

Amplified fragments that contain mutations olher than those which alter a restriction

enzyme recognition sequence are amenable to study by the methods previously described of

differential hybridisation using oligonucleotide probes (section 1.7.1), denaturing gradient

gef ef ectrophoresis (section 1 .7.121 and electrophoresis of parlial RNA-DNA hybrids

(section 1.7.3). These methods become much more sensitive after PCR amplification

because the sequence under investigation is present in nanogram or microgram amounts

rather than picrogram amounts. Some examples of the analysis of PCR products by these

methods are provided in Table 1.5.
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TABLE 1.5 SOME PUBLISHED USES OF THE POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION

1l NUCLEOTIDE activated genes [8,9,1 1 ,12,13,33]

SEQUENCE analysis of ancient DNA samples [29]

VARIATION chromosomalrearrangements [9,33]

disease susceptibility t25l

DNA "fingerprints" [1 7,1 8,34]

genetic disorder diagnosis 11 -1 1,26,27,34-36,38,39,41 l

species identification [1 8]

unique sequence from a single cell [43]

2l SPECIFIC foetalsexing [4]

NUCLEOTIDE gene expression studies [37,44]

SEQUENCES infectiouspathogens[19-23,31J

3l MlscELLANEOr..lS AMPL|FTCATTON OF DNA OUTSTDE OF THE BOUNDARTES

r..ss oF KNowN sEouENcEs [421

HIGH EFFTCTENCY CLONTNG 17,14,241

MUTAGENESTS [40]

PLASMTD TNSERT AMpLTFTCATION [28]

4l MEIHODSOF GENOMICSEQUENCING[6,10,13,15,16"17*,25,2930'

AIIALYSIS 32+,33,411

ASO [2,3,9,1 1, 1 2,1 7,23,25,26,34,35,39,43]

denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis [41 ]

direct visualisation, UV [4,5,1 7,1 8,36,38,39]

hybddisation [9,21,31,37,44]

oR [1,19,20,22J

RNase A cleavage [l
32p Arufp final PCR round and product radioautography 118,2n

'mitochondrial

+RNA sequencing

ASO = allele specific oligonucleotide

OR = oligonucleotide restriction



DNA amplified from the genome has been sequenced directly (see Table 1.5). Thus

corresponding genomic regions of up to 3Kb (Oste, 1988) are now readily accessible for

study at the base sequence level without prior library conslruction, isolation and cloning, a

saving in time of weeks or months. This capability is a major advance for study of the

human genome. The method could become routine for the diagnostic investigation of allelic

alterations.

A technique for direct genomic sequencing was introduced first by Church and Gilbert

(1984). Their melhod combines chemical sequencing, developed by Maxam and Gilbert

(1980), with the detection of specific DNA seguences by hybridisation of gel-separated

electroblotted fragments with a radiolabelled probe. Information is obtained directly from

the genome and allelic polymorphisms and point mutations are amenable to detection without

prior need for fragment isolation and cloning. Although powerful and exlemely sensitive the

method is very technically demanding and requires high molecular weight DNA and very

high specific activity probes. lt is not easily performed or readily adapted for mass

screening in the routine detection of allelic variation for diagnostic work as is the method

which incorporates the PCR.

A variety of other uses for the PCR are listed in Table 1.5. The potential of the PCR method

for diagnostic medicine has yet to be fully realised. Many new applications have been

reporled in the last few months and other applications will follow. As an example, the PCR

may offer the means for non-invasive foetal sex determination. That is, PCR could be used

on maternal blood to detect the presence or absence of Y-specific sequences from foetal cells

circulating in maternal blood. These foetal cells are present at a very low level but the

sensitivity of the PCR may be sufficient to detect the foetal sequences if present. A

non-invasive method for foetal sex determination is preferable to the analysis of chorionic

villus or amniotic fluid presently used and which both carry the risk of abortion. At

present, contamination from maternal cells prevents analysis of foetal RFLPs using foetal

cells from malernal blood. However, if a method could be developed to select out foetal cells

from maternal cells, then one could use PCR to assess foetal RFLPs with no risk to the

foetus.

1.8 RFLPS UNKEDTOTHE HD LOCUS ON CHROMOSOME4

In 1983 Gusella et a/. reported linkage of HD to G8 (D4S10), an anonymous unique DNA

sequence cloned in bacteriophage Charon 4A and from the human gene library of Lawn et al.,

(1978). These researchers were the first to demonstrate that using RFLP markers an
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autosomal disease could be located to a chromosomal region without knowledge of an

abnormal protein or any information concerning the biochemical mechanisms of the disease.

Alone, this demonstralion constiluted a very significant advance for the study of human

genetically-determined diseases using recombinant DNA techniques. In addition, their work
provided the potential for limited presymptomatic diagnosis of HD and lhe cloning of the HD

locus for idenlification of the defect. Before releasing the G8 probe for predictive testing,

the possiblity of non-allelic heterogeneity had to be excluded, as their study had

demonstrated linkage of HD to G8 in only two pedigrees. Also, a more accurate eslimate of

the distance of G8 from the HD locus was required. Heterozygosity at the G8 locus needed to

be increased and closer RFLP markers found with one or more flanking the HD locus. Most

of these requirements have been fulfilled as discussed below, although the HD locus itself

has not yet been identified five years after its initial localisation to the p arm of
chromosome 4. With reports of HD/G8 linkage in over 63 families studied, genetic

heterogeneity would seem to have been excluded, although a small risk remains that the HD

phenotype will be conferred upon individuals by mutation at another tocus (Haines et al.,

1986; Haines et al.,1gg7).

Many meiotic recombinations have been detected between the HD locus and G8 since the first

report of the two families sludied, in which no crossovers were detected (Gusella et al.,

1984; Folstein et al., 1985; Youngman et al., 1986; Family 10, this thesis). lnitially the

estimated distance between the HD locus and G8 was up to 10 cM (Gusella elal., 19g3).

With more informalion this value was reduced to 4 cM ( Gusella et al., 1986). Loci

separated by tO6 base pairs will display 17o recombination. Therefore, 4yo reeombination
represents a distance of 4 x 106 bp between HD and G8. This physical distance of 4 x 106

bp still may be an overestimate because G8 and HD are near lhe lelomere of chromosome 4,

a region reported to have an increased frequency of recombinalion (Laurie and Hulten,

1985a and b).

The original RFLPs detected by G8 resulted from two polymorphic Hlndlll sites. Fifty seven

percent of individuals tested were helerozygous for these two sites. Heterozygosity in the

region now exceeds 90% with lhe use of further RFLPs detected by both GB and cloned DNA

continguous with GB (Fi9.1,5; Chapter 3, Tabtes 3.1 and 3.4).

Only recently have there been reports of RFLPs significantly closer to the HD locus, despite
intensive efforts to move towards the locus (Gilliam et al.,1g87b and c; MacDonald et al.,

1987; Frischauf et a1.,1987; Youngman et al., 19g7; Smith et al., 19gg). Gilliam ef a/.

(1987a) have isolated probe D4S43 and contiguous DNA which detect a highly polymorphic

region. D4S43 has been located between G8 and the telomere of chromosome 4 and is
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FIGURE 1.5 CHROMOSOME 4 SHOWING FIVE Dlt|A REGIONS WHICH DETECT RFtPs A ID

ARE UNKED WTH THE HUNTINGTON DISEASE (HD) LOCUS

The relative positions of D4S62, D4S10 and D4S81with D4S43, D4S95 and HD are

known. However, the relative positions of HD, D4S43 and D4S95 with each other are

not known. One or both of these unique sequences may be telomeric to HD and thus

flank the disease locus with D4S10. GB and R7 are unique clones from the D4S10

region which is estimated to be located 4cM from the HD locus. D4S43 is estimated to

be between 0 and 1.5 cM from HD.

References:

D4S62 Hayden et al. (1987b)

D4S10 Gusella ef a/. (1983)

D4S81 Richards er a/. (1988)

D4S43 Gilliam et al. (1987a)

D4S95 Wasmuth ef a/. (1988)
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probably very close to the HD locus (from between 0-1.5cM), although not within it, since

two crossovers have been detected between HD and D4S43 (Gusella, personal

communication). Further, no particular polymorphic forms detected by D4S43 and

conliguous DNA show linkage disequilibrium with HD. Thus the marker locus and HD are

separate loci.

Similarly, Wasmuth et al. ('1988) have isolated D4S95, which is more closely linked to HD

than G8, and thus this RFLP is positioned between G8 and the telomere of chromosome 4. To

date, no crossovers have been detected between the HD locus and D4Sg5. However, lhe

D4S95 region does not coincide with the HD locus because no polymorphism has been found

in linkage disequilibrium with the latter. As yet the distance between D4S43 and D4S95

has not been determined, nor which of the lwo probes is closest lo the telomere. lt is
possible that one will be between the HD locus and the telomere and thus represent a

flanking marker for the HD region. Both of these probes are superior to GB in that they

detect highly polymorphic regions and because they are closer to the HD locus. Their use

should improve the accuracy of predictive testing over that attainable using G8. ln addition,

a flanking marker is advantageous for attempts to identify the HD locus.

Very recently a technique. developed independently by Collins and Weissman (1984) and

Poustka and Lehrach (1986) has been used lo "jump" 20OKb from the G8 region towards

lhe HD locus (collins el al., 1987; Richards et al., 1988). The isolated DNA (D4sg1)

detects RFLPs and thus provides additional and closer markers for HD. Of importance is the

finding that. the 200Kb region traverses two of the five meiotic recombinational events lhat

were investigated. Hence, further evidence is provided for an increased frequency of
recombinalion in this region and a closer physical distance of the identified RFLPs to HD

than estimaled from the observed recombination frequencies.

1.9 AIMS OF THIS THESIS

This work was initiated by the late Professor A.M.O. Veale who had for over 20 years kept a

register of the New Zealand HD families. The availability of a probe Iinked to the HD tocus

provided lhe potential for presymptomatic diagnosis of HD in the many people "al risk" for

having inherited the disorder.

I commenced this work in collaboration with Professor Veale. Our aims were lhe following:

(i) to use RFLPs detected by the GB probe and found by others to be linked to a locus on

chromosome 4 responsible for the HD phenotype, in an analysis of New Zealand families
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segregating HD. The analysis was done first to determine Whelher or not the RFLPs and the

gene(s) responsible for HD in the New Zealand families were linked and secondly to assess

the usefulness of the RFLP region in predictive testing for HD in these families. This work

is presented in Chapter 3.

(ii) to characterise at the molecular level three of the restriction enzyme recognition

sequences whose presence or absence results in RFLPs detected by the G8 probe. The

information is presented in Chapter 4.

(iiD to use the DNA sequence information obtained from the molecular characterisation of
the RFLPs lo develop a more rapid and sensitive method for the analysis of individuals in the

G8 genomic region using the PCR. An improved screening method for RFLPs was seen as

important in the development of a diagnostic test for HD because of the disadvantages of

blotting and hybridisation studies for a diagnostic medical laboratory. Work on the

possibility of establishing the PCR as a diagnostic test for HD is presented in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER TWO

MATERIALS AND METHODS



Unless othenvise stated all percentages quoted in this chapter are weighVvolume.

2.1 GROWTH MEDIA

2.1.1 Liquid Media

Luria broth (L broth): 1% Bactotryplone, 0.5% yeast exlract, 1% NaCl, pH 7.0 (Luria

and Burrous, 1957). Sucrose lo 1!o was added for growth of rec A strains.

YT broth: 0.8% Bactotryplone, 0.5% yeast extract, 0.5% NaCl.

2 r YT broth + sucrose:1.0"/" Baclotryptone, 1% yeast extract, 0.5% NaCl, 0.5%

sucrose.

TB broth: 1% Bactotryptone, 0.5% NaCl, iOmM MgSO4.

NZ amine broth:1% Bactocasitone, 0.5% yeast exlract,0.5% NaCl,0.2/o MgCt2.6H2O,

pH 7.0.

soB:2% Bactotryptone,0.5% yeast extract, 1OmM Nacl,2.5mM Kcl, 1omM Mgcl2,

1OmM MgSOa.

SOC: SOB medium with 20mM glucose added.

Minimal medium: 56/2 salts solution (20mM KH2po4, 30mM Na2Hp04, 7.smM

(NHa)2s04, 0.4mM Mgso4, 0.03mM ca(No3)2, 0.5nM Fesoa) Aderberg and Burns

(1960), supplemented with thiamine (50p9/ml), 0.2% glucose and where required,

amino acids up to s0pglml.

2.1.2 Solid Media

L agar: L broth wsth 2.T/o Davis agar.

YT agar: YT broth wilh 2.2/" Davis agar.

Minimaf agar: 56/2 salts solution with 2.21" Davis agar supplemented with thiamine
(0.5p9/ml) and Q.27o glucose and where required amino acids up to SOpg/ml.

MacConkey indicator agar: MacOonkey base (Difco) supplemented with carbon source,
't% lactose and 0.8% Davis agar.

Lambda agar: 0.8% Bactopeptone, 0.5% Bactotryptone, 0.5% NaCl, 1.5o/o Davis agar.

Soft agars: minimal medium, YT broth or TB broth supplemented with Davis agar from

0.9% lo 1%.
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2.2 BACTERIALSTRAINS

All bacterial strains used were E.coli K12 derivatives. The strains and their genotypes are
listed in Table 2-1. Strains were stored in Revco medium (section 2.41 at-2oog or -70"C

for long lerm storage.

2.3 PI.ASMIDS AND BACTERIOPHAGE

The plasmids and bacteriophage used are listed in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. plasmids

and bacteriophage derived in this work are listed in Tables 2.4 and 2.5 respectively.

Pfasmids were stored in TE buffer (section 2.4) at -20"C. M13 bacteriophage were stored
as infected cells resuspended in Revco medium (secrion 2.4) at -20"c. Lambda
bacteriophage were stored as phage slocks (section 2.11) to which chloroform was added for
prevenlion of bacterial growlh or purified from step gradients and stored at 4"C in CsCl.
See seclion 2.18-2 for storage of recombinanl bacteriophage from library construclions.

2.4 BUFFERS AND SOLUTIONS

TE: 1OmM Tris-HCt pH 8.0, 1mM EDTA.

Borate buffer (for agarose and polyacrylamide gels): 89mM Tris-HCl pH g.3, ggmM

boric acid, 2.5mM EDTA.

Acelate buffer: 40mM Tris-HCl pH 7.g, smM sodium acetate , 0.4mM EDTA.
srET:8% sucrose, so/o (v/v) Triton x-l00,50mM Tris-HCl pH g.0,50mM EDTA.
SSC: 0.15M NaCl, lSmM tn-sodium citrate.

SSPE: 0.18M NaCl, 10mM NaH2pO4, 1mM EDTA, pH 7.4.

Low salt restriction enzyme buffer:1OmM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10mM Mgcl2, 1mM

DTT.

Medium salt restriction enzyme buffer: somM Nacr, 1omM Tris-HCr pH 7.s,
1OmM MgCl2, lmM DTT.

High salt reslriction enzyme buffer:100mM Nacl, somM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 1omM

MgCl2, 1mM DTT.

Restriclion enzyme dirution buffer: so% (v/v) glyceror, 20mM potassium
phosphate pH7.0, 0.2M NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 7mM B-mercaptoethanol, 1mM sodium azide.
Loading dye (dry loading): 0.05M EDTA, 30% sucrose, 0.005% bromophenol blue.
Loading dye (underloading): 0.0sM EDTA, 30% ficoll, o.oos% bromophenol blue.
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TABLE 2.1 BACTERIAL STHAINS

SYVOIIYIU GENOWPE/PHENOryPE/DESORIPTION

F-, thi-1, thr-1, lau B6,hcYl, ton l€1, supE4F.,L-

F-, hsd S20 (r-g m-g), rec413, ar414, pro A2, lacy1,
gal Yt2, tF L2O (Smr), rryl-5, mtl1, supE44,L-

L(lac-pro AB), sup E, tti, (r+ym+fl/F'tra D36, proAB,
IacljZJlttls

A(lac-pro), thi, strA, supE, end A, sbc B, tsd R-,
F tra D3 pro AB,lac F ZAMls

ara, L(lac-pro AB), rsp L, OgO, lac Z LM15, (r+f m+d

:

hsd R'1, hsd M+;., supE,QSOr

hsdR'p, hsd M+1, supE,AB0,P2

thi, thr,leu,lacYl, ton /€1, supEK,hsd R-, hsd M+

thi, thr, leu, IacY1, ton M|, supE44, hsd R-, hsd M+,
hfl A15O [chr::In 10]

F-, hd R514 (r1 m+p), sup E44, sup F58, /ac yl,
galK2,galT2Z, metB1, trp R55, L-

caldolysin+

pTT8, pUVS/ protease -, p-galactosidase-

Thermatoga

STRAIN

P82477

P81341

P82963

P82928

P82946

P82920

P82921

PU212

P8.4213

PB247A

c600

HB10'l

JM101

JMl03

JiaS

Q3s8

Q3s9

BNN93

BNN102

1E392

T3sl

H88

Fjss3Bl

REFERE}.ICE/

scr..FcE

Appleyard (19s4)

Boyer and

Roulland-Dussoix
(1 e6e)
Messing et

a/. (1981)

lvbssing et
a/. (1981)

Vieira and

Messing (1982)

Karn et al. (1980)

Karn et al. (1980)

Young and Davis
(1 e83)

Young and Davis
(1 e83)

Munay etal.

0en)

ATCC#31674

A CC*27634

Thermophile
Research
Unit, Waikato



TABLE 2.2 BACTERIAL PLASMIDS USED IN THIS THESIS

PI-ASMID SYllOt{V\,| DESCRIPTION

pBR3z

psPer

pSP6s

pT71

pT72

4it62bp, Apr,Tcr

3049bp, Apr

3049bp, Apr

2400bp, Apr

2400bp, Apr

REFEHEIICE/SOURCE

Bolivar et al" ('19 7)

Melton etal. (1984)

lvfefton et al- (1984)

Tabor and Richardson
(1 e85)

pLJCB 2700bp, Apr Vieira and Messing
(1 e82)pUCa 2700bp, Apr

pKO82 10407bp, Apr,55O0bpa EcoRlfragment from Gusella
human chromosome 4 in pBR328

pKO83 7307bp, Apr,z4OObp EcoRlfragment from human Gusslla
chromosome 4 in pBR328

H5.52 10400bp, Apr,24oobpand l2OobpEcaRlfragment p. pearson

from human chromosome 4 in cosmid C2RB

pBRC4 7362bp,lpr, SoooUp Hindlll fragmenr from human Guselta
chromosome 4 in pBR322

pXP500 Apr, 56obp Xbal-psll fragment from human Gusella
chromsome 4 in pGElvl4

N3.11 D7S8 5400bp, Apr, Toobp SsaRl-Hiodlll fragment from Wainwright et a/.
human chromosome 7 in pAT153 (1985)

B79a D7S1g 6107bp, npr, t ZooUp EcoRt-Hiodlll fragmenr from Estivill et a/. (1986)
human chromosome 7 in pBR328

7c22 D7S1B 8149bp, Apr, stoobpEf.aRlfragment from human Scambler etal. (1996)
chromosome 7 in pSP64

]I/ETD 5462bp, epr, t t OoUp EcoRt fragment from human White et a/. (1985b)
chromosome 7 in pBR322

tt/EIH 5962bp, Apr, 160obp EcoRl-Sa[ fragment from white et a/. (1985b)
human chromosome 7 in pBR322

(a) | refer to this fragment as 5.3Kb, the size thal I have determined it to be. This fragment has also
been reported as 5.2Kb in Gusella (198S).



TABLE 2.3 BACTERTOPHAGE USED FOR EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED IN THIS
THESIS

PI{AGE SYIIIOI.IYI4 DESCRIPTON REFEFENCE/SCIJRCE

GB D4S'l0 17.6Kb of unique anonymous DNA from chromosome 4 Gusel6
(apl6.3 region) cloned into theEcoRl site of charon 4A Gusella alal. (19g3)

14.0Kb EcoRlfragrnent of unique anonymous DNA from Gusella
chromosome 4 (4p16.3 region) cloned into theEQeRlsite
of Charon 4A. Overlaps and is contiguous with G8.

43.2Kb replacement vector Frischauf etal. (1983)TEMBLs

i,gt10

'
M13mp8

Ml3mp9 cloning vector for use in dideoxy-sequencing

M13mp10 cloning vector for use in dideoxy-sequencing

M13mp11 cloning vector for use in dideoxy-sequencing

M13mp19 cloning veclor for use in dideoxy-sequencing

ICl857 SamT

43.34Kb insertion vector

cloning vsctorfor use in dideoxy-sequencing

Huynh etal. (1985)

Itlessing and Vieira
(1982); Vieira and
**'^:(1e82)

**'.:(1e83)

Norrander et a/-

(1 s83)
Yanisch-Perron ef
a/. (198s)

Goldberg and Howe
(1 e6e)



TABLE 2.4: BACTERIAL PLASMIDS CONSTRUCTED FOR USE IN AND DURING
EXPERIMENTS DESCRIBED tN THIS THESIS

PLASMID DESCRIPTION

pNZ533 5.3Kb EcoFil human g1q4(a)fragment from pKo82 cloned inro psp65

pNZ546 1-8Kb EcoRt-Hiodilr human DNA fragment from rhe S.sKb EeaRr fragment
of pNZSSit subcloned inro pSp65

pNZ560 2.2Kb EcoRl-Hindlll human DNA fragment from pKo83 ctoned inro psp6zl

pNZ572 1.SKb EcoRl human DNA fragment from G8 croned into puc8 oril (-H2+)

pNZ573 1.5Kb EcoRl human DNA fragment from Gg cloned into puGg ori2 (,H2+)

pNZ574 2.2Kb EcoRt-Hindlil human DNA fragment from pKos3 cloned into pTTt

pNZ575 2-2kb EcoRr-Hindilr human DNA fragment from pKo83 croned into pT72

pNZ585 2'4Kb EcoRl-gamHr human DNA fragmenr from ),.o2crondinto pUcS (.H1+)

pNZ587 1.9Kb EcoRr-gg[il human DNA fragment from ],e2 crondinro pUcS fH1+)

pNZ588 2'4Kb EcoRl-EamHl human DNA fragment from lo1 cloned into pUcS (-H1')

pNZ589 1-9Kb EcqRr-lg[il human DNA fragment from x@1 croned into pUCS (.H1-)

pNZ590 2.4Kb EcoRr-EaEHr human DNA fragmenr from R7 croned inro pUCB (.H11

pNZ591 266bp Xmar-fulr human DNA fragmenr from pNZ595 croned into pucg (.El

pNZ592 137bp EcoRf-Xnal human DNA fragment from pNZ598 ctoned into pucS ('E+)

pNZ593 2'4Kb EcoRl-BamHl human DNA fragment from lol ctoned into pucg fHlJ

pNZ594 2.4Kb EcoRl-EaoHr human DNA fragment from 7'@2 clonedinto pUcg (.H1+)

pNZ595 1.35Kb Pstr human DNA fragmenr from los croned inro pucg (.E-)

pNZ596 1.18Kb E$l-Hindilr human DNA fragmenr from lg5 croned into pUCg f EJ

pNZ598 1.osKb EcoRr-fligdilr human DNA fragment from r-@4 croned inro pucs 1.E+;

pNZ599 1.3Kb EcoRr-Hindilr human DNA fragment from L@6 croned into
pUC9 ("H2-)

(a) all human DNA fragments cloned come from the 4p16.3 region of chromqsome 4

FEEFEIICE

Chapter 3
Fig.3.2
Chapter 3
and FQ.4,1

Chapter 3
Fig.32
Section
4.4.1.a
Fig.4.1s
Section
4.4.1.a
Fig.4.15
Chapter 3
Fig.3.3
Chapter 3
Fig.3.2
Section
4.2.3.b
Fig.4.6
Section

4.2.3.b
Fig.4.6
Section

4.2.3.b
Fig.4.5
Section

4.2.3.b
Fig.4.6
Section
4.2.s
Fig. 5.2.a

Fig.5.2.b

Section
4.2.3.b
Fig.4.6
Section
4.2.3.b
Fig.4.6
Section

4.3.1.b
Fig.4.12
Fig.412

Section
4.3.1.b
Fig. 4.11
Section

4.4.1.d



TABLE 2.5 BACTERIOPHAGE CONSTRUCTED DURING EXPERIMENTS
DESCRIBED IN THIS THESIS

Pt{AGE

^911LO2

)43

),94
7,95

SYIIOIIYIU DESCRIPTION

L1'H1- IEMBL3 plus invariant l4KbECgRlgenomic fragment
L2tH'l+ori1 i.EMBL3 plus invariant 14Kb ECSRI genomic fragment
l2'H1+ori2 XEMBL3 plus invariant 14Kb fggRl genomic fragment

L1*E+ IEMBL3 plus polymorphic 9.0Kb EcoRl genomic fragment
L2'E- tEMBL3pluspolymorphic l3.5KbEC.gR|genomicfragmenl

L3'H2- Lgt10 plus invariant 1.SKb EcoRl genomic fragment

2.4Kb ECqRI-BamHl "H1+ fragment in mp19
2.4Kb ECqRI-BalnHl 'H1- fragment in mp19
95bp EcoRl-lgll'H1- fragment in mpl0
95bp EcoRl-lgll 'H1+ fragment in mp'|0

2.4Kb EcoRl-BamHl *H1- fragment from R7 in mpl1

1.18Kb P$l-Hindttl 'E- fragment in mp19
1.05Kb EcoRl-Hindlll 'E+ fragment in mp'|9
137bp EcoRl-Smgl.E+ fragment in mp10
266bp E5ll-Smal 'E- fragmenl in mp11
241bp amplified'E+ fragment in mp10, oril
241bp amplified'E+ fragment in mp10, ori2

371bp EcoRl-PStl'H2+ fragment in mp8
371bp EcoRl-PStl'H2+ fragment in mp9
92bp Psll-Hipdlll 'H2+ fragment in mp8
92bp E5tl-Hindlll 'H2+ fragment in mp9
1.33Kb EcoRl-ff4dlll 'H2- fragment in mp19
371bp EcoRl-Pgll'H2- fragmenr in mp8
371bp EcoRl-flgll'H2- fragment in mp9

241bp amplified fragmenl'E- in mp10, ori 1

:

241bp amplified fragment'E+ in mp10, ori 1

241bp amplified fragment'E+ in mp10, ori2

:

149bp amplified fragment'H1+ in mp10, ori 1

i

149bp amplified fragment'H1+ in mp10, ori 2

149bp minus 34bp amplified fragment'Hl+ in mp10, ori2
149bp amplilied fragment'H1- in mp10, ori2
'l49bp minus 30bp amplified fragment'H1+ in mp10, ori 1

SECTON

4.2.3.a
4.2.3.a
4.2.3.a

4.3.1.a

4.3.'l.a

4.4-1.c

4.2.4
4.2.4
4.2.4
4.2.4

4.2.s

4.3.2
4.3.2
4.3.2
4.3.2
4.3.2
4.3.2

4.4.1.a
4.4.1.a
4.4.1.a
4.4.',t.a
4.4.1.d
4.4.1.d
4.4.1.d

'l'
5.3.1

'l'

'l'
s.3.2

)@6

mpOl
mpQ2
mp93
nlp@,4

mp@6

mp9g
mpOT
mpOB
mpO9
mp@10
mp@l'l

mpO12
mp@13
mp@14
mp015
mp@16
mp617
mp@18

mp@19

mp@20
mp@21

nwz
mp923
mpo24
mp@25

m@28
mp@27
mpo28
mpo29

mpO30
mpo81

m@32
nposS
rj'Pa34

5.3.2
s.3.2
s.3.2



Phage dilution buffer:100mM Nacl, SmM Mgso4.7H20,50mM Tris-HCl pH 7.s,

0.01% gelatine.

Lambda dilution buffer: 0.1M KH2PO4, 0.1M Mgso4.7H2o, o.oo1% BSA, pH 7.0.

Phage buffer: 1OmM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1OmM NaCt, 1OmM MgCl2.

Revco medium:42mM K2HPo4, 22mM KH2Po4, 1.7mM sodium citrate.2H2o, 0.4mM

MgSO4, 30% (vlvl glycerol.

PAGE elution buffer:0.5M ammoniumacelale, O.1M EDTA pH B.O, O.O1M magnesium

acetate, 0.1% SDS.

PoL buffer: 10mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, SmM Mgcl2,7.smM DTT, or 7mM Tris-HCl pH

7.5,7mM MgCl2, SmM B-mercaptoethanol, 1mM EDTA.

sDS-fysing buffer: 0.12s% sDS, 47.s% (v/v) gryceror, o.2M EDTA, o.os%

bromophenol blue.

Scintillation fluid: 4 gm Omnifluor per litre of toluene.

2.s cHEMtCAtS

Most chemicals were purchased from either Sigma, BDH chemicals Ltd, Boehringer

Mannheim or Pharmacia.

2.6 ANTIBIOTICS

Anlibiotics (obtained from Sigma) were used at the following concentrations in either solid

or fiquid media: ampicillin (Ap) pspg/mt to 50pg/ml, kanamycin sulphate (Km)

50pg/ml, chloramphenicol (Cm) 200pgiml and tetracycline hydrochloride (Tc) Zs

pgiml. Chloramphenicol was dissolved in ethanol. Tetracycline was dissolved in
methanol:ethanol (1:1 v/v). Kanamycin and ampicillin were made up in water, filter
sterilised and stored at 4"C and -20.C respectively.

2.7 ENZTMES

Restriction enzymes were purchased from Bethesda Research Laboratories (BRL),

Boehringer Mannheim, New England Biolabs (NEB), Pharmacia, Promega or were isolated

in this laboratory by lhe method of Greene et at. (1978lr. E.cati DNA polymerase l, Klenow

fragment ot E.coli DNA polymerase I and T4 DNA ligase were purchased from BRL,

Boehringer Mannheim and Promega. SP6 RNA polymerase and T7 RNA polymerase were

purchased from Boehringer Mannheim, BRESA and Promega. DNA Taq polymerase was
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purchased from Biores, Cetus and NEB. Proteinase K, protease, RNase A, DNase and

lysozyme were purchased lrom Sigma.

2.8 RADIOISOTOPES

1o3 2 Pl-deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates, [og 2 P]-ribon ucleoside triphosphales,

f3sS]-Oeoryadenosine triphosphates were purchased from New England Nuclear (NEN).

2.9 GROWTH OF BACTERIA

Liquid cultures were grown with aeration at 37oC either in flasks or tesl tubes depending

upon the volume required. Erlenmeyer side arm flasks were used with a Klett-Summerson

photoelectric colorimeter when monitoring of cell growth was necessary. Methods for

growth of E.coli bacterial strains are described in Maniatis et al. (1982).

2.10 PREPARATION OF COMPETENT ECOtl CEIIS, TRANSFORMATION ANDTRANSFECTION

Competent cells were prepared routinely using the method of Lederberg and Cohen (1974)

with minor modifications. After washing with 0.1M MgCl2, log phase cells were

resuspended in an equal volume of 30mM CaCl2 and left on ice for 30 minutes. Finally, the

cells were resuspended in 1/20th volume of 30mM QaCl2, 15% (v/v) glycerol and stored

at -70"C until required.

For transformation and transfection, DNA (in less than 20pl) was added to cells (200p1)

and the cells left on ice for 30 minutes before three minutes heat shock al42C. Cells were

returned lo ice. L brolh (2ml) was added and the cells incubated at 37"C with aeration for

at least an hour before plating on selective media. This method gave transformation

frequencies of 1 x 105 transformants/pg DNA. Higher frequencies of transformation were

achieved (over 1 x 107 transformants/pg DNA) using the method described by Hanahan

(1e8s).

2.11 GROWTHAIID PURIFICATION OF BACTERIOPHAGE LAMBDA

2.11.1 Small Scale Uquid Lysates

This method was adapted from that described in Silhavy ef a/. (1984). Cells were grown
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overnight in either L broth supplemented with 1OmM MgCl2 and 0.4/" maltose or TB. Cells

were harvested and resuspended in an equal volume of 1OmM MgSO4. Resuspended cells

(50p1) were inoculated with a single plaque. L broth containing 10mM MgSOa (2ml) was

added and the cullure grown wilh aeration for 4-6 hours at which time lysis had occurred.

Chloroform (100p1) was added and debris removed by centrifugation at 4O00rpm for 10

minutes. The supernatant was removed to a clean tube and either DNA extracted from the

phage (section 2.12.4.a) or chloroform added and the phage slored.

2.11.2 Large Scale Liquid Lysates

Phage were added to cells growing exponentially in L broth supplemented with 1omM MgCl2

and 0.4% maltose, at a ratio of 1:500 (phage:cells) and incubated al 37.C for 10 minutes

without shaking. 2.5m1 was added to 250m1 of NZ amine broth prewarmed to 37"C and the

culture shaken vigorously until near lysis (5-8 hours). Chloroform (1ml) was added and

slow shaking continued for 10 minutes. Debris was pelleted by centrifugation for 10

minutes at 7500rpm. Phage were precipitated from the supernatanl with the addition of

NaCl to 1M and PEG to 7o/o and overnight incubation at 4"C. Phage were pelleted by 10

minutes centrifugation at 6000rpm and suspended in phage buffer (3.25ml). DNase

(10ttg) and RNase (10p9) were added and lhe solution incubated at 37"C until the viscosity

of the solution reduced (about 15 minutes). An equal volume of chloroform was added and

the solution centrifuged for 10 minutes at 8000rpm. Caesium chloride (0.4g) was added to

the aqueous layer which contained the phage.

2.11.3 Purification of Bacteriophage from Large scale Liquid Lysates

Phage were purified by banding twice in CsCl step gradients as described in Maniatis ef a/.

(1982). Phage were stored in cscl at 4"c when not required immediately.

2.11.4 Plaque Purification

Plaques shown by hybridisation (sections 2.17.2 and 2.17.s| to contain the required

recombinant phage (positive plaques) were isolated from conlaminating neighbouring

plaques by one or two rounds of purification. The positive plaque and neighbouring plaques

were removed as an agar plug into lambda dilution buffer and the bacteriophage allowed to

ditfuse for one to two hours before dilutions were plaled on host bacteria. Plaques were

rescreened and single positive plaques were processed as described in sections 2.11.1 or

2.11.2.
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2.1 1.5 Preparation of Phage Stock

One plaque was added to lambda dilution buffer (1.5m1) and left for one hour. 100p1 was

removed and added to 100p1 of host cells in exponential growth phase and the solulion

incubated for 15 minutes at 37'G. Soft agar (4ml at 0.55%) was added and the solution

poured over a lambda agar plate. After overnight incubation at 37"C,lambda dilution buffer

(2ml) was added to the plate. The buffer and the soft agar containing the phage were scraped

into a centrifuge tube and chloroform added (100p1). After one hour the suspension was

centrifuged for 10 minutes at 12000rpm. The supernalant, which contained the phage, was

removed and chloroform was added for long term storage. The titre of the phage suspension

was determined by plating dilutions with host cells.

2.12 DNA ISOI.ATION

2.12.1 lsolation of High Molecular Weight DNA from Whote Blood

DNA was isolated using a modification of the method described by Daiger et a/. (1984).

White blood cells (or nuclei if the blood sample had been stored frozen prior to processing)

were isolated fromlOml of whole blood (anticoagulated with eilher heparin or Na2EDTA) by

mixing with five parts of 144mM NHaCI and 0-5 parts of 1OmM NHaHCO3, followed by

centrifugation at 4000-8000rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatant containing lysed red

cells was discarded and the pellet was resuspended in Sml of 50mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5,

100mM NaCl, 1mM Na2EDTA. Cells/nuclei were lysed by the addition of sodium dodecyl

sulphate to 0.5% final concentralion and proteins were digested by the addition of protease

to 100p9/ml final concentralion. After incubation at 37"C for three to 15 hours, the DNA

was extracted twice with phenol (saturated with 500mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100mM NaCl,

1mM Na2EDTA) and precipitated with the addition of 2.5m1 of 7.5M ammonium acelate and

1Sml of ethanol. The DNA was spooled and transferred toTO% ethanol then transferred to

500p1 of TE and allowed lo resuspend. The DNA was then dialysed overnight against TE.

200ltl of the DNA suspension was removed and used as a working stock. For long term

storage, the remaining DNA was precipitated from solution by the addition of 150p1 7.5M

ammonium acetale, 1ml of ethanol and lransferred to 500p1 of fresh ethanol for storage at

-20"C. The DNA concentration of the working stock was estimated by spectrophotometric

measurement (absorbancy at 260nm) or comparison of diluted DNA with known

concentrations of lambda DNA electrophoresed in parallel on an agarose gel.
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The yield of DNA from 10ml of blood was approximately 200pg. This method could be

scaled down lo volumes accommodated in an Eppendorf tube: 200p1 of whole blood yielded

aboul Spg DNA.

2.12.2 Rapid lsolation of crude DNA from Blood, Hair Roots and rissue

a) Blood

This method was adapted from that described by Kogan et at. (1987). 20pl of anticoagulated

whole blood was cenlrifuged for five seconds in a microfuge. Plasma was removed and

replaced with 10pl of waler. After vortexing for 5 seconds, lhe resuspended cells were

heated at 95oC for five minutes. The mixture was centrifuged for five minutes in a

microfuge after which the supernalant containing the DNA was transferred to a fresh tube.

The crude DNA from 6pl of the suspension was used as template for the polymerase chain

reaction (PcR) (section 2.21) either immediately or after storage,at -20"c.

b) Hair roots

Six to eight hair roots were suspended in 20pl of water and sonicated (Z x 10 second bursts

with a probe sonicator on full power) followed by 10 minutes incubation at 9F"C. After two

minutes centrifugation in a microfuge the supernatant was removed to a clean tube. Six

microlitres of the suspension was used for the pCR.

c) Formalin-fixed tissue

About a 50pl volume of lissue was packed into an eppendorf tube followed by washing twice

with xylene, lwice with ethanol and drying one hour at 37"C. Water (2OOpl) was added,

the tissue emulsified then sonicated (5 x 10 second bursts with a probe sonicator on full

power) and heated at gS'C for 10 minutes. After 5 minutes centrifugation in a microfuge

the supernatant was removed to a clean tube and 6pl used for the pcR.

2.12.3 Plasmid DNA

Several methods were used for the exlraction of plasmid DNA.

a) Alkaline lysis

i) This method, modified from Kado and Liu (1981) was very rapid but the DNA extracted

was unsuitable for cleavage with restriclion enzymes. Colonies or stationary phase cells

(0.5m1) were suspended in lysis solution (100mM Tris-NaOH pH 12.5,3% SDS) and

incubated at 65'C for 30 minules, with a 5 second vortex at 15 and 30 minutes. The lysate
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was exlracted with a 1:1 mixlure of phenol and chloroform-isoamyl alcohol (24:1)

equilibrated with 2M Tris-HCl pH 7.0. The aqueous phase (10-15p1) was removed for

agarose gel electrophoresis.

ii) DNA obtained by the method of Birnboim and Doly (1979), as modified by lsh-Horowicz

and Burke (1981) was suitable for digestion with restriction enzymes. The method was

used for plasmid and M13 RF DNA preparation.

b) Lysis by boiling

This method was used for both small and large scale preparations of plasmid and M13 RF

DNA and produced DNA suitable for restriction enzyme digestion (Holmes and

Quigley,1981).

Cells from overnight cultures (preferably amplified with chtoramphenicol for large scale

cultures) were resuspended in STET buffer to one fifth of their originat volume and fresh

lysozyme was added to a final concentration of 1mg/ml. The mixture was boiled for one

minute (small scale) or five minutes (targe scale) lhen centrifuged lo pellet cell debris.

DNA was precipitated from the supernatant by the addition of an equal volume of isopropanol

and incubation at -20"C for two hours. The DNA was recovered by centrifugation and

resuspended in TE prior to caesium chloride density gradient purificalion (see below) for

large scale preparations or washed with 80% ethanol, lhen dried under vacuum and

resuspended in TE (50-100p1) for small scale preparations. lf necessary, contaminating

RNA was removed by treatment with RNase A (added to a final concentration of 1opg/ml and

incubation for five minutes at room temperature) after restriction enzyme digestion.

c) Cleared lysates

This procedure, which is described by Lane and Gardner (1979), was used as an alternative

lo lysis by boiling for the large scale preparation of plasmid DNA.

d) Caesium chloride density gradient purification

Covalently-closed-circular DNAs obtained from all large scale plasmid preparations were

routinely purified from contaminating chromosomal DNA, linear plasmid DNA, RNA and

protein by banding in caesium chloride density gradients which contained ethidium bromide.

Cleared lysate DNA was first concentrated in the presence of polyethylene-glycol (10%)

and NaCl (0.5M) and resuspended in TE. Caesium chloride was added to a density of

1.6199/cm3 (refractive index 1.392) and ethidium bromide lo a final concentration of
0.5m9/ml. The gradients were centrifuged at 50000rpm for 6-18 hours in a Sorvall

TV-865 vertical rolor, lhe plasmid band was removed and rebanded. Ethidium bromide was
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removed by extraction with butan-2-ol and the DNA dialysed against TE. DNA concentralion
was measured by absorbance at 260nm and purity determined by the A260:A2g0 ratio.
Alternatively, concentralions were estimated by comparing ethidium bromide fluorescence
after agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA with the ethidium bromide fluorescence from DNAs
of known concenlrations.

lf necessary, DNA was further purified by phenol/chloroform extraction (section z.1z.sl.
Plasmid DNA was stored at -20"C.

2.12.4 Phage DNA lsotation

a) Rapid isolation of lambda DNA from small scale liquid lysates (section 2.11.11
DNA was isolated as described in Silhavey et at. (1984) wirh minor modifications.
Precipitated DNA was washed with 70% ethanol, resuspended in 20pl TE and stored at 4.C.
The yiefd of DNA was usually 1-2ttg. For restriction enzyme digestion, 2-5gl was used.

b) lsolation of lamMa DNA from large scale liquid lysates - CsCl purified phage
(section 2.11.3).

Phage were diafysed against phage butfer. SDS and Na2EDTA were added to final
concentrations of 0.3% and 1OmM respeclively. The solution was heated at 60"C for three
minutes followed by three phenol extractions, one chloroform extraction and precipitation
with salt and ethanol (section z.1z.sl. The DNA was slored at 4oc.

2'12'5 Purification of DNA by Phenol-Chloroform Extraction and Alcohol precipitation

contaminating proteins were removed from DNA preparations by phenol-chloroform
extraction when necessary. The DNA preparation was extracted twice with phenol, lwice
with chloroform:isoamylalcohol Qa:11 and then precipitated in the presence of salt (o.gM
sodium acetate pH 5-2 or 0.1M NaCl or 2.5M ammonium acetate) with either ethanol
(2'Svolumes) or isopropanol (equal volume) at -20"C or -70"C for at least 30 minutes.
Precipitated DNA was recovered by 15 minutes centrifugation at 4'C in a microfuge
followed by washing with 70% ethanol, drying 10 minutes in a vacuum dessicator and
resuspension in TE- This method proved satisfactory for purification of oligonucteotides ro
be used as primers in the polymerase chain reaction (section z.z1).

Diethyl elher extraclion was used occassionally to remove all traces of phenol and
chloroform just prior to DNA precipitation. An equal volume of diethyl ether was added,
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mixed well and allowed to separate. The upper organic phase was discarded and the sample

heated for 5 minutes at 65"C to remove final traces of ether.

2.13 ELECTROPHORESIS OF DNA

2.13.1 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis

Agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA was carried out routinely in submerged gels (Maniatis et
al., 19821. Gels were poured with agarose c€ncentrations varying between 0.4/" and Z.Ooh

in borate buffer. DNA samples were mixed with loading buffer (50mM Na2EDTA, ficoll

[30%], bromophenol blue [0.005%J) prior to loading in the gel welts. Small gels
(minigels) were electrophoresed at 50 to 100V (15-6OmA) for 15 minutes to several

hours. Larger gels were electrophoresed at 50V (50mA) for 2-5 hours or at 20V (20mA)

overnight for the separation of fragments from restriction enzyme digestions of genomic

Dt\lA.

DNA fragmenls were visualised by ultraviolet illumination on an ultra-violet products UV

transilluminator following gel staining with ethidium bromide (1pg/ml). Gels were
photographed through red and yellow filters with Kodak rri-X pan 3smm film.

2.13.2 Polyacrylamide Gel Eleclrophoresis

Vertical polyacrylamide gels (5-10%) were poured as described by Maniatis etal. (1982)

and used for the separation of fragments less than 200bp. Electrophoresis was in borate

buffer at 135V (38mA) for 2-4 hours. For oligonucleotide purification, 12-20"/o

pofyacrylamidelTM urea gels were poured, allowed to set and prerun for lwo hours.

Oligonucleotide (approximately 1 OD unit) was loaded in 98% formamide, 1OmM NazEDTA

and eleclrophoresed for 6 hours at 400V.

DNA fragmenls were visualised as described in section 2.19.1. Oligonucleotides were
viewed over a TLC plate using short wave uV illumination (260nm).

2.14 RECO\ERY OF Dt{A FRAGMENTS FROM AGAHOSE At'-lD POLYACRV-AMIDE GEI-S

Several methods were used for the purification of DNA fragments from agarose and
polyacrylamide gels. Most are described by sealey and southern (i982).
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2.14.1 Electroelution of DNA from Agarose and Polyacrylamide Oels

Electroelution of DNA from both agarose and polyacrylamide gels was performed as

described in Maniatis et al. (1982) except that the current was reversed for 10 seconds

rather than 2 minutes. The eluted DNA was purified as described in section 2.12.5.

2.14.2 Freeze-Thaw Method for Recovery of DNA from Agarose Gels

The procedure followed was that described in Silhavy et al. (1984).

2.14.3 lsolation of DNA by Binding to Powdered Glass

For this method the Geneclean kit supplied by BRESA was used. The protocol was followed

according to the manufacturers inslructions.

.

2.14.4 Use of Low-Melting-Point Agarose

SeaPlaque agarose (Marine Colloids Inc.) or low melting-point agarose (BRL) were used lo

pour gels. Electrophoresis was in borate buffer. The DNA fragment required was removed

to an Eppendorf tube and melted at 70'C followed by the addition of TE at 70"C such that the

final agarose concentration did not exceed 0.1%. The aqueous solution containing lhe DNA

was phenol/chloroform extracted and the DNA precipitated as described in section 2.12.5.

2.14.5 Elution of DNA from Polyacrylamide

a) Double-stranded DNA

The DNA fragment required was cut from the polyacrylamide gel and placed in an Eppendorf

tube. The gel slice was mashed with the plastic plunger (rubber removed) of a 1ml

syringe. The gel mash was covered with elution buffer (0.5M ammonium acetate, 0.1M

Na2EDTA, pH 8.0) vortexed and incubated at 37'C overnight in an Eppendorf vibrator

(model 5432). Afler 5 minutes centrifugation the eluate was removed and extracted once

with butanol followed by purification as described in section 2.12.5. The ether extraction

step was included and precipitation was in the presence of 2.5M ammonium acetate.

b) Oligonucleotides

The gel slice containing the oligonucleotide was removed to an Eppendorf lube, oushed using

the plunger of a 1ml syringe (rubber end removed), covered with elution buffer

(200-300p1) and incubated at 37'C in an Eppendorf vibralor (model 5432).
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Pofyacrylamide was removed by packing the mixture into a lml syringe (containing a

siliconised glass bead) and centrifuging at 2000rpm for 5 minutes.. Eluate, free of

polyacrylamide, was collected. Trapped polyacrylamide was rinsed once with elution buffer

(200p1) and buffer recovered by centrifugation. Pooled eluates were extracted five limes

with water-saturated butanol then passed through a G50 spin column. The column was

subsequently rinsed with 100p1 of water and the eluates pooled. DNA recovery was

delermined by measuring the absorbance of the solution at 260nm.

2.1 5 ENZYI\4E REACTIONS

2.15.1 Restriction Endonuclease Digestions

Restriction enzyme digestion of DNA was performed routinely in high, medium or low salt

buffer as described by Maniatis elal. (1982) in the presence of BSA (100pq/ml) or in the

buffer recommended by the supplier. Approximately 1 unit of enzyme was added for each

microgram of DNA. Incubation was at the temperature for optimum enzyme activity

(usually 37"C) for 1 -15 hours.

For the digestion of high molecular weight genomic DNA, 20-30 units of enzyme were added

per 1Opg of DNA and incubalions were always carried out overnight. In addition, 4mM

spermidine was included since it was found to be necessary for complete digestion.

Double digestion with enzymes requiring different sall concentralions were performed by

incubating lhe DNA with the buffer for lhe restriction enzyme requiring the lower ionic

strength until digestion was complete and then adding the second enzyme and increasing the

salt concentralion to that required by the second enzyme. When necessary, DNA was

purified as described in section 2.12.5 after the initial enzyme digestion, followed by

digestion with the second enzyme. Enzymes were inactivated by heating at 6S"C for 15

minutes if heat sensitive, or removed by purification of the DNA as described in section

2.12.5 when the presence of aclive enzyme would interfere with further manipulations of

the DNA.

2.15.2 Ligation Reactions with T4 DNA Ligase

The ligation mixture (10-20p1) contained appropriately digested DNAs, T4 DNA ligase and

the ligation buffer recommended by the supplier. For ligation into plasmid veclors or M13

RF DNA, fragment ends were included in excess of vector ends, usually at a ratio of 5:1.

Ligation reaction mixtures were incubated at 14oC from 2-16 hours. Blunt end ligations
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and'in gel'ligations (Crouse et al., 1983) were incubated overnight. Ligation mixtures

were used directly lo lransform or lransfect competent cells (section 2.10).

Ratios of 0.5:1 (insertvector) were used for ligation of insert DNA into t, EMBLS or i,gt10

arms. Ligation mixlures were used directly for packaging (section 2.18).

2.15.3 E.coli DNA Polymerase I Reactions

al E.coli DNA polymerase I large fragment (Klenow fragment)

Use of this enzyme for sequencing and the polymerase chain reaclion are described in

sections 2.19 and 2.21 respectively.

i) "End-filling' DNA marker fragments with S2PdATP/32PdCTP

Gohesive ends of l, DNA digested with Hindlll or ladder DNA (BRL catalogue # 56153) were

made double-slranded using Klenow fragment to incorporate deoxyribonucleoside

triphosphates, one of which was labelled with 32p. Reaction conditions for this rapid

end-labelling of DNA are described in Maniatis et a/. (1982).

ii) Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) fragment probes

Amplified fragments from the PCR were made radioactive for use as probes by annealing the

oligonucleotide primers homologous with lhe 5' ends of each strand and using Klenow

fragment to extend the primers by incorporating deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates, one of

which was labelled with 32P.

b) Nick translation

The incorporation of 32P by E.coti DNA polymerase I into DNAs for use as hybridisation

probes was based on the method described by Rigby et al. (1977) and is described by

Maniatis et al. (1982). Also, a commercially supplied nick translation kit (BRL catalogue

# 816058) was used. 50ng of DNA and 10pCi ot o82PdCTP (3000Oi/mmol) were

inctuded in the labelling reaction to obtain probes with specific activities exceeding 1 x '108

cpm/U.g of DNA. Radiolabelled DNA was purified away from unincorporated nucleotides by

passing twice lhrough a G50 Sephadex spin column (Maniatis et al., 1982). The

incorporation of a32pdctp into DNA and the specific activity were measured by

determining the radioactivily present in dilutions from the reaction before and afler

passage through G50 Sephadex. The radioactivity present in acid-precipitable material

(section 2.16) was measured for accurate determinations of the a32pdCtp incorporation

into DNA. Radioactivity was measured in scintillation fluid in a Beckman liquid scintillation

counter (Model LS3801).
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2.15.4 SP6 RNA andTT RNA polymerases

SPO RNA polymerase (BRESA or Promega) and T7 RNA polymerase (Boehringer) were
used in the preparation of high specific activity single-stranded RNA probes from
fragments inserted into the pSP6 and pT7 vectors respectively. For the Sp6 system the
protocof followed was a modification of that described by Melton et at. (1gg4l. A 20-40p1

reaction mixture contained transcription butfer (40mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 6mM MgCl2,

2mM spermidine, 1OmM NaCl), 1OmM DTT,20 units RNAsin,0.5mM of each of ATp, UTp
and CTP, 1OpM GTP, 1pg template DNA, 3O-50pCi of cr32pcTp (3000Ci/mmot) and
10-15 units of SP6 RNA polymerase. The reaction was incubated 1-2 hours at 40"C.
unincorporated nucleotides were removed by passing the reaction mixture through a G50
Sephadex spin column. The radioactivity present in acid-precipitable material (section
2.16) was measured to determine incorporation of o3ZPGTp into the RNA transcript.
specific activities of up to 1 x 109 cpm/pg DNA were achieved.

Similar reaction conditions were used for the T7 system. A 2O-4Apl reaclion mixture

contained transcription buffer (40mM Tris-HCl pH 9.0, 1SmM Mgcl2) 5mM DTT, 20

units RNAsin, 1000pm of each of GTp, UTp and crp,2spM ATp, lpg template DNA,
30-50pci of aS2PATP (3000Ci/mmol),o.2mglml BSA and 10-15 unirs of T7 RNA
polymerase. The reaction mixture was incubated for t hour at 37"C and then rreated as
described above for the Sp6 system.

2.16 DETERMINATION OF INCORPORATION OF RADIOACTIVITY INTO ACID-PRECIPITABLE

MATERIAL

For the determination of the total radioactivity present in a mixture, a 1pl sample was
spotted onlo a GF/C filter and dried. Five millilitres of scintillation fluid was added and the
radioactivity measured in a liquid scintillation counler. Radioadiviry present in
acid-precipitable material was measured by adding 1pl of rhe mixture to 1ml of 10% TCA
containing 2pl of calf thymus DNA (S0opg/ml) as carrier. After 20-30 minutes on ice
the precipitate was collected by filtration lhrough a GFiC glass-fibre filter disc alached to
a vacuum. The filter was washed with 10ml of 10% ice-cold TCA followed by Sml of
ethanol- The filter was placed in an open scintillation vial and dried thoroughly at 70"C.
After cooling lo room temperature, Sml of scintillant was added and the radioactivity
present measured in a liquid scintillation counter.
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2.17 DNA TRAI,ISFER AND HYBRIDISATION

2.'17,1 Colony Transfer to Whatman 540 Paper and Hybridisation

Colonies or patches were replica-plated to sterile Whatman 540 paper. The filters were

transferred successively, colony side up, to 0.75m1 puddles of the following solutions: 0.5M

NaOH (10 minutes), 1.0M Tris pH 7.5 (1 minute), 1.5M NaCl,0.5M Tris-HCl, pH 7.5 (5

minutes). After 45 minutes drying at 42C, the lilters were washed in 95% ethano! and

air dried before enclosing in Whatman 3MM paper or aluminium foil and baking for two

hours at 70'C.

Hybridisation was carried out in 50% (v/v) deionised formamide and 2 x SSC which

contained approximately 5 x 105 cpm/ml of denatured probe. After overnight incubation at

42C, filters were washed twice in 2 x SSC-50% (viv) formamide and twice in 2 x SSC

(about 15 minutes per wash), blotted dry, covered in plastic and radioautographed with

Agfa Curix RP2 or DuPont film in a X-Omal or DuPont or Hanimex cassette with

intensifying screen from hours lo days at -70"C.

2.17.2 Plaque Transfer to Nitrocellulose

After overnight incubation, plates containing plaques were transferred to 4"C for

approximately one hour. DNA from plaques was transferred to nitrocellulose filters by

overlaying the plaques with the nitrocellulose for 30 seconds. Filters were transferred

successively, plaque side up, to Whatman 3MM paper saturaled wilh the following

solutions:0.5M NaOH, 1.5M NaCl (30 seconds), 1.5M NaCl,0.5M Tris-HCl pH 8.0 (5

minutes) and finally washed twice in 2 x SSPE (5 minutes per wash). After drying al room

temperature the filters were baked for two hours at 70"C. Prehybridisation and

hybridisation were carried oul as described in section 2.17.5. After hybridisation, filters

were given 15 minute washes in the following solutions:2 x SSC,0.1% SDS (twice at room

temperature), 1 x SSC, 0.1o/o SDS (65"C) and 0.2 xSSC, 0.1V" SDS (65"C).

Radioautography was as described in 2.17.5. For probe removal, filters were washed in

water at 60"C for 20 minutes and then dried at room temperature.

2.17.3 DNA Dot Blots

DNA dot blots were performed as described by Vitek et a/. (1985).
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2.17.4 Transfer of DNA Fragments from Gels to Membranes

DNA molecules were separated by agarose or polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.

Eleclrophoresis of genomic DNA digestions was always continued overnight (1S-20 hours)

at about 20V, 20mA. This slow electrophoresis gave better resolution of fragments than

rapid electrophoresis. DNA was transferred from the gel lo a membrane, either

nitrocellulose paper, DBM paper, Hybond N, Zetaprobe or Gene Screen plus. Gel treatment

prior to DNA transfer involved slightly different procedures for each membrane. Capiltary

blotting was used routinely with the wick system and overnight lransfer as described by

Soulhern (1975).

a) Nitrocellulose (Schleicher and Schuell)

Agarose gels containing DNA fragments for transfer were soaked in 0.25M HCI (2 x 7
minutes) followed by denaturation in O.sM NaOH/1M NaCl (2 x 7 minutes) and

neutralisation in 0.5M Tris-HCl pH7.5/3M NaCl (2 x 15 minutes). Nitrocellulose was

pre-wet with 2 x SSC. Transfer was overnight in 20 x SSC. After DNA transfer the

nitrocellulose paper was baked for lhree hours at 70"C.

b) Diazobenzyloxymethyl (DBM)-paper

ABM paper was prepared according to the methods of Alwine et at (1977) and Wahl et a/.

(1979) with the modifications suggested by Christophe et at. (1982'). After activation to

the DBM form, the paper was stored at -70'C as individual sheets in sealed plastic bags.

DNA fragmenls for transfer from agarose gels were subjected to mild acid hydrolysis by

soaking in 0.25M HCI (2 x 15 minutes) and alkali denaturation in 0.5M NaOH/1M NaCl (2

x 15 minutes) followed by washes in 1M acetate butfer pH 4.0 (2 x 30 minutes). The gel

was rinsed twice in waler before the addition of each new solulion. DBM paper was

prepared by washing twice in waler and lwice in 0.01M acetate buffer pH 4.0. Transfer

was overnight in'lM acelate buffer pH 4.0. Afler transfer at 4"C the DBM paper with DNA

covalently bound was either used immediately (section 2.17.5')or washed in 0.01M acetate

pH 4-0 and blotted dry. Blots could be stored indefinitely in plastic bags at -ZO"C before

hybridisation.

For probe removal after hybridisalion, washing and radioautography, (section 2.17.S) the

DBM paper was washed in 0.4M NaOH (15 minutes), followed by neutralisation in 1M

acetate buffer pH4.0 (2 x 10 minutes). The paper was stored at -70.c.
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c) Hybond N (Amersham)

The DNA to be lransferred was subjected to acid hydrolysis as above, and then denatured by

soaking the agarose gel in 0.5M NaOH/1.SM NaCl (2 x 15 minutes) followed by

neutralisation in 1.5M NaCl/0.5M Tris-HCl pH7.2/0.001M Na2EDTA (30 minutes).

Transfer was in 10 x SSC at room lemperature overnight. After transfer the membrane

was covered in plastic wrap film, placed DNA side down on a transilluminator and exposed to

UV light of 305nm for 4 minutes.

For probe removal, lhe membrane was washed in water tor 20 minutes at 60"C.

d) Zetaprobe (BioRad from NEB)

The DNA lo be transferred was subjected lo acid hydrolysis as above. After a brief rinse in

water the agarose gel was transferred to 0.4M NaOH for 15 minutes at room temperature.

The membrane was pre-wet in 0.4M NaOH and the transfer took place in this solution

overnight. After transfer the membrane was rinsed in 2 x SSC and dried at room

temperature.

Probes were removed by pouring boiling water over the membrane and leaving the

membrane in waler at 70"C for 30 minutes. The membranes were dried at room

temperalure prior to storage.

e) Gene Screen Plus (NEN)

This method was favoured over all others for speed, simplicity and good retention of DNA on

the positively-charged nylon membrane, even after multiple probe removals.

Alkaline transfer, as described by Chomczynski and Qasba (1984), was used with the

addition of an acid hydrolysis step before the alkali denaturation. This method was used also

for lransfer of DNA fragments from polyacrylamide gels to Gene Screen Plus. However, acid

hydrolysis was omitted and alkali transfer was set up without prior alkali soaking of the

polyacrylamide gel.

For probe removal, boiling waler was tipped over the membrane twice followed by

incubation at 70'C for 30 minutes in the second boiling water wash. The membrane was

dried at room temperature prior to storage.
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2J7.5 Hybridisation, Washing and Radioautography of Membranes

Prehybridisation was carried out at 42oC tor 1-8 hours in the following solution: 6 x SSC,

1% SDS, SOpg/ml sonicated and denatured herring sperm DNA, 5 x Denhardt's solulion

(0.1% PVP, 0.1% BSA, 0.1o/" Ficoll) and 50% (v/v) deionised formamide.

Prehybridisation mixlure was replaced with hybridisation mixture (prehybridisation

mixlure with 10% dextran sulphate) to which the 32P-labetled probe was added.

Double-stranded DNA probes were denatured by boiling for five minutes and plunging into

ice before addition to the hybridisation mixlure. The final concentration of the probe

radioactivity was approximately 1 x 106 cpm/ml. Greater concentrations of radioactivity

resulted in unacceptably high backgrounds.

Herring sperm DNA was omitted from prehybridisation and hybridisation solutions for DNA

"fingerprinting' using the M13 DNA probe.

Hybridisalion stringency depends upon a number of factors, namely: lemperalure, salt

concentralion, formamide concentration, probe size and composition and the type of duplex,

that is, DNA:DNA, DNA:RNA or HNA:RNA. The stringency for DNA:DNA hybridisations at

42'C in 6 x SSC and 50% (v/v) formamide was calculated to be 15.7% mismatch using the

formula Tm = 16.6 log [Na+] + 0.41 x %GC + 81.5 - 0.65% formamide - 500/probe

length (bp) (see Meinkoth and Wahl, 1984) and assuming lhat: (i) the guanine and cytosine

content of mammalian DNA )s 41o/" (Shapiro, 1976), (ii) the average length of a probe

prepared by nick translation is 500bp, (iii) 1% mismatch reduces the Tm by 1 .4"C

(Hyman et al., 1973). Routinely, the hybridisation lemperature conferred a low

stringency and the stringency of hybridisation was set by the subsequent washing

temperatures.

Washing of membranes after hybridisation was done as follows:2 x SSC,0.1% SDS (2x20
minute washes), 0.1 x SSC, 0.1% SDS (2x20 minute washes). The washing temperatures

varied according to the required stringency conditions. High stringency washes were

usually at 60"C (allowing for hybridisation of DNA strands with approximately 5/"

mismatch). Final washes were always al 42C for DNA "fingerprinting' (18% mismatch

and thus lower stringency than the hybridisation lemperature).

Radioautography was done with Agfa Curix RP2 or DuPont film in a X-Omat or DuPont or

Hanimex cassette with intensifying screen for hours to days at -70"C.
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2.18 CONSTRUCTION OF PARTIALGENOMIC UBRARIES

2.18.1 DNA Preparation, Ugation and Packaging

a) iuEMBL3 as vector

Genomic DNA was digested to completion with EcoRl followed by enzyme inactivation by

heating at 65"C for 30 minutes. DNA was precipitated from solulion with the addition of

two volumes of ethanol. The precipitated DNA was washed with 70% ethanol before drying

and resuspension in TE at 0.25p9/pl concentration. Vector DNA, provided by D. Love and J.

Allan, was digested with EcoRl and treated as for genomic DNA with final resuspension in TE

at 1pg/pl concenlration.

Vector DNA (1pg) and genomic insert DNA (0.5pg) were ligated overnight in a total volume

of 10pf (see section 2.15.2). Three microlitres from the viscous ligation mixture was

electrophoresed in 0.8% agarose/borate gel and seen to be of high molecular weight

(greater than 40Kb).

ln vitro packaging of DNA from 4pl of the ligation mixlure was performed using Gigapack

(from Vector Cloning Systems) sonic and freeze-thaw extracts according to the suppliers

instructions. The titre of recombinanls was determined by plating dilutions of the
packaging mixture on hosl strains PB292O and P82921. Titres were in the range of 2-4 x

195 pfu/ml. The presence of human DNA within the recombinanfs was shown by their

hybridisation with radiolabelled human genomic DNA prepared by nick translation.

b) Xgt10 as vector

Lambda gt10 DNA was prepared as described in section 2j2.4b.Insert and vector DNAs for

ligation, and ligations were prepared as described above. Ligated DNA was packaged using

freeze-thaw lysate and sonic exlract prepared by Dr D. Love according to the methods

described in Maniatis et al. (19821. Freeze-thaw lysate (20pl) and sonic exlract (1Opl)

were added to 3pl of ligated DNA and stirred with a Gilson micropipette tip. The mixture

was left for lwo hours at room lemperature prior to the addition of phage dilution buffer

(500p1) and chloroform (20p1). Debris was precipitated by centrifugation in a microfuge

and the number of packaged recombinant phage was determined by plating dilutions of the

supernalant mixture on host slrains PP,4212 and P84213. The titre was 2 x 106 pfu/ml.
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2.18.2 Library Storage and Amplification

The following were added to the packaging supernatant from which debris had been removed:

MgCl2 to a final concentration of 20mM, CsCl to give a density of 1.2glcm3 and a few drops

of chloroform. Phage were slored at 4"C.

Phage were recovered from plaques by overlaying with lambda dilution buffer (Sml per

plate) and leaving overnight at 4oC. The lambda dilution buffer was removed and NaCl added

to a final concenlration of 1M. After two hours, debris was removed from the suspension by

centrifugation and the phage were precipitated from the supernatant by the addition of pEG

lo 7Yo and overnight incubation at 4'C. Phage were collected by centrifugation and

resuspended in phage buffer with the addition of more MgCl2 to give a final concentration of

20mM. CsCl to 1.2gmlcm3 and a few drops of chloroform were added. Phage were stored al

4"C.

2.19 DNASEQUENCING

2.19.1 Use of the M13 Vector System

a) lntroduction

The use of the single-slranded bacteriophage M13 as vector for DNA to be sequenced

provided the most salisfactory sequencing results. M'|3 dideoxy-sequencing is described by

Sanger etal. (19771 and in the Ml3 cloning and sequencing handbook (1983). References

for the M13 derivatives used in this thesis are provided in Table 2.3. Either JM101 or
JM103 were used as the host strain for all of these vectors.

b) Transfection of JMl01 or JM103 ceils with M13 DNA

M13 phage DNA (single-stranded or double-stranded) was mixed with competent JMl01 or
JM103 cells and left on ice for 30 minutes. The cells were heat shocked at 42"C for lhree

minules followed by the addition of 250p1 of stationary phase host cells, 50pl of lpTG
(2mg/ml), 3ml of 0.4Y" agar in YT and 50pl of BCIG (2%). The mixture was poured over
a YT agar plate, allowed to set and inverted for incubation overnight at 37"C.
Non-recombinant phage produced blue plaques while recombinant phage produced white
plaques.

c) Preparation of M1g DNA and phage storage

One and a half millilitres of 2x YT broth containing 0.5% sucrose was inoculated with 15pl

of an overnight culture of JM101 or JM103 cells and a single Ml3 plaque. The culture was
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incubated at 37"C with shaking for six hours and then centrifuged for five minutes in a

microfuge. The cells were divided, half were resuspended in Revco medium and stored at

-20"C and half were used for the preparation of M13 RF DNA as described in section

2.12.3.a.ii. The supernatant was used to prepare single-stranded DNA for sequencing.

Bacteriophage were precipitated from the supernalant by the addition of 1/4 volume of

2.5M NaCl-20% PEG 6000 and incubation at room lemperature for 15 minutes. Phage

were pelleted by centrifugation for seven minutes and all traces of the supernatanl were

removed before the pellet was resuspended in TE (100p1). Afler five minutes at room

temperature the solution was extracted once wilh phenol and once with chloroform. DNA

was precipitated by the addition of sodium acetate (to 0.3M final concentration), 95%

ethanol (2 volumes) and overnight incubation at -20"C. The DNA was washed with 80%

ethanol before drying in a vacuum dessicator and resuspension in 30pl of rE.

d) Sizing of single-stranded DNA

i) From lysed phage. Crude DNA from lysed phage was adequate for determining phage

genome size and detecting the presence of insert DNA. Four microlitres of SDS-lysing

buffer was Sdded to 20pl of supernatant containing M13 phage. After vortexing to mix, lhe

solulion was electrophoresed in a 0.8% agarose gel.

ii) From pure template DNA. Template DNA prepared as described in (c) was

eleclrophoresed and increased size determined by eomparison with wild type lemplate. DNA

containing insert migrated more slowly than wild type DNA.

e) Annealing of complementary strands of M13 DNA

i) From lysed phage. Supernatant (20p1) from two cultures of cells infected with M13

supposedly containing complementary DNA inserts were mixed with the addition of SDS to

0.05% final concentralion, incubated for one hour al 65"C and then electrophoresed.

Complementary DNA was detected by the presence of a species migrating more slowly than

either of the individual M13 DNAs.

ii) From pure template DNA. The two pure templates (2pl of each as prepared in (c)) to be

checked for complementarity were mixed in the presence of DNA polymerase buffer and

boiled for g0 seconds. Afler slow cooling for 30 minutes at room temperature the DNA was

eleclrophoresed. complementary DNA was detected as described above.

0 M13 DNA sequencing

i) Full sequencing reactions using 32p. DNA sequencing of single-stranded M13 DNA was

carried out using the dideoxy chain lermination method of Sanger et al. (19771. The DNA
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slrand for sequencing was cloned inlo an appropriate Ml3 vector. Becombinant phage were

identified by colour selection (as described above (b)) and their DNA further investigated

as described in sections (d) and (e) above. The universal primer (17-mer, BRESA or

NEB) was used to prime the sequencing reactions. DNA primer and templale were mixed

with DNA polymerase buffer, boiled for 30 seconds and allowed to anneal at room

lemperalure for 20 to 30 minutes. After the addition of [c32P]-dATP (lopoi/pl,
4O0Ci/mmol) and Klenow fragment (0.5 units) the mixture was divided into four reactions

each of which contained dNTPs and one dideoxyNTP (ddNTP) in the ratios:0.156:1,0.078:1

and 0.025:1 for dCTP:ddCTP, dGTP:ddGTP and TTP:dTTP respectively, to give the dNTP at

6.25pM final concentration. The final concentration of ddATP was SpM. Reaclions were

incubated at 37"C for 30 minules with the addition of all four dNTPs to final concentrations

of 0.03mM at 15 minutes. Finally, Spl of dye mix (95% (v/v) deionised formamide,

1OmM Na2EDTA, 0.1% bromophenol blue, 0.1% xylene cyanol) was added, the reactions

boiled for three minutes and quenched on ice prior to loading on a sequencing gel (see section

2.1e.4).

ii) Full sequencing reactions using 135S]-dATP. The reaclions were performed exactly as

described in (i) above with one exception; 359-6Ott (1OpOi/pl, SooCi/mmol) replaced

a32p-dAtp as the radiolabelled dNTP. Two microlitres of [3sS]-Oafp was used for full

sequencing on one template.

iii) Single track sequencing. Single track sequencing was performed for rapid analysis of

many recombinant phage isolates. The reactions were performed as described for full

sequencing except that dTTP only was used as the terminating nucleotide.

2.19.2 Plasmid Sequencing

The method described by Chen and Seeburg (1985) was used with modifications.

Approximately 10pg of CCC DNA in 10pl of TE was denatured by the addition of 10pl of

NaOH mixture (0.4M NaOH, 0.4mM Na2EDTA) and incubation for five minutes at room

temperature. DNA was precipitated with the addition of 3pl of 3M sodium acetate pH 5.2,

7pl water and 75pl of ethanol, followed by incubation at -70"C for 15 minutes. After 15

minutes centrifugalion at 4"C the DNA pellet was washed with 70% ethanol and dried under

vacuum. The DNA was resuspended in 12pl of 2 x polymerase buffer (14mM Tris-HCl

pH7.5, 14mM MgCl2, lOmM p-mercaptoelhanol, 0.2mM EDTA) containing 1pl of primer

(17mer or reverse primer at 2.5p9/ml; BRESA or NEB) and the primer was allowed to

anneal for 20 minutes at 37"C. 35S-ORtp (2pl of 1OpCi/pl) and 0.5p1 of Klenow
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fragment (5 units/pl) were added. The mixture was distributed to each of four tubes

containg 3pl of one dNTP/ddNTP mix (the ratios for these mixtures are as described in

section 2.19.1.f.ii). After polymerisation tor 20 minutes at 37"C,3p1 of chase (0.3mM

final concentration of each dNTP) was added and incubalion was continued at 37'C. After 20

minutes, stop mixture (95% (v/v) deionised formamide conlaining 1OmM Na2EDTA, 0.1%

xylene cyanol and 0.1% bromophenol blue) was added and the reaction mixture stored at

-20"C or electrophoresed (section 2.19.3).

2.19.3 Electrophoresis and Radioautography of Sequencing Products

Products of the sequencing reactions were separated on 5.77" acrylamide, 0.3%

bisacryfamide-7.7M urea denaturing slab gels (200 x 300 x 0.4mm) in borate buffer.

Sequencing reactions were boiled for three minutes and quenched on ice before loading

2-3pl into gel slols using a drawn-out glass capillary. Electrophoresis was from 1-4

hours at 38W (1500-1800V). Even heat distribution was maintained throughout

electrophoresis by contact of the gel outer glass plate with an aluminium sheet. After

electrophoresis the gels were fixed in a 10o/" (v/v) methanol-l0% (vlv) glacial acetic

acid solution for 15 minutes and either drained of excess fix solution, covered in plastic

film wrap and exposed to. DuPont Cronex X-ray film overnight at 4'C (32P reactions) or

transferred to Whalman 3MM paper and dried at 80oC under vacuum in a Hoefer gel drier

before radioautography in a cassette at -70"C for one to several days 1359 reactions).

220 DNA POLYTTEMSEASSAY

2.20.1 lnlroduction

Two methods were used to detect DNA polymerase activity. Both used incorporation of

a32p-oetp or 3SS-dATP into acid-precipitable products as an indication of polymerase

activity. In one system the substrate for the enzyme was single-stranded template DNA to

which the l7mer primer had been annealed. In the other system "gapped" calf thymus DNA

was used as substrate. The decreased sensilivity of the former system compared with lhe

latter may be explained by the poor primer annealing at polymerisation temperatures

optimum for a lhermophilic DNA polymerase.

2,20.2 M13 Single-Stranded DNA as Substrate

M13 single-stranded DNA template and oligonucleotide primer were annealed in 1.5 x

polymerase buffer by boiling for 30 seconds, followed by cooling at room temperature for
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20 minutes. dCTP, dGTP and TTP were added each to a final concentration of 20pM and
32pORtp (4O0Ci/mmol) to approximately 0.02pCi/pl. One microlitre of the solution for

the assay was added lo 1Opl of the polymerase assay mix. The mixture was incubated for 20

minutes at 50"C, followed by the addition of dATP to 2OlrM concentration and the incubation

continued tor 20 minutes. lncorporation of radioactivity inlo acid-precipitable material

was detected by TCA precipitation (section 2.16).

2.20.3 "Gapped" Calf Thymus DNA as Substrate

The assay was modified from that described by R0ttimann ef a/. (1985). The reaction

mixture consisted of 2-41t9 of "gapped' DNA (prepared as described by Spanos et al.,

1981), 1-2pOi of 1a32eI-OATP, 20pM final concentrations of each of dCTp, dGTp, TTp in

30mM Tris-HCl pH 8.4, SmM MgCl2 and 1mM B-mercaptoethanol in a total votume of

1Opl to which 1pl of solution for assay was added. The reaction was heated at a temperature

determined to give optimum incorporation, usually between 50"c and 6OoC. After B0

minutes incubation ice-cold 10% TCA (lml) was added and the tube left on ice tor 20

minutes. The TCA precipitate was treated as described in section 2.16 except that carrier
DNA was omitted.

221 THE POLYMERASE CHAIN RE{CTION

2.21.1 Amplification using the Klenow Fragment

a) Incorporation of labelled radionucleotides

The reaction mixture in a total volume of 100p1 contained DNA template (100ng),

oligonucleotide primers (25n9 of each of the 17mer and reverse primer), 1omM Tris-HCl

pH8.0, 10mM Mgcl2,SmM Nacl, 1.5mM of each of dcrp, dGTp and rrp and 1pl of

a32pdATp or 1pl ot 3ssontP (4o0Ci/mmol, 1opoi/pl). This mixture was incubated at

95'C for 1 minute prior to the addilion of 'l unit of Klenow fragment and continued

incubalion at 37'C for 2 minutes. Subsequent cycles consisted of g5.C incubation for 2
minutes followed by incubalion at room temperature for 1 minute, 37"C for 1 minute, lhe
addition of one unit of Klenow fragmenl and continued incubation at 37oC for 2 minutes.

Samples were removed after each cycle for gel electrophoresis and determination of
incorporation of radioactivity into acid precipitable materiat.

b) "Cold" reactions

Conditions for the reaction were modified slightly from those described in McMahon et al.

(1987). Either genomic DNA (1pg) or lest system DNA (50-200ng) were mixed with
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1OmM Tris-HCl pH8.0, 1OmM MgCl2,7mM NaCl, 1.SmM of each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP and

TTP and 1pg of each oligonucleotide primer in a reaclion volume of 100p1. The reaction

mixture was healed at 95"C for seven minutes to denature the template DNA and cooled to

room temperalure for one minute (including a brief centrifugation to collecl condensate) to

allow the oligonucleotide primers to anneal to the template DNA. The mixlure was incubated

for one minute at 42C prior to the addition of 2 units of Klenow fragment and two minutes

continued incubation at 42C for polymerisation. Each additional cycle consisted of one

minute denaturation at 95oC, one minule at room temperature including centrifugation, one

minute al 42C, addition of two units of Klenow fragment with two minutes continued

incubation al42'C. Between 1 and 2pg of target sequence was amplified after 5-16 cycles

(the test system DNA) or 30 cycles (genomic DNA).

2.21.2 Amplification using f3q Polymerase

Gondilions for the reaction were modified slightly from those described by Kogan ef a/.

(1987). The reaction mixture (100p1) contained high molecular weight genomic DNA

(approximalely l trg) or 6pl of crude DNA (section 2.12.2) or test system DNA

(50-100n9) in 16.6mM (NHa)2SO4, 6.7mM MgCl2, 1OmM p-mercaptoethanol, 6.7pM

Na2EDTA, 170p9/ml BSA,67mM Tris-HCl pH 8.8, 1.5mM of each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP,

TTP and 1pg of each oligonucleotide primer. The reaction mixlure was heated for seven

minutes at 95"C, followed by 30 seconds incubation at room temperature including five

seconds centrifugation. DNA Taq polymerase (1 unit) was added and the mixture incubated

for two minules at the polymerisation temperature, 63"C to 70"C depending upon which

oligonucleotides were used. Each subsequent cycle consisted of one minule heating at 95"C

followed by a five second centrifugation at room temperature and two minutes

polymerisation. At cycle 15, another 1 unit of enzyme was added for genomic

amplif ication. In lolal, 15-1 6 cycles (test syslem), 30 cycles (genomic DNA

amplification) were compleled. The producls were analysed by polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis either directly or after restriction enzyme digestion and could be visualised

by UV illumination of the ethidium bromide stained gels.

222 CONAPUTER ANALYSES

2.22.1 Sequence lnformation

A search for DNA sequence homologies was done by Dr D. Saul using the sequence analysis
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software package (Version 5; University of Wisconson Genetics Group ) on a VAWMS

mainframe computer.

2.22.2 LOD Scores

All linkage analyses were done by Dr C. Ghapman using the MLINK programme (Lathrop and

Lalouel, 1984).
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CHAPTER THREE

LINKAGE OF G8 TO THE HUNTINGTON DISEASE

LOCUS IN NEW ZEALAND FAMILIES



3.1 INTRODUCTION

Huntington disease (HD) is an autosomal dominant disorder afflicting, at about 30 or 40

years of age, those who have inherited lhe genelic defect. The genetic defect remains

unknown, and predictive testing for HD was impossible before 1983. Gusella ef a/. (1983)

discovered a DNA marker (G8) which showed linkage to an HD locus in two large pedigrees.

G8 was used to locate this HD locus on the p arm of chromosome 4 (Fig.3.1). Thus, GB

provided the potential for predictive testing in people from these pedigrees who were at

risk for inheritance of the HD locus. However, G8 could not be used for worldwide

predictive lesting until it was shown to be linked to the HD locus in all pedigrees segregaling

the disease. The work discussed in subsequent sections of this chapter was done to establish

whether or not G8 could be used for predictive testing in New Zealanders at risk for

inheritance of HD. Thus the work involved both linkage analyses (section 3.2) and

assessment of how useful G8 would be for inferring the presence of the HD locus in the

offspring of people suffering from HD (section 3.3).

3.1.1 Background to the Discovery of the G8 Marker for Huntington Disease (HD)

G8 is an anonymous 17.6Kb unique sequence of human DNA. ltdetects restriction fragment

lenglh polymorphisms (RFLPs) when hybridised with genomic DNA that has been digested to

completion with Hindlll. The RFLPs arise from two closely associated Higdlll sites ('Hl

and .H2) which are polymorphic (eilher presenl (+) or absent (-)). Thus each

chromosome has one of four possible "H site combinations which have been termed

haplotypes A,B,C and D (Fig. 3.2). Since humans are diploid, a person's genotype at the GB

locus is described by two haplotypes. There are 10 genotypes which result from combining

any two of the four haplotypes (see Fig. 3.2).

Guseffa et al. (1983) found the consistent segregation of a particular haplotype with HD in

a given family and thus eslablished the linkage between GB and the HD locus. HD was found

lo be associated with lhe A haplotype in an American pedigree and with the C haplotype in a

Venezuelan pedigree. Both A and C haplotypes exist in the "normal" North American

population al frequencies of 64Y" and 221" respectively but despite their high frequencies,

the consistency of HD segregalion with either A or C in the American and Venezuelan

pedigrees respectively was much greater than by chance. The combined results from the

two pedigrees showed that linkage of the G8 region to the HD locus was 108 times more

probable than no linkage. Also, from linkage analysis results, the distance between GB and

HD was calculated with 99% confidence to be between 0 and 1OcM (1cM is a map distance in
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gfivsn. G8 has heen mapped to lhe termlnal band by ilr sltu hybridisation studles

(.Lqndegent et a1.,1986) and hybridisation to somatic cell trybrids (MacDonald et a!.,

{984. The rolative positions ofi€8 and HD ar,e shown as deduced by Gillhm af a/

(1987e).
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FIGURE 3.2 THE RFLPS DETECTED BY G8 IN GENOMIC DNA DIGESTED WITH THE

RESTRTCTTON Ei{ZTMES HrNDilt OR ECQR1

Two polymorphic Hindlll sites ('H1 and'H2) are detected by G8 and the GB subclone

pK082. Four (2 2 ; ditterenl haplotypes are observed and result from the combined

presence or absence of these two sites. The haplotypes have been given the

designations A, B, C and D (Gusella elal.,1983).

The ten possible genotypes which can result from 4 haplotypes are shown together

with the fragments observed for each. All genotypes except AD and BC have distinct

RFLPS. Because AD and BC RFLPs appear identical, the phase of linkage (whether

'H1- segregates with'H2+ (A) and hence'H1+ with'Hz-(D) or whether'H1-

segregates with.H2- (B) and hence'H1+ with'H2+ (C) ) cannot be determined

from the RFLPs seen on a radioaulograph. Consequently, to determine the phase of

linkage other close family members are genotyped at the G8 locus and deductions are

made based on Mendelian inheritance (also see Fig.1.3).

One polymorphic EcoRl site ('E) is detected by the GB subclone pK083. Two

haplotypes give rise to 3 genotypes.

Abbreviations:

H

E

'Hl
*H2

*E

Hitrdlll

EcoRl

polymorphic Hindlll site 1

polymorphic Hindlll site 2

polymorphic EcoRl site
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which 1% recombination occurs. Accurate conversion of a map distance to a physical

distance is impossible but 1cM is usually taken to be 1 x 106bp).

Predictive testing for HD became possible in these pedigrees. For example, offspring

receiving the A haplotype from an HD-atfected person of the American pedigree (genotype

AB) would be predicted to have co-inherited the HD locus. Conversely, lhose inheriting the

B haplotype would be predicted not to have co-inherited the HD locus. However, in reality,

predictive testing is not as simple as this account suggests.

3.1.2 Problems Associated with the use of G8 in Predictive Testing for HD

The following problems exist for any DNA marker that is to be used for predictive testing,

although here they are discussed for the G8 marker.

a) Problems associated wilh the G8 marker

GB is not the HD locus. Hence the RFLPs identified by GB which segregate with the HD locus

can be relocated at meiosis through recombination between the G8 locus and the HD locus.

Thus the use of a G8 RFLP to predict the inheritance of the HD locus is never 100%

accurate.

A second problem encounlered is that some people are homozygous tor RFLPs at the GB locus.

Thus, homologous chromosomes are not distinguished and G8 cannot be used as a marker for

the HD locus. However, this problem of insufficient heterozygosity will atfect few people.

Since the discovery of 'Hl and 'H2 many more polymorphic sites have been detected in the

G8 region making the locus very polymorphic. All reporled RFLPs from the G8 region are

listed in Table 3.1. Heterozygosity now reaches 95% when all RFLPs are used (Gusella,

personal communication).

b) Problems associated with the pedigrees

Large pedigrees are necessary to establish a linkage between GB and the HD locus. Many

pedigrees are too small for tinkage analysis. Even if linkage can be shown, predictive

testing in small family units from the pedigree is dependent upon key individuals wh<i may

be unavailable for testing.
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TABLE 3.1 RFLPS DETECTED BY G8 AND OTHER CLONED DNA CLOSELY
ASSOCIATED WITH G8

Dl\l/\

PKO82 (G8)

pKOe2 (G8)

PKO82

pKO82

pKO82

pKO82

R7

R7

R7

Fs.53

Fs.s3

pKOss

pKO81

H5.52

pw20e

EilZYIVE

Hindlll 'H1

Hiadlll 'H2

Bgll(2) 'B,2

Ncil 'N

Psll 'P

Taql 'T

Eell

Pvull

Sacl

EcoRl(1) 'E

SiOl *Si

EcoRl(1) *E

Ef.qRl(2)'E2

It/spl 'M

Eslll

15.0b

3.7c

2.6

o.7

2.s(p)

1.7&2.0(r)

1.9

e.o(2)d

3.0

e.o(2)d

5.5

2.8(m)

2.3

PICA REF

o.32 1

o.28 1

o.21 2

0.28 3

0.15 2

0.33 2

0.37 Z4

2t4

o.37 2J3

o.o7 2

a4

5

RFLPs (Kb) ALLELE FREQUENCY

o.37 2

o.37 2

0.37 2

'81

*Pv

*s

17.5

4.9

3.7

1.6

5.3(a)

3.7[r)

2.O

14.0(1)

3.9

14.0(1)

5.0

3.5(M)

3.5

o.76

0.11

0-09

0.86

o.92

o.82

0.65

0.43

0.4

0.67

o.24

0.89

0.91

0.14

0.08

0.18

0.35

o.57

0.6

0.33

(a) vafues taken from Gusella et al. (1986)
see Botstein et al. (1980) for an explanation of PIC

(b) sizes determined in this thesis 12.0Kb and t 0.4Kb
(c) sizes determined in this thesis 4.5Kb and 3.SKb
(d) sizes determined in this thesis 13.5Kb and 9.0Kb
(e) not obtained for use

REFERENCES (RED
1 Gusella et a/. (1983)
2 Gusella - personal communication
3 Quarrelf et at. (19871
4 Bakker et al. (19871
5 Carfock et al. (19871



32 ASSESSMENT OF FAMIUES SEGREGATING HUNTINGTON DISEASE FOR LINKAGE OF THE

L@LJSTOC€

3.2.1 Inlroduction

This work was done in collaboration with Professor A. Veale and Doctor J. Dixon of the

Auckland Medical School. Initially the G8 subclones pKO82 and pKO83 (Fig. 3.2) were used

for hybridisation. Other DNA probes were used as they became available during the course

of the work.

The two questions we wished to answer were being addressed by others in a worldwide

collaboration to determine:

1) ls HD genetically homogeneous, lhat is, is there only one HD locus?

2) How far from the Gg region is the HD locus?

Once linkage is established, an estimate of the distance separating linked loci can be made

from lhe degree of recombinalion observed between them. Our work was done with New

Zealand pedigrees segregating an HD locus in an attempt lo measure the linkage belween the

G8 marker and HD.

First, as many members as possible lrom each available pedigree were genotyped in the G8

region. Secondly, the results were used to calculate frequencies for some of lhe

polymorphic sites detected. Thirdly, these results were used in the linkage analysis (G8

versus HD) for each pedigree.

3.2.2 Haplotype Analysis of the Huntington Disease Family Members

A totaf of 266 people trom 47 different families were analysed for RFLPs at lhe G8

(D4S10) locus. Most were investigated for 'H1 ,'H2 and *E sites whose presence or

absence in combination provide I different haplotypes (Fig. 3.3). The relative positions of

the other sites investigated in the G8 region (*P, 'M, *T, *Pv, *S) are shown in Fig. 3.4.

Genotypes at the G8 locus have been deduced for a further 15 people. All results are listed

in Appendix l. Also included in Appendix I are the results obtained at the D4S43 locus for

17 of these people Fig. 3.5 presents radioautographs which show many of the RFLPs

present in the GB region.
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FIGURE 3.3 HAPLOWPES AND GENOWPES GENERATED FROM THREE CLOSELY

ASSOCL\TED POLYMORPHIC RESTRICTION ENZV\4E SITES *H1,'H2AND *E.

Eight (23 ) different haplotypes resutt from the combined presence or absence of the

3 polymorphic restriction enzyme sites tH1, *H2 and 'E. These 8 haplotypes give

rise to a possible 36 genotyPes.

The genotypes for which phase is indeterminate without reference to other family

members (also see Fig.1.3), are marked with a 0. The genotypes have in common

double, or greater, helerozygosity as discussed for AD/BC in the legend to Figure 3.2.
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FIGURE 3.4 POLYMORPH]C SITES WHICH CREATE FFLP IN THE GENOMIC REGIONS

DETECTED BY @ AT.ID THE DNA CONIIGUOW WITH G8.

Thirteen of the polymorphic sites that have been detecled within and surrounding G8

are listed beside the probes used for their detection. The posilions of the three best

characterised polymorphic sites ('H1, 'H2 and 'E) are shown on chromosome 4.

Afso the position of *E2 is shown. The positions of the remaining 9 sites have not

been reported precisely and hence these sites have been left off the map. The RFLPs

resulting from lhe presence or absence of each of these polymorphic sites and their

frequencies are provided in Table 3.1. C5.5 is a cosmid containing human DNA

(skraastad et al., 1987). H5.52 , F5.51, F5.53 and R7 were subcloned from this

cosmid.

SITE EMYIVIE ALTELES
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FIGURE 3.5 RADIOAUTOGRAPHS SHOWING SOME OF THE POSSIBLE GENOTYPES

DEIECTED BY @ AND CLOSELY ASSOCIATED LOCL

The preparation of genomic DNA, subsequent restriction enzyme digestion,

electrophoresis, blotting, hybridisation, washing and radioautography are described

in Chapter 2.

Radioautograph Enzyme Radiolabelled probe Haplotype

A Hitrdlll 5.3 kb insert from pK082 A B C D

B ECgRl. 2.2 kb insert from pK083 1 2

C PSll 5.3 kb insert from pK082 a p

D ldsgl 2.4 kb and 1.2 kb inserts M m

from H5.52

E Taql 5.3 kb insert from pK082 T t

Note: "inv" refers to an invariant fragment and is not lhe 1.7Kb RFLP (t)
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tAl

AAA ID C AD/B[ std
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IE]
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3.5

2,8

23-1

9.4

6.6
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2.3

2.0
tnv

probe 5.3Kb pK082

9.4

6.6

pK0B2 H 5.51 pK082

all fragment sizes in Kb



3.2.3 Frequency of *H1 ,'H2, *E and 'P Sites and the Level of Heterozygosity Observed in

the General Population of New Zealand

The frequencies of the sites 'H1, 'H2, 'E and 'P were calculated using the genotype

results obtained in the G8 region for unrelated individuals (see Appendix I for the

calculations and those whose data were included). The frequencies of the haplotypes are as

foflows:A=68.3%,8=7.4o/o,C=2O.3To,D=4Vo, 1=42.9o/o,2=57.10/",8=88.67o

and p = 11.40/". Thus the presence of 'Hl , 'H2, 'E and *P variable sites in the general

population of New Zealand is 0.24, 0.89, 0.57 and 0.11 respectively (Table 3.2). These

results are comparable with those obtained from other countries (see Table 3.2).

For all persons studied, the level of heterozygosity obtained using just *H1 and 'H2 sites

was 51% and rose to 771" wilh lhe inclusion of the 'E sile (see Appendix l, Table | 3, for

cafculations). Gusella (1985) has reported 57Y" heterozygosity using the Hjodlll RFLPs

and a rise to over 80% with the inclusion of the EcoRl RFLP. Thus, the New Zealand

population shows slightly less heterozygosity for these markers than the overseas

populations studied.

g.2.4 Linkage Analyses

Eleven of the larger families were used for the computations which were performed by

Doctor C. Chapman using the MLINK programme (Lathrop and Lalouel, 1984). The results

are shown in Table 3.3, which presenls LOD scores for values of theta (0) between 0.00 and

0.01. All individuals either affected or at risk for HD were included in lhe calculations.

Age-dependent penetrances of 0.03,0.10,0.30,0.58,0.83,0.96 and 0.99 were used for

ages 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80 years respectively.

In the largest family (Family 1), there is some indication for GS/HD linkage from the LOD

score of 1.69 al 0 recombination fraction. HD associates with the Alam haplotype and no

crossovers have been detected in this family.

The remaining families have too few members assessed for individual LOD s@res to be used.

Thus, the LOD s@res for families 1-11 inclusive have been summed to produce a composite

maximum LOD score of 2.796 at 0.04 recombination fraction (Table 3.3). These values

are evidence for linkage of G8 to the HD locus in New Zealand families and are in agreement

with overseas results. To date all overseas investigations have shown linkage of G8 to HD.

Our estimate of 4cM distance between the loci (calculated from the maximum LOD score at
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TABLE 3.2 FREOUENCTES OF THE'H1,'H2, 'E AND'P POLYi'ORPHIC SITES IN THE POPULATION

HAPLOTYPE FFECT..EIST
OBSEFNED
o/"

A
B
c
D

1

2

a

P

A
B
c
D

A
B
c
D

1

2

68.3
7.4

20.3
4.O

42.9
57.1

88.6
11.4

64
11

22
4

66
I

22
3

50
50

88
12

N. ATE-EFHECUENCES
Hl+ H1- H2+ H2- E+ E- P+ P'

202 0.24 0.76 0.89 0.11

0.57 0.43

FFEA EFEEIW
CALCD
To

68 This work
g App€ndix I

21

3

184

61

14
20
5

66
I

?2
3

67
10

20
s

a
p

A
ts

c
D

1

2

70

46 0.26 0.74 0.81 0.19

13oa 0.25 0.75 .0.88 0.12
1o2b

102

't02

102 0.23 0.77 0.87 0.13

o.5 0.5

0.'11 0.89

0.12 0.88

0.14 0.86

Gusella etal
(1e83)

aHarper etal.
(1ees)
Woungman
erat (1 987)

Youngman
et al. (19t17)

Youngman
et al. (1987)

Quanallef al
(1s87)

Quanelleta/.
(1e87)
Harper etaL
(1e88)

Quarrelleta/.
(1 e87)
Harper ef a/.

(1e88)

Harpr etal-
(1e88)

43
57

86
14

68
9
19
4

A
B

c
D

0.s7 0.43

236 0./3 0.77 0.87 0.13

n* = numb€r of chromosoms
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0.04 recombination fraction) is in the middle of the confidence intervals calculated by

other workers for the distance between G8 and HD (1.5cM-6.5cM [95% confidence

intervall Gusella et al., 1986; 1cM-7cM, Gilliam et al., 1987c).

A crossover seems likely in Family 10, between the G8 marker locus and HD (Fig. 3.6A).

lndividuals ll 1 , ll 2 and ll 3 all have HD and yet ll 1 and ll 3 have received the AlaM allele

from the affected parent, whereas ll 2 has received the Blam allele from this parent. The

simplest explanation, which involves only one crossover event, is provided by assuming HD

association with lhe AlaM haplotype in the affected parent. The Al aM haplotype, along with

HD, has been inherited by ll1 and ll3. However, in ll2, meiotic recombination between GB

and the HD locus has moved the Blam haplotype to an association with HD. An alternative

explanation, that the HD locus is associated with the Blam haplotype in individual 11, is

unlikely because it involves crossover events having occurred twice between GB and the HD

locus (Fig. 3.68).

This family was studied further with probes from the D4S43 locus, namely pBRC4 and

pXP500 (Fig. 1.5 and Table 3.4). This locus has been shown to be more closely linked to HD

than is G8 (Gilliam et al., 1987a). Thus, presence or absence of recombination belween

D4S43 and HD would help to locate the crossover region in Family 10. Unfortunately, the

resulls were not useful because of insufficient heterozygosity at the locus. 12, ll1, ll2 and

ll3 were homozygous for the RFLPs detected by pBRC4 and offsring ll1, ll2 and ll3 had

respectively the WX, WW and WW RFLPs which were detected by pXP500. Explanalions

which do not implicate recombination include:

an absence of linkage between GB and HD

incorrectly assigned relationships

11 as homozygous for HD

12 as having the HD mutation

More people from this family would need to be investigated to determine whether or not G8

and HD are linked in this family. DNA 'fingerprinting" (Vassart et al., 1987; Appendix

lll), supported the assigned relationships and thus eliminated the second explanation. The

third and fourth explanations were not investigated.

ln summary, our results support HD/GB linkage and thus genetic homogeneity for HD. The

results show that the GB marker locus and HD locus are separated by about 4cM.

i)

ii)

ii i)

iv)
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FOHMAT FOR THE FOTIOWING FAMILYTREE DIAGBAMS

Genotypes that have been determined are shown below the square or circle.

Genotypes within the square or circle have been deduced:

- the phase deduced from other family members

- the full genotype deduced from other family members

Polyrnorphic sites which Haplotypes

create the RFLPs

qH1, "H2 ABCD

'E 12

ap

Mm

Tt

Mspl (see Table 3.4) WXYZ

Rr

Key: I male affected, tr male unaffected, o female affected, o female

unatfected.

A complete list of results is provided in Appendix 1.

*P

"M

.T



FIGURE 3.6 ONE FAMILY IN WHICH A POSSIBLE CROSSOVER HAS BEEN DETECTED

BETWEEN THE i/{ARKER LOCIJS A ID THE HD LOCU$

Panel A: ln Family 10, all three otfspring have developed HD. ll1 and ll3 have

inherited the Al aM allele from the affected parent whereas ll2 has inherited lhe

Bl am allele from this parent. Five explanations are possible:

i) GB is not linked with HD in this family

ii) the relationships are not as illustrated; however paternity seems assured since

all offspring have HD and DNA "fingerprinting" supports the relationships.

iiD 11 is homozygous for the.HD locus.

iv) 12 carries the HD mutation

v) there has been a crossover once or twice during meiosis, that is, either moving

the HD locus from the AlaM to the Blam haplotype or twice moving the HD locus

from the Blam lo the AlaM haplotype.

Panel B: Diagram showing the crossover events described in v).

Note: This result demonstrates how a false negative prediction could be made. lf one

assumes that HD segregates with 41aM, then ll2 would have been predicted as free

from HD. Gonversely, if one assumes that HD segregated with 81am, lhen lll and 113

would have been predicted as free from HD.
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TABLE 3.4: RFLPS FOR THE D4S4i}, D4S95 AND D4S9O LOCI AND TWO PROBES

FROM THE 4p16.3 REGION

PFOBE EII|ZWE RFLPS

D4543

FREQUENCY PIC REFEREI{CE

C4H (pBRCa)a Msolb 7.9 (R) 5.5+2.4 (0 0.92 O.og 0.14 Gilliam etaL

Esll 4.4 3.3 0.90 0.10 0.16 (1987a)

LCD150 S4961 4.8 3.2 0.94 0.06 0.11

LCD2 Ssu961 4.9 3.6+1.3 0-994 0-006 0.01

H2.0 &nHl 7.5 7.o 0'97 0'03 0.06

S3.o (S4) Taql 2.7 2.6 0.04 0-96 o.o7

s1.s (sDa
pxps00a

D4595

Taol
Msolb

3.4 2.3 0.19 0.81 0.26

2.3(W) 2.2(xl 0.3s o.22 0.58

2.1(Y) 2.0(Z) 0.01 0.42

BS674E-D Accl 7.0 1.5 O.7 0.3 0.33 Wasmuth etal'
4.s 4.4 O.o7 O.23 0.67 (1988)

4.3 4.2 0.10 0.50
4.1 0.10

Mbol 1.2 0.7+0.5 0.6s 0.35 0.36

e$l 8.6 3.7 0.91 o.o9 0.16
Taql 2.3 1.7 0.38 0.62 0.36

D4590

D5 Pvull 5.0 5.6 0.86 0.14 Youngman etal
(1e88)

4p16.3

BJ14/Hs1 la Sacl 2 alleles Gusella (personal

(p309) communication)

8556/p5184 Pvull 3 alleles
(p358)

(a) available for use
(b) used in this thesis



3.3 THE USEFULNESS OF G8 AS A MARKER FOR HUNTINGTON DISEASE IN PREDICTIVE

TESTING OFAT BISK ]NDIVIDUALS AND FOR FXCLI.JSION TESTS N PREGMNCY

Family units were evaluated to determine how useful G8 would be in predictive testing for

HD in presymptomatic "at risk" people, and in exclusion testing for foetuses.

3.3.1 Predictive Testing

For the following discussion hypothetical 'at risk' people will be used, rather than the real

offspring of affected people, because of the predictive nature of the results. Thus genotypes

at G8 for affected people and their spouses have been used to generate all possible genotypes

for offspring. Throughout the discussion, an absence of crossing over between G8 and the HD

locus is assumed.

In Family 1, GB and HD linkage is indicated by a LOD score of 1.69 at 0 recombination

fraclion (section 3.2.4). The A'1am haplotype is segregating with the HD locus. The

pedigree, excluding "at risk" people, is shown in Fig. 3.7A. Four subfamilies from this

large pedigree will be discussed. These subfamilies are redrawn in Fig.3.7B in which

hypothetical otfspring are included for the purpose of the discussion.

The G8 genotypes for Hindlll and EcoRl RFLPs (Fig. 3.3) of individuals V14 (HD affected)

and Vl5 are 41C1 and A1A2 respectively. Offspring could have the following genotypes:

4141, A1A2, C1A1 or C1A2. For each genotype the presence or absence of the HD locus is

predictable. Both 41A1 and A1A2 individuals would have inherited HD along with the 41

haplotype from V14, lhe affected parenl. Both C1A1 and C1A2 individuals would have

inherited lhe "normal" C1 allele from the affected parent and would not develop HD.

Predictive testing would not be possible for otfspring from an A1A1 individual if only lhese

Hitrdlll and EcoRl RFLPs were used. However, one real offspring, who is A1A1 homozygous,

became heterozygous for a Mspl RFLP detected with the H5.52 probe (see Table 3.1), and

thus the alleles are distinguishable for this person. Other results indicate that HD

segregates with the m fragment (2.8Kb). ldentification of the HD allele should be possible

in offspring from this AlAl individual, but such identification would be dependent upon the

spouse's genotype. Predictive testing should be possible in all offspring from any 41A2

individual, providing their spouse is not A1A2. lf so, any resulting A1A2 individuals will

have a 50% risk of having inherited the HD allele. In this siluation, other RFLPs could be

useful for making the two parental Al alleles distinct.

fndividuals V12 (HD affected) and V13 have genotypes A1D2 and A2A2 respectively.
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FIGURE 3.7 FAMILY 1 PEDIGREE

Panel A: Family tree diagram for Family 1

This pedigree excludes all individuals from the family who remain "at risk' for HD.

For V14, the A1C1 result was obtained from DNA analysis. However, the full result

of Al amOl am was deduced from otfspring who are "at risk" for HD and hence are not

shown. Likewise, the A1D2 genotype of V12 was deduced by reference to offspring

who are not shown.

Panel B: Subfamilies from Family 1 shown in Al

The diamonds represent hypolhetical offspring from HD-affected people and their

spouses, Black diamonds represent offspring who are predicted to be atfected with

HD. Conversely, while diamonds represent offspring who are predicted to be

unaffected. The ? indicates that prediclion is not possible, reasons for which are

explained in the text.
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Otfspring could be A1A2 or D2A2, in which case the A1A2 person would be predicted to have

inherited HD and the D2M person would be predicted free from HD. The first prediction is

confirmed by Vl2 who is A1A2 and diagnosed as having HD.

Prediction for the presence of the HD allele in offspring of lV15 and lV16 is not always

possible even though the HD-atfected individual lV15 is heterozygous (A1A2) for the G8

marker. The spouse lV16 is also A1A2. Prediction of HD in heterozygous offspring from

A1A2 and AlA2 is not possible because the alleles, although different, could have come from

either of the parents.

Individual lV20 is 41A1 and thus the HD locus and corresponding 'normal" locus are linked

to the same polymorphic form of the marker. ldentification of the HD locus and thus

predictive testing in offspring is not possible while lV20 remains homozygous for the GB

marker region.

Other subfamilies of Family 1 are inappropriate for discussion because of insufficient data.

The remaining families were loo small to obtain individually valid LOD scores. However,

linkage of G8 to HD has been assumed and as a result predictive testing in families 4, 5 and

7 is possible (Fig. 3.8). The following conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 3.8.

(1) In Family 4, the haplotype segregating with HD has been identified as A2aM, thus it

should be possible to follow the segregation of the HD locus to future generalions.

(21 ln Family 5, the A1M haplotype segregates with HD and lll2 is HD-affected. Thus

A1MB2m and A1MC1M offspring would be predicted to be affected, whereas those who

inherit the B2mC2m and ClMC2m alleles would be predicted to be unaffected.

(3) ln Family 7 the A1 haplotype is segregating with HD. Offspring from lll (C1D2) and

ll2 (A1A2) who are A1C1 or A1D2 are predicted as affected, whereas those who are A2C1

or A2D2 are predicted to be unatfected.

ln other families, prediction may not be possible for one or more of the following reasons:

- the phase of the RFLPs cannot be determined

- too much homozygosity exists such that alleles in the GB region are not distinguishable

- the form of the RFLP that segregates with HD is not known

- the affected parent is heterozygous, but has the same genotype as the

spouse
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Prediclive testing in families 9 and 27 will be possible only when marker phases can be

determined (Fig. 3.9).

fn Family 9, individual 11 has the inferred genotype AZaBZa which is distinct from his

spouse (12) who is MpB2p. Also inferred is HD association with the B2a haplotype. Thus

predictive testing in offspring of 11 and 12 should be possible. However, in practice,

difficufty is encountered with determining phase such that only A2aA2p and BZaB2p

offspring can be predicted as unaffected and affected, respectively. Offspring who are

ABlaplZ? could be either AZaBZp and unaffected or AZpB2a and affected. This difficulty

would be avoided if l1 and 12 were heterozygous and homozygous, respectively, for a further

RFLP. Thus, investigation of other RFLPs may be helpful.

fn Famify 27, prediction would be possible for otfspring who are either ClmXAlmX or

C2mWA2mW. The former would have inherited HD along with the ClmX allele, while the

latler, who woutd have inherited C2mW from the affected parent, would not have HD. Any

offspring with the AC/12JmmlWX genotype could be either Cl mXA2mW and atfected, or

C2mWAl mX and normal. Prediction would be impossible for any AC/1?mmAl/X offspring

because lhe correct phase for the markers cannot be determined.

At present predictive testing in Families 3, 6 and 11 is impossible because too much

homozygosity exists (Fig.3.10). In these families, all HD-affected people [Family 3 (ll5
and ll13), Family 6 (l15 and lll2), Family 11 (ll3)l have the genotype A2A2. A

comprehensive study with all available probes may resolve the problem by introducing

heterozygosity and making alleles distinct. Also, the introduction of helerozygosity may

help with determining which polymorphic form of the marker is linked with HD in families

3 and 6.

Prediction is not possible for families in which the HD allele is undetermined even though

affected individuals are heterozygous for the marker. As seen in Families 14 and 18,

marker helerozygosity in affected people does nol help in identifying the haplotype

associated with HD (Fig.3.11). Both affected individuals have the same heterozygous

genotype. Also, in Family 14, l1 and 12 have identical genotypes so even if the haplotype in

association with HD is known, predictive testing in heterozygous offspring would not be

possible. The same applies in Family 16 where ll2 and ll3 are both AlmMm.

ln families 8, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17,19, 20, 21 and 35 only one HD-affected individual has

been lested (Fig.3.11). In families 20 and 21,if one offspring develops HD, then the HD
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FIGURE 3.9 TWO FAMILIES IN WHICH PREDICTIVE TESTING FOR HD IS LIMITED TO

OFFSPRING IN WHICH MARKER PHASES CAhI BE DETERMINED

Famify tree diagrams are shown for families I and 27. In Family 27 hypothetical

offspring have been included.

As dlscussed in the text, AB22ap people (Family 9) and ACl2mmWX people (Family

27\ have genotypes from which phase cannot be determined. Thus, in these people, it

is not possible to predict whether the HD allele or the "normal" allele has been

inherited and predictive testing is not possible. When phase can be determined

UeaA€p and B2aB2p people in Family 9 and ClmXAlmX and C2mWMmW people in

Famlly 27), predictive testing will be possible.
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FIGUREg,IO FAMILIES IN WH]oH PREDICTIVETESTJNG FOR HD IS NOT FOSSIBLE

F&[t tSE OF FFfdOffifIYAT]]l-E Iv|AHKER LOCI.S

FamW treo dagrams at€ shown for families 3' 6 and 11.

All HD-a,ffected people.hore the genotyp€ APAA and are lhus homozygous' ilhus, A2

carulot be uoed as a merl(erforthe HD|oeus"

.Notg: For both fumtly 6 and Family 11 |,ds not know w.hich of the first generation

pe6qns has HD and thus havo not blacl€tt in eiher syrn'boI.
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FIGURE 3.11 FAMILIES IN WHICH PREDICTIVE TESTING FOR HD IS NOT POSSIBLE

BECAUSE THE FORM OF THE RFLP THAT SEGREGATES WTH HD IS NOT KNOWN

Famify tree diagrams are shown for families 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,20,21

and 35.

Despite heterozygosity at the marker locus for all HD-affected people, the RFLP form

in association with HD cannot be determined:

- because only one person with HD has a genotype (families 8,12, 13, 15,

16, 17, 20, 21 and 35).

- because both HD-atfected people have the same genotype (families 14

and 18).

In families 8 and 12, HD could be associated with any of the eight haplotypes Al, A2,

D'1, D2,81,82, C1 or C2. Similarly, in Family 17, HD could be associated with any

of the four haplotypes A, D, B or C.
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allele can be determined and predictions made for the other offspring. In other words,

prediction will be possible when the form of the marker linked with HD is known.

Despite difficulties with predictive testing in many of the families some will have the

necessary structure for exclusion testing.

3.3.2 Exclusion Testing

Exclusion testing is a form of predictive testing which allows one to estimate the risk of a

foelus having inherited HD, leaving unaltered the estimated risk of HD inheritance for the

parent. Unlike predictive testing, the form of the marker which segregales with the disease

is not usually known. Essentially one looks in the foetus for the presence or absence of

haplotypes associated with the atfected grandparent. lf present, the foetus has an unaltered

50% risk status for having inherited HD. lf absent the risk status reduces to that existing

from crossing over and heterogeneity of HD. Limitations from the family structure, oflen

presenl in predictive tesling, are usually much less of a problem in exclusion testing. A
minimum requirement for exclusion testing is knowledge of the genotype of one grandparent

of the foetus on lhe affected side of the family. The genotype of the parents will be

informative for the exclusion test provided the partner at risk is heterozygous for at least

one RFLP and has a different genotype from that of the spouse and from that of at least one of

the grandparents of the foetus (see Fig.3.12 for hypothetical examples of informative and

non-informative family units).

At present families 13, 15, 20 and 21 are of no use for predictive testing but their

slructures and the genotypes obtained for individual members provide information that

could be used in future for exclusion testing. These families have been redrawn in Fig.3.13

and are discussed below.

In families 15,20 and 21 the people affected with HD are heterozygous for at least one

G8-detected RFLP. The genotypes of the unaffected spouses are known and are dislinct from

those of the affected individual. In Family 21, lhis distinction is possible only with the

knowledge of the mm and Mm results which can be used to determine the linkage phases in

each parent for the ACl12 genotypes. That is, lhe affected parent is A1C2 and the unaffected

parent A2C1. From the A2C2 ofispring one would look for inheritance of A or C in a foelus.

From the A1A2 otfspring one would look for inheritance of 1 or 2 in a foetus. Thus, in both

families 15 and 21 the allele contributed by the affected person of the first generation to

the second generation is distinct, and whether or not this allele segregates to a third

generation should be apparent providing these individuals of the second generalion do not
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FIGURE 3.12 EXCLUSION TESTING IN HYPOTHETICAL FAMILES: SOME EXAMPLES

DEMOT.ISTRATING WHEN EXCLUSION TESTNG iTAY OR MAY NOT BE POSSIBLE

Exclusion testing may be possible for those familes shown in Column I

Panel lA: ln this family genotypes have been delermined for all indivduals. The BB

foetus retains the same 50% risk for HD as the at risk parent (one B allele derives

from lhe affected paternal grandparent). The AB foetus's risk for having inherited HD

is reduced to that present from the probability of crossing over because the inherited

grandparental allele comes from the unatfected grandmother.

Panel lB: A genotype has not been determined for the affecled grandparent.

Nevertheless exclusion testing is possible exactly as described in lA].

Panel lC: All genotypes have been determined but parents have lhe same genotype,

hence an AB foelus has a 25'/" risk for having inherited HD ( the paternal B allele has

a 50/" probability of being linked with HD, the B allele present in the foetus has a

50% probability of having come from the father ). The BB foetus has lhe same 507o

risk as the at risk parent. The AA foetus has a risk reduced to that present from the

probability of crossing over.

Exclusion testing is not possible for the families shown in Column ll.

Panel llA: The A allele present in the foetus may have come from either of the

grandparents.

Panel llB: Grandparental genotypes are not known, thus insufficient information is

available.

Panel llC: A complete lack of heterozygosity precludes any testing.

Note: exclusion lesting is always possible when the grandparental allele present in

the foetus is unambiguously identified. lf the grandparental allele is from the affected

grandparent, the foetus has the same 50% risk slatus as the parent at risk for HD. lf

from the unaffected grandparent the risk reduces to that present from crossing over

alone, assuming HD/G8 linkage.
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FIGURE 3.13 FAMILTES IN WHICH EXCLUSION TESTING MAY BE POSSIBLE IF

RECIUIRED

In famities 13, 15 and 21, parental (grandparental) alleles are distinct. In a third

generation the allele inherited from the 'at risk" parent will have its origin

established as from either the affected or the unaffected grandparent.

In family 20, the homozygous AlAl individual must pass on an A1 allele to offspring

but whether or not the A1 allele is that associated with the HD locus will not be

known. However, these alleles should become distincl when further probes are used

to genotype the individuals.

Note: The AlaAla person appears to be heterozygous for the'M polymorphic site,

however, the result is in doubt because of the presence of partial digestion products

and thus needs repeating.
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have identical genotypes with their spouses. lf the allele from the alfected first generation

person is present in the foetus, the foetus will have the same 50% risk status as lhe "at

risk" parent. Conversely, if the allele from the unaffected first generation person is

present in the foelus, the risk for that foetus of inheriting HD is reduced to that which

accounts for the possibility of crossing over and genetic heterogeneity for HD. The 'al risk"

parent retains the 50% risk status.

In family 20 the atfected and unaffected first generation individuals have one haplotype

(A1) in @mmon. Exclusion testing would be possible for pregnancies of AZDZ and A1D2

individuals and their spouses, providing spouses do not have A2D2 and Al D2 genotypes

respectively. Exclusion testing would not be possible for the foelus of the 41A1 individual

and spouse because the A1 allele from the HD-affected person is indistinct from the A1

allele of lhe unaffected person. The problem could be resolved if the A1A1 person becomes

heterozygous with the use of another G8 marker. This person does appear to be

heterozygous for the 'M RFLP, however, because partial digestion products are present the

result must be repeated. lf the Mm result is confirmed then the parents should be

invesligated to determine whether M or m is segregating with the HD locus.

ln Family 13 the atfected first generation person is ClCl but distinct from the unaffected

spouse who is 41A2. Thus, these two have distinct alleles and their lransmission can be

followed.

3.4 GENOTYPE INCONISISTENCI ES UN H EI.ATED TO HUNTINGTON DISEASE

In two of the families analysed in this study inconsistencies arose belween supposed

relationships and the assigned genotypes.

In one family, otfspring from parents with genotypes B2C1 and A1C2 were genotyped AZB?

and B2C2 (Fig. 3.14A). Clearly lhe A2B2 genotype cannot have arisen simply from lhe

parental genotypes. Either incorrecl relationships have been assigned, a crossover has

occurred in lhe region of G8 between the 'H1 and 'E polymorphic sites , or there has been

a spontaneous mutalion. The possible crossover region is shown in Fig.3.148.

DNA 'fingerprinting' (also see Appendix ltl) was used to determine whether or not the

offspring have the same parents. The results supported the assigned relationships. All

RFLPs detected in both otfspring were found to be present in one or other of these stated

parents (Appendix lll, Tig lll 1E). Efforts were made to confirm that there had been a

crossover and to determine more precisely the region of the crossover event. The approach
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FIGURE 3.14 A FAMILY WITH AN INCONSISTENT GENOTYPE, WHICH MAY BE

EXPI.AINED BY A CROSSOVER WITHIN THE GENOMIC REGION DETECTED BY THE G8

PffiE

Panel A: The A2MB2m genotype of l12 is Inconsistent with the parental genotypes of

B2mC1M and A1MG2m

Note: 12 is 41MC2m as deduced from her parents, and not the alternative A2MC1m.

Panel B: A diagramatic explanation for the inconsistency. lf a crossover has

occurred anywhere between the *Hl site and the *E site the AI M haplotype will

change to an A2M haplotype, that is, the presence of the *E site on the C2 allele moves

to an association with the absence, absence and presence respectively of the 'M, 'H1

and 'H2 sites.

Panel C: Other polymorphic sites (see Table 3.1 and Fig.3.4) which may help to

establish:

i) that a crossover has occurred in this region

ii) the crossover region more precisely

For the polymorphic sites to be useful, heterozygosity would need to be established in

12. The phase of the marker must be determined in ll2. The question to be answered

is: does lhe form associated with C2m in 12 now associate wilh A2M in ll2?
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for this work was lhe investigation of other RFLPs from the region belween 'H1 and 'E

(see Table 3.1 and Figs 3.4 and 3.14C). These RFLPs would be useful only if individuals

display heterozygosity and linkage phases could be determined. lf a crossover had occurred

at some point between 'H1 and either "H2 or 'E, lhe form of the heterozygous marker

associated with the C2m allele of the female affected parenl would now associate with the

A2M allele in the FPg2 otfspring, depending upon the precise point for lhe crossover event.

The work was abandoned after repeated failures lo obtain complete digestion of genomic DNA

with the restriction enzymes Sacl and Pvull and because of limited sample from ll2.

The inconsislency discovered, though not directly relaled to HD, does have very important

consequences for the HD locus, These @nsequences relate to the orientation of the G8

marker with respect to HD and will be discussed in section 3.5.

An inconsistency arose in another family when lhe 'P polymorphic site was investigated in

addition to the *H1, *H2 and tE polymorphic sites (Fig.3.15A). lf correct relationships

are assumed, the father is genotyped A2aD1a rather than BC12aa because of the A2A2 child.

Three different possibilities for the linkage phases of the markers in these individuals, each

involving one crossover, are shown in Fig.3.158. Other possibilities which involve more

lhan one crossover to account for the genotypes have been disregarded because of their

higher improbability. When the 'M polymorphic site ('M) was investigated in these four

individuals, only one of the three crossovers shown in Fig.3.158 remained a possibility

(see Fig. 3.15C).

DNA 'fingerprinting' was done to confirm the relationships, in an attempt to establish

whether or not a crossover within the marker region was involved. The resulting

radioautograph is shown in Fig.3.16. The A2C2 offspring (ll2) has bands in common with

both parents whereas the A2A2 offspring (ll1) has bands in common with the mother only.

The results indicate that the parents (l'l and 12) shown in Fig.3.15A are the parents of ll2
and that the female parent is the molher of ll'l but 11 is not the father. Thus, the proposal

of a crossover does not apply.

Assuming that ll1 has another father, ll1's genotype cannot be used lo infer the male

parental genotype. Thus it is no longer certain whether 11 is A2D1 or 81C2. I propose that

the parents are either BlaMO2am and A2pmC2am or A2amDlaM and MamO2pm with their

common child either A2pmC2am or A2amC2pm respectively. The rationale is shown in Fig.

3.17. The p allele exists in the general population at a frequency of only 0.11, thus the

former possibility for the parental genotypes is more probable. The child (lll ) with the
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FIGURE 3.15 A FAMILY WITH AN INCONSISTENT GENOTYPE, DISCOVERED WHEN THE

-P POLYMORPHIC SITE WAS USED lN ADDITION TO'H1,'H2 and'E

Panel A: A family tree showing the inconsistency present in the genotype of either

111 or lf2 depending upon whether 12 is AZaC2p or A2pCZa.

Panel B: The three most simple explanations to resolve the inconsistency . Each

involves one crossover within the marker region. Other genotype combinations for

deriving these offspring from these parents involve more than one crossover and are

considered unlikely.

X - a cross at the arrow tail indicates that the allele at which lhe arrow points is

derived from a crossover between the alleles of one parent during meiosis.

Panel C: Investigation of these individuals with a fourth variable site (-M) located

to the left of *H (see Fig. 3.4) eliminates possibilities i) and ii) in Bl. The mosl

plausible explanation for the inconsistency shown in Al is illuslrated in Biiil and

Cixl. Here a single crossover can account for all parental and offspring genotypes.

. Other possibilities have not been drawn out because they are less likely than those

shown.

* marks alleles segregating from parent to child, previously compatible (see Bl)

but now incompatible with the introduction of 'M to lhe genotypes. Only in Cixl does

the crossover already proposed accomodate the assigned *M genotype.
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FIGURE 3.16 DNA "FINGERPRINTING" TO CONFIRM THE FAMILY REI.ATIONSHIPS lN

ONE FAt\4lLY WITH GENOTYPE INCONSISTENCIES.

Genomic DNA of all four family members was digested with Haelll and the resulting

fragments separated by electrophoresis in 0.8% agarose. The DNA was transferred

from the gel to Gene Screen Plus and hybridised with radiolabelled Ml3 DNA. After

washing, lhe membrane was exposed to X-ray film for 2 days using one intensifying

screen.

Offspring ll2 (see Fig.3.15A) has bands in common with both parenls. Offspring ll1

has bands in common with the mother (12), but the others appear not lo come from

the supposed father (11). The bands present in lll that appear not to come from

either of the supposed parents are marked at lhe left of the photocopy. Thus it seems

thal 12 is ll1's mother but 11 is not ll1's falher.

Note: Bands are not resolved on this reproduction and so a transparency is included

which gives my inlerpretation. The coding is as follows: blue=paternal bands;

red=maternal bands; lr€€fl=mdternal/paternal bands; black=neither parent.
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FIGURE 3.17 PROPOSED GENOTYPES AND RELAT0NSHIPS FOR THE INDIVIDUAIS OF

ONE FAi,IILY IN WHICH INCONS| TENT GENIOTYPES WERE FOI.JND

Panel A: The only lwo phases possible (i and ii) for parental genotypes

AD/BCl2aaMm and A022apmm to produce an offspring AG22apmm.

Panel B:

(i) A possibility for the relationships of individuals from the family presented in

Fi9.3.15A. In this example ll1 has received the A2aM allele from an unknown father.

This proposal for the relationships' is 7 times more probable than that in (ii)
because only 1 1.4% oI individuals in the general population carry the p allele

compared with 88.6% who carry the a allele.

(ii) An alternative possibility for the relationships of individuals from the family

presented in Fig. 3.15A. As shown in i), the offspring have the same mother but

different fathers. However, in this example, ll2 has received the A2pM haplotype

from the unknown father.
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unknown father would have received the A2pm allele from the mother and an A2aM allele

from the unknown father. lf the latter possibility was correct, the unknown father would

have provided the more rare A2pM allele. The proposed relationships are drawn out in Fig.

3.178.

The above example highlights the need to establish correct relationships between

individuals, especially if results are to be used for predictive testing. As a hypothetical

example, had only *Hl, 'H2 and 'E sites been used, and HD been known to be associated

with the A2 haplotype in 11, then ll't would have been predicted to have HD when in fact the

A2 allele was not inherited from the HD affected l1 at all but someone else. Errors resulting

in serious consequences could arise from using results of the wrong individuals for

predictions. Therefore, DNA 'fingerprinting" should be used routinely to establish

relationships between any individuals presenting for predictive testing.

3.5 COiICLUSIOtIS

GB shows linkage to an HD locus in at least one large New Zealand pedigree segregating HD.

Sufficient individuals were genotyped to produce the LOD score of 1.69 at 0 recombination

fraction which indicates that linkage is 49 times more likely than no linkage. Summed LOD

scores from smaller pedigrees segregating HD provide support for G8/HD linkage and

increase further the probability of complele homogeneity for HD.

(Gilliam et a1.,1987c) An increased frequency of recombinational evenls has been reported

for the telomeric regions which also have been shown to contain repetitive DNA sequences

(Laurie and Hulten, 1985a/b; Muller et al., 1987; Roberts, 1988b). Further evidence

for increased recombination in this region, and thus a reduced physical distance between G8

and the HD locus, was provided by Richards et al. (1988) who found that a 200Kb distance

traversed 2 out of 5 recombinational evenls investigated.

G8 will be of most use for predictive testing in subfamilies of Family 1 where an individual

LOD score supports linkage, and the G8 haplotype which segregates with HD is known.

Predictive testing in smaller families where LOD scores eilher don't indicate linkage, or

have not been generaled, will need to be approached more cautiously. Should predictive

testing be requested by members of these small groups, efforts should be made to sample

more famity members and obtain individually valid LOD scores. Failing lhis, any result

woutd have to be given with an estimated error including both the possibility for crossing
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over between GB and HD and the possibility of genetic heterogeneity for HD which is now

considered to be no greater lhan 7"/" (Haines et al., 19871.

Apart from the errors in prediction which could arise from crossing over and genetic

heterogeneily, there is a problem if true relationships of the people being investigated have

not been established. When limited genotypes are analysed, incorrect relationships could go

undetected and erroneous predictions be provided. Analysis of individuals with a large

number of probes detecting numerous polymorphisms would help to eliminate errors

because inconsistencies would be more likely to appear. However, it would be prudent to

establish relationships unambiguously before using several people lo generate a diagnosis

for any one person.

An important consequence of a crossover within the GB region is the ability to predict on

which side of GB the HD locus lies. Recently, a crossover found within the GB marker

region has allowed Gilliam et al. (1987c) lo orienlate G8 and establish its position relalive

to the HD locus on chromosome 4. The G8 "H1 site, and not the G8 *E site, displayed

recombination with another locus, D4S62. Hence the 'E end of G8 is closest to 04562. By

deduction, the'H1 end of G8 is closest to the HD locus because G8 is known to lie between

HD and D4S62. This knowledge has allowed a directional approach for chromosomal walks

to the HD locus. Any move from the "H1 end of G8 in the direction of the lelomere will be

an advance towards the HD locus. Richards et al. (1988) have used this knowledge to select

from a 2O0Kb jumping library a DNA fragment closer to the HD locus than is G8.

The crossover detected between 'H1 and 'E that is discussed in section 3.4 could also have

been used to orientate GB with respect to HD. The rationale is shown in Fig.3.18. lf lhe

l€B2 offspring develops HD then lhe HD locus is predicted to exist to the left side of G8 (as

drawn in Fig. 3.2). tf the A2B2 offspring does not develop HD, then the HD locus is

predicted to be placed to the right side of G8. The problem remains that because HD is a late

onset disease, lhe answer is unlikely to be available for some years. The orientalion for GB

determined by Gilhm et al. (1987c) can be used to predict that MB2 has inherited HD.

Several groups throughout the world have been trying to find loci more closely linked to and

flanking the HD locus, since the discovery in 1983 of G8 linkage to HD . Only recently has

there been some success with the isolation of two unique marker loci, D4S43 (Gilliam ef

at.,1987a), D4S95 (Wasmuth et a/.,1988), which detect RFLPs in a region closer to HD

than GB and D4S90 (Youngman ef a/., 1988) of the 4p16.3 region. Fewer crossovers

between D4S43 and HD have been detected than between G8 and HD. As yet, no crossovers

have been detected between D4S95 and HD. Thus D4S95 may be closer to HD than is D4S43.
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FIGURE 3.18 A DIAGRAIVIATIC EXPI.ANATION FOR THE USE OF A CROSSOVER WTHIN

THE G8 REGION TO ORIENTATE G8 WTTH HESPECT TO THE HD LOCIJS

Alleles are drawn before and after lhe crossover evenl with

a) and b) HD to the right side of G8

c) and d) HD to the left hand side of G8

lf the HD locus is lost from A2M (b), then HD must be located to the right side ot G8.

tf the HD locus stays associated wilh AzM (d), lhen HD must be located to the left side

of G8.
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Whether these mafiers are telomeric to HD and thus lie on the other side of HD from G8 is

not known at present. Neither marker represents the HD locus because no polymorphic

form detected by either is in linkage disequilibrium with HD. However, these two new

markers, along with G8, provide very powerful tools in presymptomatic testing for HD.

With the availability of three highly polymorphic markers for HD, lhere should be no

problem in obtaining the required heterozygosity for any person included in an

invesfigation for presymptomatic diagnosis of HD. Thus, as discussed by Harper and

Sarfarazi (1985), family structures will continue to be the major limitation for

diagnoses until the actual HD locus is localed. Once the locus is locatedrfamily studies will

be unecessary and isolated individuals can be studied for the presence or absence of the HD

mutation(s).

Until such time as the HD locus is located, all markers for HD are of use in predictive

testing and efforts to improve the quality of results generated when using the markers are

worthwhlle. To this end three of the most useful polymorphic sites detected by G8 , namely

"H1, .H2 and 'E, have been investigated at the molecular level (Chapter 4) and the

information obtained from this work has been used in attempts to develop a more rapid test

for the detection of these RFLPs (Chapter 5).
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CHAPTER FOUR

SEQUENCE ANALYSIS OF THREE POLYMORPHIC

GENOMIC REGIONS DETECTED BY G8



4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the analysis of DNA encompassing three of the polymorphic

restriction enzyme sites that are detected by G8: namely, *Hl, 'H2 and *E (see Fig.3.2).

For two reasons each of the regions containing these sites has been sequenced to establish the

exact nature of the changes. First, an insight into the types of genomic alterations in the G8

region. Secondly, knowledge of the sequence provides the possibility for haplotype analysis

of individuals using the polymerase chain reaction (Saiki et al.,19B5b; Mullis and Faloona,

1986; Mullis et al., 1986). This procedure is a rapid and cost effective alternative to

Southern blotting, hybridisation and radioautography, and its use is explored in chapter

five of this lhesis.

Most comparative sequence analyses of human genomic DNA have @ncentrated on coding and

control regions because specific alterations in these regions may be correlated with clear

phenotypic etfects (see Table 4.1 for examples). In contrast, the molecular nature of the

phenotypically neutral alterations giving rise to RFLPs present in anonymous DNA

sequences has been of little concern and discussed only in relation to the degree of

polymorphism encounlered. This degree of polymorphism is important practically. li

reflects the usefulness of an anonymous region as a tool for the detection of linked loci lhat

othenrise cannol be located. However, the molecular nalure of the changes which create the

RFLPs maybe of intrinsic interest and thereforc arc worth investigation.

The basis for restriction fragment length polymorphism may be as minor as a base pair

substitution or base modification, or as major as large scale rearrangemenls of DNA

segments (for example, deletion, insertion or inversion). When no more than two alleles

are detected by a probe, it is frequently assumed that a point mutation within the

recognition sequence of the enzyme used is responsible for the RFLP (Burr et a/., 1983;

Gusella, 1986; Cooper and Clayton, 1988). The detection of multiple alleles may suggest

that large scale genomic rearrangements have occurred (Wyman and White, 1981).

Although the G8 probe detects multiple alleles, these arise from the use of many different

restriction enzymes, all of which give diallelic RFLPs. Also, the region contains many

invariant sites. Thus large scale reanangements are not expected to be found in this region.

However, sequence information is required to establish the exact nature of any genomic

alteration.

Establishing sequence conservation in these genomic regions is a prerequisite for

widespread use of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) as a diagnostic tool. Sequence

information is an an absolute requirement for the use of this reaction.
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TABLE 4.1 EXAMPLES OF rcMPARATIVE SEOUENCE ANALYSES OF NORMAL AND MUTATED

HUir/AN GENES SOMEOFWHICH HAVE REVEALED MUTATIONS RESPONSIBLE FOFI PHENOTYPIC

EFFECTS

DISEASE GEI€SECI.,ETICED MUTATION

o1-antitrypsin cr1-antitrypsin GTG--GCG exonlll
deficiency

diabst€s insulin TTC--TCC
position 24 in $chain coding

s€quencs: abnormal insulin wilh
reduced biological activitY

Haemoglobin-
opathies

cr and p globin numerous mutations

FEFEHEhICE

Nukiwaeta/. (1986)

Haneda etal. (1983)

Poncz et a/. (1983)

Kazazian etal. (1986)

Girschier er at(1985b)
Kazaaian et a/.(1986)
Kazazian et a/.(1988)

Rees etal. (1985)

Bonthron etal. (1985)

Stavnezer-Nordgren
etal. (1985)

Dilella er a/. (1986b)

Marvir eral. ( 1987)

Dilella etal. (1987)

speiser €f ar. (1988)

Haemophilia A factor Vlll
factor Vlll

exon 14
insertion of L1 sequence into
exon 14

factor lX

adenosine
deaminase

immunoglobulin
K chain

phenylalanine

hydroxylase
(PAH)

GT--TT in donor splice junction

codon 101 CGG--CAG:
loss of enzyme function

point mulation: K chain absence

21 hydrorylase

GT--AT substilution at 5'splic€
donor site of intron 12: loss of
PAH activity because of an

unstable protein

C--T transition in exon 12:

loss of PAH activity

GTG-TTG valine to leucine
codon 281: affecls functional
integrity of th€ protsin

p-N-acetylhexos- G-C in the first nucleotide of
aminidase A intron 12: proposed to result in

(HEXA) defeclive splicing of mRNA and
hence HEXA gene dYsfunction

Haemophilia B

lmmuno-
deficiency

lmmunoglobulin
Kchain
deficiency

Phenylketonuria

steroid 21-
hydrorylase
deficienry

Tay-Sachs Arpaia et a/. (1988)



In the following sections I will describe my work to isolate and sequence genomic DNAs

en@mpassing'H1, *H2 and'E when each site is present and when each site is absent.

4.2 ANALYSIS OF THE'H1 REG]ON

4.2.1 Inlroduction

ln this section I will describe first the isolation of DNA fragments which contain the 'H1

region from genomic DNA and secondly the subcloning and sequencing of the relevant

regions.

DNA from the 'H1 region is present upstream of G8. Thus a chromosome walk was

necessary to obtain lhis DNA for analysis. The absence ('H1-) or presence (*H1+) of the

'Hl site is detected as RFLP by the G8 probe. Hitrdlll restriction fragments from genomic

DNA of 12.OKb and 10.4Kb have homology with the 5.3Kb EcoRl subclone of G8 when the

site is absent or present respeclively (Figs 4.1 and 3.2). Thus DNA fragmenls from a

genomic region approximately 8.5Kb upslream of the region homologous with the G8 probe

were required for this comparative study of the *H1- and'H1+ DNA. Accordingly,

individuals were screened for possession of a restriction enzyme digestion fragment of

invariant length which would have homology with the probe and be of sufficient length to

include the *H1 site.

4.2.2. Screening Genomic DNA lor an lnvariant Fragment which Contains the 'Hl Region

An invariant EcoRl fragment, of approximately 14.0Kb, Irom 44 individuals showed

homology with the 5.3Kb EcoRl fragment of G8. Results from 11 of the individuals are

shown in Fig. 4.2A. The invariant fragment was required to be over 13.9Kb to ensure that

it contained the "H1 site (see Fig. 4.2B). A precise determination of lhe fragment's size

was not possible because of the inherent errors in mapping large fragments (Baird et al.,

1986, estimate the error of measurement to have a standard deviation of 0.6% of the

fragment size). Thus, double digestions of chromosomal DNA were performed to remove the

need for accurale sizing of restriction fragmenls homologous with the 5.3Kb probe (Fig.

4.2C). The question asked was: ls the 10.4Kb Hitrdlll fragment (allele C) cleaved by ECORI

('H1 not within the invariant EcoRl fragment) or not cleaved by ECqRI ('H1 within the

invariant EcoRl fragment) ? The results shown in Fig.4.2C indicated that the two

reslriction enzyme cleavage sites, EcoRl and'H1+, were very close, but it was impossible

to be sure on which side of the EcoRl site 'H1 was. However, it was assumed thal *Hl was
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FIGURE 4.1 A MAP OF THE 'H1 REGION SHOWING TWO POLYMORPHIC HINDIII

FRAGMENIS DETECTED BY THE 53Kb ECORI SUBFRAGMENT OF G8

The 5.3Kb fragment (G8 subclone), when radiolabelled and hybridised with genomic

DNA, digested with Hjtrdll!, detects RFLPs of 10.4Kb and/or 12.0Kb. Thus the 'Hl
polymorphic site is between 8Kb and 9Kb upstream of G8.

'H 1 = polymorphic Hindlll site
*H1+ = presenceof *Hl

'H1- = absenceof'Hl

H = Hitrdill

E = EoARI

(E) = EcoRl site present at the end of the 5.3Kb GB subfragment, but not

present in the genome
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FIGURE 4.2 HYBRIDISATION OF RESTRICTION ENZYME DIGESTED GENOMIC DNAWITH

THE 5.3Kb ECORI FRAGMENT OF G8

Panel A1: Genomic DNA from 11 individuals was digested with EcoRl and the resulting

fragments were separated by electrophoresis in 0.8% agarose (lanes 1 to 4,6 to 12).

Lambda DNA digested with Hindlll was used as a size marker (lane 5).

Panel A2: The DNAs in the gel shown in Panel A1 were lransferred to DBM paper and

hybridised with RNA transcripts from the 5.3Kb EcoRl G8 fragment which had been

radiolabelled with 32P-GTP using SP6 polymerase. The stringency of washing was such

as to detect no more than a 2% mismatch. The results for only eleven of 44 individuals

are shown. However, all 44 studied showed a 14Kb EcoRl fragment to be homologous

with the probe.

Note: The positions of the DNA standard bands were marked in on the original

radioaulograph from reference to the standard bands seen in lhe agarose gel.

Panel B: The fragments shown are lhose detected by the radiolabelled 1.8Kb fragment

(subfragment of the 5.3Kb fragment) when hybridised to genomic DNA digested with:

EcoRl (14.0Kb invariant fragment)

Hiodlll (10.4Kb andior 12.0Kb RFLPs)

The 12.0Kb and 10.4Kb Fljtrdlll RFLP fragments are cut by EcoRl if the ECqRI site

at the left hand end of the 14.0Kb invariant fragment is to the right hand side of .H1.

However, if this EcoRl site is to the left hand side of 'H1, the 10.4Kb Hindlll RFLP is

notcutby EcoRl and lhe 12.0KbHindlll RFLP is not reduced to smallerlhan 10.4Kb.

Panel C: Genomic DNAs from individuals with the G8 geno$pes CC, AA and AC (see Fig.

3.2) were digested with EcoRl (E), Hi-ndlll (H) and EcoRl plus Higdlll (EH). The

resulting fragments were separated by electrophoresis in 0.8% agarose and transferred

to Hybond-N. The DNAs were hybridised with the 1.8Kb EcoRl-tlindlll fragment of GB

which had been radiolabelled with 32P by nick translation. Washing stringency was the

same as in A2.

Note: The bands on the original radioautograph were very faint, so their positions have

been enhanced for this reproduction.
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within the invariant Eca.Rl fragment and on this basis the following experiments were

carried out in order to isolate the invariant EcoRl fragmenl.

4.2.g. lsolation of Fragments Encompassing 'H1- and 'H1+

The strategy decided upon for the ctoning of DNA encompassing'H1- and'H1+ was to

construct two genomic libraries from the ECqRI-digested DNA of *H1- homozygous (BB)

and'H1+ homozygous (CC) individuals respectively. The libraries could then be screened

for the invariant 14Kb EcoRl fragment using the 5.3Kb EcoRl fragment of G8 as a probe.

a) Library construction and screening

The vector chosen for library conslruclion was 1, EMBL3 (Frischauf et al., 1983), a

replacement vector which accepts inserts from 9-22Kb. The libraries L1('H1-) and

L2(.H1+) were constructed by the ligation of 0.5pg of genomic DNA completely digested by

EcoRl with 1.0pg of EcoRl-digested l.vector DNA. The recombinant molecules were

packaged in vitro and plated on a P2 lysogen of E CAI[ PB2g21) to select for recombinant

phage. Approximately 1 x 105 recombinant phage were obtained in each partial library.

At least gT.4% of the total number of phage which plated on PB2921 contained human DNA

inserts.

The lwo libraries were screened by plaque hybridisation (section 2-171 tor homology with

the s.gKb EcoRl fragment of G8. One positive plaque was obtained from 2 x 1Q4 phage

screened from L1, and three were obtained from 3 x 104 phage screened from L2. These

positive plaques were purified (section 2.11.4) and the DNA from mini liquid lysates

(section 2.11.1) was analYsed.

All four lambda recombinant DNAs contained a 14.0Kb ECA.RI fragment (Fig.4.3A'B) Both

orientalions of the insert fragment were present in the L2 phage genomes (Fi9.4.3). These

phage were called L2'H1+oril (or L@2) and L2'H1+ori2 (or )'@3) and were both shown

lo encompass the'H1+ site. The vector contains oneHigdlll site in the right arm, hence the

four fragments which result trom Hindlll digestion of the recombinant DNAs prove that the

insert DNAs contain two Hindlll sites, the invariant Hitrdlll site and'H1+ (Fig.4'3C).

DNA isolated from the single Ll.H1- phage (XOl) contained two EcoRl fragments in

addition to the 14Kb EcoRl fragment. One of these additional fragments contained a Hiodlll

site. Therefore homology of the probe with Hindlll-digested L1*H1- DNA was found with a

4.3Kb fragment rather than a fragment of grealer than 23Kb (Fig. 4.3D)'
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FIGURE 4.3 RESTRICTION ENZYME DIGESTION OF L1'H1- AND L2'H1+ DNA AND

HYBRIDISATION WITH THE 5.3Kb ECORI FRAGMENT FROM G8

Panel A: L1'Hl-, L2*H1+oril and L2*H1+ori2 DNAs were digested with the

enzymes indicated and the resulting fragments separated by electrophoresis in 0.6%

agarose. LamMa DNA digested with HItdlll was used as a size standard (std). E = EcqRl,

H = Hindlll X= fragments other than the 14.0Kb fragmenl, which have been coligated.

Panel B: The DNA was transferred from the gel shown in panel A, lo nylon membrane

and hybridised with the radiolabetled 5.3Kb EcoRl fragment from G8, followed by

washing at a stringency which allowed for 5% mismatch.

Panel G: Digestion of L2*H1+ DNA with Hindlll produced four fragments. Lambda

EMBL3 has one Hindlll site in the right arm. The 14.0Kb invariarit EcoRl fragment

contains one invariant Hlqdlll site. Hence, four Hlndlll fragments would be expected if

*H1 were present compared with three if 'H1 were absent. Both orientations of the

insert were obtained in the three positive clones from L2.

Panel D: L'H1- DNA contained other EcoRl fragments, apart from the 14.OKb

fragment (indicated by a cross (x) in panel A). The smaller of these fragments contains

a Hhdlll site. The existence of this anonymous fragment with a Hhdlll site explains

why the probe hybridises with a 4.3Kb H.indlll fragmenl rather than the.23.5Kb or

8.5Kb Hilldlll fragment expected if only the 14.0Kb inserl were present. The

orientation of the 14.0Kb fragment has been determined as shown.
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b)Subcloning from the GB homologous recombinants

The proximity of the invariant Fsg.Rl site to the 'Hl region was now advantageous as DNA

could be sequenced from this Ecg.Rl site immediately into the *H1 region. Attempts to clone

the 14Kb E_cg.Rl fragment inlo plasmid vectors for sequencing were not successful'

Therefore a subcloning approach was used which required identifying the end of the 14'0Kb

EcoRl insert which carried the .H1 region. The experiment is outlined in the flow diagram

of Fig.4.4(l). Briefly, ECqR|-digested L2'H1+ DNA was end-labelled with 32p and then

subjected to a se@nd restriction enzyme digestion. The rationale for this experiment was

that an end-labelled insert fragment which lacked GB homology would contain the 'H1 site'

li.H1 DNA was chosen for the experiment because this recombinant DNA contained only the

14.0Kb EcoRl insert.

Both BamHt and Eglll digeslions produced end-labelled fragments of 2.4Kb and 1'96Kb

respectivety, which lacked G8 homology (Fig. 4.4(ll)). The length of these fragments was

such as to ensure that they encompassed'H1+. Also identified were other end-labelled

fragments which lacked G8 homology. These fragments were lhose expected from vector

DNA (see Appendix ll map of l, EMBL3) and this expectalion was confirmed by hybridising

these fragments with radiolabelled l, EMB[.3 DNA (data not shown). The other enzymes used

in the experiment (gatl , SPhl and PgLl ) were of no use in providing the required

fragment. The insert DNA had no sites for Sall and both SPhl and Pstl digestions produced a

complex pattern of fragments, due in part to partial digestion.

The 2.4Kb EcoRl-BamHl fragment and the 1.96Kb EcoRl-Eg[ll fragment of L1'H1- were

presumed to be the same as the EcoRl-BamHl and EcgRl-Bolll fragmenls of L2'H1+ DNA of

corresponding size (see Fig.4.5). These DNA fragments, from both L2'H1+ and Ll'H1'

DNA, were ligated with pUCB DNA to create plasmids pNZ586, pNZ587, pNZ588 and

pNZ589. Similarly, the ECqRI-EA6HI fragments from each of L1'H1- and L2'H1+ were

ligated into pucg lo create pNZ593 and pNZ594, respectively (Fig. 4-6A). Reslriction

enzyme digestion of the plasmids revealed a Hindlll site present ('H1+) in plasmids

pNZ586, pNZ587 and pNZ594 rhat was not present ('H1-) in plasmids pNZ588' pNZ589

and pNZ593 (Fig. 4.68). tsAlo.H| and Eqlll digestion of pNZ586 and pNZ588 revealed a

440bp fragment, indicating that the 1.96Kb EpoRl-Eglll fragment is contained within the

2.4Kb EcqRl-BamHl fragment.
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FtcuFE 4.4 (t): FLOW DTAGRAM SHOWTNG THE STEPS INVOLVED lN THE p(PEHIMENT TO

END LABELTHE |2-Hl* DNAAND DISTINGUISHTHE ENDS

L 2fi1+

1
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I
I

J
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(Fig. 4.4 (ll)B)
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FIGURE 4.4 (11) HYBRIDISATION OF L2'H1+ END-LABELLED DNA WITH THE 5.3Kb

ECORI FRAGMENT FROM @, TO D| TNGUISH THE ENDS

Panel A: The DNA tragments in the agarose gel pictured opposite were prepared as

described in Fig. 4.4(l) The first six lanes have been omitted for clarity. Lambda DNA

was digested with Hitrdlll and used as a size standard (std). x = end-labelled DNA.

Panel B: The DNA from the gel pictured in panel A was transferred to Gene Screen

Plus. The membrane was radioautographed. + = vector ends (indicated for Bglll and

BamHl digestions only).

Panel C: After radioautography, the membrane pictured in panel B was hybridised

with the radiolabelled 5.3Kb ECA.RI G8 fragment, washed at high stringency (8%

mismatch) and radioautographed. 0 = insert-end lacking probe homology (indicated for

Bglll and BamHl digestions only).

NIOTE:

The 4.oKb Bglll fragment that is end-labelled and has G8 homology is unable to be

explained. GB is expected to have homology with a 9Kb EcoRl-Eglll fragment only

(see Fig.4.SB).
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FIGURE 4.5 COMPARISON OF Ll.H1- AND t2-H1+ DNA

Panel A1: L1'H1- and L2*H1+ DNAs prepared from large scale liquid lysates were

digested with the enzymes indicated and separated by electrophoresis in 1 .ZYo 
"Q{asE.

B = BamHl, Bg = Bolll, E =E@Rl, H = Hindlll.

Panel A2: The DNA from lhe gel in panel A1 was lransfened to Gene Screen Plus and

hybridised with the 5.3Kb EcoRl fragment from G8. The blot was radioautographed atter

a high stringency wash (3% mismatch).

Panel B: Map of the 14.0Kb invariant EcoRl fragment derived from Fig. 4.4(ll) and

the above.

lllOIE:

The probe detects fragments of exactly the same size in both L1'Hl- and t2*H1+ DNA.

Both DNAs have common BamHl and Bglll fragments of 5.4Kb and 9.0Kb, respectively

from the end which is homologous with the probe. The common Hindlll site which is

3.5Kb from this end is one of the mapped invariant Hindlll sites.
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F]GURE 4.6 CONSTRUCTION AND RESTRICTION ENZYME DIGESTION OF PLASMIDS

pNZ586, pNZ587, pNZ588, pNZ589, pNZ593 AND pNZ594

Panel A: l2'H1+ DNA was digested with EcoRl plus BamHl and EcoRl plus Bglll and the

resulting fragments were separated by electrophoresis in agarose. The 2.4Kb

EcoRl-BamHl and 1.96Kb EcoRl-Eg[ fragments were recovered by electroelution and

ligated with pUCS to produce plasmids pNZ586 and pNZ587, respectively. Similarly

the 2.4Kb EcoRl-BamHl fragment was ligated with pUC9 to produce plasmid pNZ594.

Plasmids pNZ588, pNZ589 and pNZ593 were conslrucled exactly as described above but

L1'H1- DNA was used instead of L2'H1+ DNA. B -BamHl, Bg = Bqlll, E = E@Rl,

H=Hiodlll. (Bg) indicates the loss of the BamHl and Bglll cloning sites, mcs = multiple

cloning site. The thick line represents vector DNA.

IrCITE:

Digestion of pUCS and pUCg with EcoRl plus BamHl removes only the Smal/Xma I site

of the mcs and leaves sites for Sall , Accl, Hincll, Pstl and Hindlll. The presence of the

latter site means that "Hl- plasmids have one Hhdlll site and *H1+ plasmids have two

Hindlll sites.

Panel B: The plasmids, conslructed as indicated in panel A, were digested with the

enzymes shown and the resulting fragments separated by electrophoresis in 1'/o agarose.

The + or - signs above the lane indicates the presence or absence of .H1 respectively.

I'{OTES:

Results for plasmids pNZ593 and pNZ594 are not shown as they provide no additional

information.

The two bands below 564bp were enhanced for this reproduction.
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4.2.4 Sequence Comparison of 'H1- and *H1+ DNAs

DNA sequence downstream of the EcoRl site of the plasmids described above was determined

using the reverse primer for plasmids pNZ586 to pNZ589 inclusive and the 17mer primer

for pfasmids pNZ593 and pNZ594 (Section 2:19.2\. The sequences were identical apart

from one change at nucleotide 64, where a T was present in 'H1+ DNA (plasmids pNZ586'

pNZ587 and pNZ594) compared with a C in 'H1- DNA (plasmids pNZ588, pNZ589 and

pNZ5s3).

The 2.4Kb EcoRl-BamHl fragments from pNZ586 and pNZ588 were recloned into the M13

phage mp19 @pA| andmpFl2 respectively). The fragments were sequenced using the M13

dideoxy chain termination method to obtain better quality sequence information (Section

2.19.10. The results showed that the two DNAs were identical over 200bp, apart from the

single point mutation at nucleotide 64, a T <--> C change. This change either introduces or

destroys a Hindlll restriction enzyme recognition sequence. In the general population, the

lrequenbies of 'H1- (0.76) compared with.H1+ (0.2a) (see section 3.2.3) suggests lhat

introduction of the Hindlll recognition site is a recent event.

The complementary strands were sequenced by ligating the 95bp EcoRl-Elall fragments of

pNZ593 and pNZ594 into mp10 DNA digested with EcoRl and Smal (mpO3 and mpo,4

respectively). Ml3 dideoxy chain termination sequencing was used and the single base pair

change was confirmed (Fi9.4.7).

In summary, a direct comparison of the DNA sequences encpmpassing the'H1- and'H1+

regions has shown that a point mutation is responsible for the presence or absence of *H1.

Apart from this one point mutation, two unrelated individuals have identical DNA base

sequence for over 200bp in this anonymous region of their DNAs.

4.2.5 Sequence Analysis of DNA in the'Hl Region from a Third Individual

After completion of the work just described, Wexler et al. (1987) presented a map of the

GB region and beyond (Fig.4.8A). These workers had used a cloned region called R7, which

is contiguous with G8, to detect RFLPs. R7 is an invariant EcoRl fragment which is

presumably the same as that in L1.H1- and L2'H1+ DNAs. However, these authors had

reported that R7 did not include 'Hl (Fig.4.8A). Subsequent to my querying the relative

position of these sites, Gusella sent me the R7 fragment in Charon 44. The EcoRl end of R7

distal to G8 was sequenced in order to show that R7 was the same as the EcoRl fragment
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FIGURE ,+.7 COMPARISON OF THE DNA BASE SEQUENCES SURROUNDING THE 'H1. AND
*Hl+ SITES

Panel A: Sequences of one strand

The radioautograph of the sequencing gel containing the *Hl region is shown. 'H1+ =

H-igdlll site presenl, 'H1- = H-i.trdlll site absent. A, G, C and T represent

dideorynucleotide sequencing reactions.

Panel B: Sequences of the complementary strands

The same format has been followed as in panelA.

Panel C: The sequences of both strands of 'H1- and *H1+ DNAs is given to nucleotide

93. Single-stranded sequence is given to nucleotide 216 lor *H1- and'HI+ DNA. The

Hiodlll site in 'H1+ DNA is indicated, as is the Ball/Haelll site which was used for lhe

cloning to obtain the sequence of the second strand. The point mutation at nucleotide 64,

the only difference belween the two sequences, is indicated with an asterisk.



*H 1- *H 1+ xH 1- xH1+
fA Cf

dd
'A 6 t T' A GI T T- 6 c-T

*H1- GAATTCAACA CATTCAATCC ATAACAATTA CAGAGAATTG AGAJ\GA'UU\G

CTTAAGTTGT GTAAGTTAGG TATTGTTAAT GTCTCTTAAC TCTTCTTTTC

*H1+ GAATTCAACA CATTCAATCC ATAACAATTA CAGAGAATTG AGA,i\GA'UV\G

CTTAAGTTGT GTAAGTTAGG TATTGTTAAT GTCTCTTAAC TCTTCTTTTC

*
*H1- TGAAATCCTA AGCCTCCCAA CCATCTGAGC AC'ACCCCTCT TGGCCAATGG

ACTTTAGGAT TCGGAGGGTT GGTAGACTCG TCTGGGGAGA ACC

*H1+ TGAj\j\TCCTA AGCTTCCCAA CCATCTGAGC AGACCCCTCT TGGCCAATGG

ACTTTAGGAT 1TCGAAGGGTT GGTAGACTCG TCTGGGGAGA ACC
I{lndlIf HaeTII

Ball
*H1- GACCCCAGAG A,iU\CCTTGGG AGATGAGTTC CCACCCACAG CAGGACAGGA

*H1+ GACCCCAGAG AAACCTTGGG AGATGAGTTC CCACCCACAG CAGGACAGGA

*H1- GGTTGGACCT GCCTCGTCAT ATGCCTCCCT CCCTCATTAA CTGCCACCGG

*H1+ GGTTGGACCT GCCTCGTCAT ATGCCTCCCT CCCTCATTAA CTGCCACCGG

*H1- GCTGCCTCCC TGAGGG

*H].+ GCTGCCTCCC TGAGGG

q



FIGURE 4.8 ANALYSIS OF THE END OF R7 DISTALTO G8

Panel A: A restriction enzyme map of the genome in the region of GB taken from

Wexler et al. ('1987\. 'H1 is mapped outside of R7.

Panef Bi: Charon 4NRT DNA was digested with ECqRI plus BamHl and the resulting

fragments were separated by electrophoresis in 0.8% agarose'

lane 1 = undigested Charon 4AlR7 DNA

lanes 2 & 3 = DNA fragments of approximately 2.4Kb isolated from

Charon4A/R7 DNA digested with EcoRl plus BamHl

lane 4 = lambda DNA digested with Hitrdlll to provide size markers

lane 5 = Charon 4NR7 DNA digested with EcoRl plus BamHl

Panel Bii: A blot of the gel pictured in panel Bi was hybridised with lhe 2.4Kb

EcqRl-BamHl fragment from pNZ586 (see Fig. 4.6A).

R7 DNA is shown lo have a 2.4Kb fragment homologous with that from pNZ586. The

washing stringency allowed tor 5h mismatch.

Panel C: The 2.4Kb EcoRl-BamHl fragment from R7 was cloned in pUCS lo create

pNZ590. The plasmid was digested with the restriction enzymes indicated and the

fragments were separated by electrophoresis in 0.8% agarose. pNZ590 appears to be

identical to pNZ588 (see Fig. 4.68). B = BamHl, Bg = Eglll, E = EcoRl. Lambda DNA

digested with HLndlll provided size markers (std).

Panel D: DNA sequence in the region of the single point mutation difference found

belween Ll'Hl- and R7 DNAs.
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contained in L1"H1- DNA and to provide sequence information from a third individual in the

region of 'H1.

DNA was extracted from a mini liquid lysate of the Charon 4A R7 recombinant phage.

Restriction enzyme digestion with ECSRI plus BamHl revealed the presence of a 2.4Kb

fragment which was found to have homology with the 2.4Kb ECA.RI-BaEH| lragment from

L2*H1+ DNA (Fig. 4.88). The 2.4Kb EcoRl-BanHl fragment was ligated with pUCS to

create plasmid pNZ590. Restriction enzyme digestion of pNZ590 revealed the presence of a

Bqill site 440bp trom the BamHl site (Fig.4.8C). There was no Hitrdlll site present in the

2.4Kb FeaRl-E3mHl fragment. pNZ590 appeared to be identical with pNZ588.

The 2.4Kb EcoRl-BamHl fragment was also ligated with mp11 (mp0s). Plasmid

sequencing of pNZ590, using the reverse primer, and M13 sequencing provided sequence

information from the EcoRl end of the 2.4Kb fragment. Part of the DNA sequence is shown

with the corresponding sequence from the 2.4Kb fragment of Ll'H1- DNA (Fig.4.8D). The

two sequences were identical for the regions read from nucleotides 18 to 138, apart from a

change at nucleotide 106. L1'H1- DNA has a C whereas R7 has a T. The change introduces a

ltael site into R7 DNA. Thus a new variable site has been discovered. However, neither the

frequency nor the RFLPs which result from this variable sile are known so presently it is

of little use. Also, the site is likely to be of limited value in blotting and hybridisation

experiments because of the expense of the !!3gl enzyme.

Sequencing and restriction mapping have shown that the 14.0Kb insert in L1-H1- and

L2.H1+ DNAs and R7 are the same invariant genomic ECg.Rl fragment, and that .Hl is

indeed present within this invariant fragment. The misplacement of the site by Wexler ef

at. (1987) highlights the ditficulty of mapping large genomic fragments using Southern

blots of DNA fragments separated by @nventional gel electrophoresis. The highly conserved

sequence in the *Hl region of three individuals is relevant for the proposed use of this

sequence in the polymerase chain reaction (see section 4.6 and Chapter 5).

4.3 AI.IALYSIS OFTHE'E REGION

In this section I will describe my work to isolate and sequence DNA fragments which contain

the 'E region from the genome. Similar strategies to those described in section 4.2 were

used for this work.
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4.3.1 lsolation of Fragments Encompassing *E+ and 'E-

DNA encompassing 'E is present downstream of G8. Again, a short chromosome walk was

necessary to obtain lhe 'E region DNA for analysis-

a) Library screening

The tibraries described above were used to isolate DNA from the *E region of the genome.

The filters prepared previously for plaque hybridisation were rescreened using the 2.2Kb

EcoRl-Hindlll fragment of GB (see Fig.3.2) as probe.

The relevant genotype of the DNA used for constructing L1 is 12 (see Fig.3.2). Thus,

either a 9.0Kb or 13.5Kb EcoRl fragment would be detected with this probe. Only one

positive plaque was detected. Phage were purified from this plaque and analysis ol the DNA

showed a 9.0Kb EcoRl fragmenl (Fig. 4.9A). Other smaller ECA,RI fragmenls were coligated

with this fragment. The recombinant was called L1*E+ (orL@41.

The relevant genotype of .the DNA used for constructing L2 is 11 (Fig. 3.2). Thus, any

recombinant having homology with the probe would conlain a '13.5Kb insert. One positive

recombinant L2'E- (or LOS) was delected and shown to contain the 13.5Kb fragment

(Fig.a.9B). Maps of the recombinant phage are shown in Fig.4.9C to assist with

interpretation of these results from restriction enzyme digestions and hybridisations.

b) Subcloning from the L1*E+ and Lz'E- DNAs

A similar strategy to that above (section 4.2.3.b) was used to obtain 'E+ and 'E- on

smaller fragments suitable for sequencing. An end-labelling experiment, outlined in the

flow diagram of Fig.4.1O(l), was performed using L1.E+ DNA. tE+ w?s found to be the

end of a 1.05KbHiodlll - EcoRl fragment (Fig.4.10(ll)). This fragment was ligated with

pUCg DNA to create plasmid pNZ598 (Fig.4.11A). The 1.05Kb ECg.Rl-HiOdlll fragment of

pNZ598 was used to identify a fragment of L2'E- which contained the 'E region. The

1.05Kb fragment was radiolabelled and hybridised to l2'E- DNA which had been digested

with the enzymes shown in Fig. 4.118. The 1 .35Kb Etll fragment which showed homology

with the 1.OsKb fragment (Fig. 4.118) was considered the most suitable for subcloning

because of the apparent proximity of the .E- region to one of lhe PSll ends (Fig. 4.12). The

1.35Kb PSll fragment was ligated with pUCg to form pNZ595. Restriction analysis of

pNZ595 indicated a Hindlll site situated 170bp from a PSll end. From this result, the
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FIGURE 4.9 RESTRICTION ENZYME DIGESTION, HYBRIDISATION WITH THE 2.2Kb

ECOR!-HIND||| FRAGMENT OF G8 AND RESTRICTION ENZYME MAPS OF L1.E+ AND

Lz*E- DNAs

Panel A: L1'E+ and Lz'E- DNAs were digested with lhe enzymes indicated and the

resulting fragments separated by electrophoresis in 0.6% agarose. Lambda DNA digested

with Hindlll was used as a size standard (std). E = trcoRl, H = Hindlll.

Panel B: The DNA was transferred from the gels shown in panel A to nylon membrane

and hybridised with the 2.2Kb EcoBl-Hjndlll fragment from G8. Washing stringency

allowed tor a 5To mismatch.

NIOTE

Unknown EcoRl fragments which did not show homology with G8 were present in both

recombinant phage DNAs. The unknown fragments are indicated with a cross (x).

Panel C: Restriction enzyme maps of the recombinant phage L1'E+ and L2*E-.
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FIGURE 4.10 (ll) HYBRIDISATION OF L1'E+ END-I-ABELLED DNA WITH THE 2.2Kb

ECORI-HINDIII FRAGMENT FROM G8, TO DISTINGUISH THE ENDS

Panel A: DNAs were prepared and electrophoresed as described in Fig.4.10(1). The

second restriction enzyme used afler digestion with EcoRl and purification of lhe 9.0Kb

insert fragment is indicated by: H= Hindlll, S = Sall, Bg = EgUl, P= Pstl and

B=BamHl. [x] = end-labelled DNA. Lambda DNA was digested with Hi0dlll and used as a

size standard (std).

Panel B: The DNA from the gel pictured in panel A was transferred to Gene Screen Plus

and hybridised with radiolabelled l, EMBIS DNA. The blot was washed at high stringency

(5% mismatch) and radibautographed.

Panel C: The DNA from the gel pictured in panel A was radioautographed to visualise

end-labelled DNA. The 9.0Kb EcoRl insert of L1'E+ was contaminated with lhe right

arm of l, EMBL3. However, the right arm of l. EMBLS is present at a reduced intensity

compared with that of the insert, presumably due to annealing with the left arm.

Panef D: The blot shown in panels B and C was hybridised with the radiolabelled 2.2Kb

EcoRl-Hindlll fragment from G8. The blot was washed as described in Panel B. An

end-labelled EcoRl-Higdlll fragment of 1.05Kb (lane 6) is shown not to hybridise with

the probe and thus must contain lhe *E+ site. An end-labelled EcoRl-Pstl fragment of

1.22Kb (lane 12) is shown not to hybridise wilh lhe probe and therefore should contain

the 'E+ site. However lhe presence of a small Pstl fragment (marked with an x) which

has been end-labelled but which lacks 2.2Kb probe and ),EMBL3 homology confuses

interpretation. This small fragmenl too is a candidate for containing the *E+ site.

Further work confirms the 1.22Kb fragmenl as being lhe 'E+ end. The presence of the

small Pstl fragment is unexplained.
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FIGURE 4.1 1 CONSTRUCTION OF pNZ598 AND USE OF THE 1.05Kb INSERT TO DEfECT At{

HOMOLOGOUS FRAGMENT IN L2'E1- DNA

Panel A: L1'E+ DNA was digested with ECoRI and Hindlll and the resulting fragments

separated by electrophoresis in 0.8"/o agarose. The 1.05Kb EcoRl-Hindlll fragment was

purified and ligated with pUC9.

Panel Bi: L2'E- DNA was digested with the enzymes indicated and the resulting

fragments were separated by electrophoresis in 1.2% agarose. Lambda DNA digested

with Hindlll and end-labelled was used for size markers (std). A = At/i.|, Bg = Bglll,

C=CJill, E= EcoRl, H =Hindlll, N =Nflll and P=Pgll.

Panel Bii: The DNA shown ln panel Bi was btotted and hybridised with the 1.05Kb

fragment from pNZ598. The blot was radioautographed after a high stringency wash

(5% mismatch). The 1.35Kb Pstl fragment which shows homology with the probe

should contain the 'E- site. This fragment was used for cloning (Fig. 4.12).
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FIGURE 4.12 CONSTRUCTION OF PLASMID pNZ595 AND COMPARATIVE MAPS OF pNZ595

AND pNZSeB

Panel A: L2'E- DNA was digested with Pstl. The resulting fragments were separated

by electrophoresis in 1.2% agarose. Fragments from the 1.35Kb region of the gel were

ligated with pUC9. Recombinants were screened for the presence of a fragment

homologous with the 1.05Kb insert from pNZ598 (Fig. 4.11).

Panel B: pNZ595 DNA was digested with the enzymes indicated in order to determine

the orientation of insertion of the 1.35Kb tragment. The resulting fragments were

separated by electrophoresis in 0.8% agarose. The presence of a 170bp fragment from

Hindlll digestion of the plasmid established lhe orientation as shown in panel A. E=EcqR!,

H = Hindlll.

Panel G: Linear maps of pNZ595 and pNZ598 are presented to show the common region

and the ends which were sequenced. The thick line represents pUC9 DNA, the thin line

represents insert DNA. 'E= EcoRl polymorphic site (+, present; -r absent),

mGS=multiple cloning site, <--l = 17mer and direction for sequencing, H = Hitrdlll,

P=PSll, E=EcoRl, S/X=Smal/Xgal.
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position of the .E- region was inferred to be about 130bp from lhe Pstl end closest to lhe

Ecs.Rl site of pNZ595 (see Fig. 4.12)-

4.3.2 Sequence Comparisons of 'E+ and'E- DNAs

Initially plasmid sequencing of pNZ595 and pNZ598 was pertormed using the 17mer

primer. The sequence in pNZ595 ('E-) beginning 129bp from the Pstl site was identical

for over l00bp with the sequence in pNZ598 ('E+) beginning at lhe EcoRl site, apart

from a single point mutation (see Fig. 4.12C lor a comparative map of these plasmids). The

1.1BKb pstl-gigdlll fragment of pNZ595 and the 1.05Kb EcoRl-Hindlll fragment of

pNZS98 were ligated separately into mp19 (mpo6 and mpOT respectively) to obtain

better quality sequences. The sequences obtained are presented in Fig' 4.13. An Xmal/Snal

site present 137bp from 'E+, and present also in *E- DNA, was used for subcloning. In

order lo sequence the complementary strands, the 137bp EcoRl-Xmal fragment from

pNZ598 and rhe 266bp Pgll-Xmal fragment from pNZ595 were ligated into mp10 (mpOB)

and mp11 (mpgg) respectively. The sequence was complementary to that already

determined (Fig. 4.13).

The results showed that the 137bp sequence of 'E+ DNA differed from that of *E- by a one

point mutation, G ('E+) .--r A (.E-). However, DNA sequence information from the right

hand side of the mutation (as drawn in Fig.4.138) was limited to only five base pairs. The

probability that these five base pairs would be identical to those in the corresponding 'E-

DNA if the mutation were not a point mutation is (0.25)5 or 1 x 10-3. Thus, I concluded

lhat a point mutalion was responsible for the change in this region. This conclusion was

later confirmed by further experiments whereby DNA extending greater than 100bp either

side of the *E+ region was cloned and sequenced. Rather than constructing anolher library

to obtain lhe *E+ site within a fragment, a 241bp fragment which contains the 'E+ sile

was amplified from genomic DNA using the polymerase chain reaction (lhe amplification of

'E+ DNA is described in detail in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.3). The amplified fragment was

cloned in both orientations into theSmal site of mp10 (mpO1O, mp@22 and mpOll,

mp@Z3l and sequenced. First, the fact that a primer specific for 'E- DNA would anneal to

'E+ DNA showed conservation of sequence between the two DNAs. Secondly, the nucleotide

sequence information confirmed this sequence conservation between *E- and 'E+ DNAs

from the E-CA.RI polymorphic ('E) site to this region homologous with lhe primer (Fig.

4.14). ln other recombinanls sequenced, point mutations were present. sequence variation

may arise from enzyme infidelity or the amplification of more than one genomic region

rather than real changes between people within this sequenced region. These alternatives

are discussed in Chapter 5.
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FIGURE 4.13 COMPARISON OF THE DNA SEQUENCES SURROUNDING THE 'E+ AND'E-

SITES

Panel A: Radioautographs of gels showing DNA sequence in the regions of *E+ and *E-

("E+= EcoRl site present, 'E-= EcoRl site absent). A, G, C and T indicate which

dideorynucleotide was used in the reaction.

Panel B: Double stranded DNA sequence is shown over 266bp from Snal/Xmal to Psll

for .E- DNA. Double-stranded DNA sequence is shown over 137bp from Smal/X0.al to

ECA.H1 for *E+ DNA. ECgRl, Haelll, S.Eal and PSll sites are shown. The asterisk

indicates the *E site.
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* E+ * E-ffi

*E-cccGGGTTccAGCCATTCTTGTGccTcAGccTccTGAGTAGTAGGGGCTA
GGGCCCAAGG TCGGTAAGAA CACGGAGTCG GAGGACTCAT CATCCCCGAT

SnaI
*E+cccGGGTTccAGCCATTCTTGTGccTcAGccTccTGAGTAGTAGGGGCTA

GGGCCCAAGG TCGGTAAGAA CACGGAGTCG GAGGACTCAT CATCCCCGAT

*E-TAGGCACAAGccAccAcccTCGTGTCATTTTTTGCATITTCAGTAGAGAG
ATCCGTGTTC GGTG.TGCGA GCACAGTAAA AAACGTAAAA GTCATCI'CTC

*E+TAGGCACMGccAccAcccTCGTGTCATTTTTTGCATTTTCAGIAGAGAG
ATCCGTGTTC GGTGGTGCGA GCACAGTAAA AAACGTAAAA GTCATCTCTC

*E_ AGGGTTTCAC C;\AGATGGCC AGGCTGGTa, 
"ir*""acrc 

ACCTCAGGTG

TCCCAAAGTG GTTCTACCGG TCCGACCAGA ATTTAAGG^C TGGAGTCCAC

,taeIIl
*E+ AGGGTTTCAC CAAGATGGCC AGGCTGGTCT TGAATTC

TCCCAJry\GTG GTTCTACCGG TCCGACCAGA rcITAAG
EcoRI

*E-ATccccccAccTcGGTcTTccAAGAcGcTGCGATTACAGGcGTcAGTcAc
TAGGcGccrc cacCclcnac GrrcrcccAc ccrAATGTcc GcAGTCAGTG

rE-cGcAcTGGccAGTAGTGCCTGCCTTTTGAAGGCTGAATAGTcTTccATTG
ccGTGAccGG rcnriaceCn ccGAAAAcTT cccAcrrATc AGAAGGTAAc

HAEIII

*E- TATGAAGGAA CTGCAG

ATACTTCCTT GACGTC
PStI

CI
T
T
A
A
A



F|GURE4.14 SEQUENCE OFAz4lbpAMPLlFlED GENOMIC FRAGMENT FROM A PERSON

HOMOZYGOUS FOR THE PRESENCE OF 'E ('E+/+) - COMPARISON WITH THE

CORRESPONDING'E. SEQUENCE

The DNA sequence from the 'E site to the first nucleotide of lhe PStl recognition sequence

is shown for both DNA strands. The'E- DNA originally sequenced (Fig.4.13) is
labelled, "original" and the'E+ DNA is labelled, "new'. The first strand is shown in the

5' lo 3' direction, while the second strand is shown in the 3' to 5' direction. lt can be

seen that the first and second strands of the new sequence are not perfectly

complementary. Asterisks indicate changes between lhe original and the new sequences.

These point mutations are the result of either f-ag.polymerase errors, or represent

varialions seen in a genomic region very similar, but distinct, from the original (also

see Chapter 5). Underlining indicates the position of oligonucleotide 6, one of the

primers used to amplify this DNA from the genome (Chapter 5 and Table 5.2).



FIRST STRAIID SEQUENCE 5I TO 3I

5t
Orlginal AAATTCCTGA CCTCAGGTGA TCCGCCCACC TCGGTCTTCC AAGACGCTGC GATTACAGGC

*EcaRr 
* * *

New mpfi10 c,i\ATrcCTGi\ CCTCAGGTGA TCCGTCC,ACC TCreTGTTCC AAGACGCTGC TATTACAGGC

apQ22 GAATTCCTGA CCTCAGGTGA TCCGCCCACC TCGGTCTTCC AAC'ACGCTGC GATTACAGGC

Original GTCAGTCACC GCACTGGCCA GTAGTGCCTG CCTTTTGAAG GCTGAATAGT CTTCCATTGT

HaeIII
******rr

New GTGAGCCACT mACCSGCCA GAAGTGTCTG CCTTTTCAAG GCTGAATAGT CTTCCATTGT
*** * * a *

GTGA--CACC ACACCGGCCA GAAGTGCCTG CCTTTTGAAG GCCGAATAGT CTTCCATTGT

Origlnal ATGiU\GG,U\C

New ATGAAGC'AAC

ATGAAGGAAC

SECOND STRAI{D SEQUENCE 3r to 5'

3l
Original TTTAAGGACT GGAGTCCACT AGGCGGGTGG AC'CCAGAAGG TTCTGCGACG CTAATGTCCG

*EcoRl

New mpo1l cTTAAGGA,CT GGAGTCCACT AGCCGGGTGG AGCCJAGAAG TTCTGCGACG CTAATGTCC:

mp423 CTTAAGGACT GGAGTCCACT AGGCGGGTGG AGCCAGAAGG TTCTGCGACG CTAATGTCCG

Orlginal CAGTCAGTGG CGTGACQGGT CATCACGC'AC GGAAAACTTC C@
HAEIII

New

****rr*
CACTCGGTGG CGTGGCCSST CTTCACGGAC GAA.AAAATTC CGACTTATCA GAAGGTAACI\

CAGTCAGTGG CGTGACCGGT CATCACGGAC GGAAAACTTC CGACTTATCJA. GAAGGTAACA

Origtnal TACTTCCTTG

TACTTCCITG

TACTTCCTTG

3r

5r

Nerd



4.4 ANALYSIS OF THE'H2 REGION

In this section t will describe the experiments done to obtain DNA from lhe 'H2+ and 'H2-

regions for comparative analyses.

4.4.'l lsolation of Fragmenls Encompassing 'H2+ and 'H2-

a) Subcloning lrom G8 to obtain 'H2+

'H2+ is presenl in a 1.sKb ECA.RI fragment of G8 (Fig.3.2). This 1.SKb fragment was

ligated with pUCS to produce plasmids pNZ572 and pNZ573 which contain the insert DNA in

opposite orientations in pUCB (Fig.4.15A). The 1.SKb fragment is reporled to have lwo

Hitrdlll sites (Gusella etal., 1983). Restriction enzyme digestion analysis of the plasmid

DNA and hybridisation studies were performed to establish which was the polymorphic

Hindlll site ('H2+).

pNZ572 was digested separately with restriction enzymes BamHl, Bgll, B9lll, Clal,Hil}fl,

Kpnl, Pstl and Sphl to find an enzyme that would cleave the insert DNA many times and

provide the H.indlll sites on separate, small fragments. Pstl cleaved pNZ572 into five

fragments of approximate sizes 3070bp, 590bp, 380bp, 160bp and lwo less than 50bp.

Double digestion of pNZ572 with Pstl plus Hindlll resulted in lhe loss of the 590bp

fragment and the appearance of fragments of approximately 375bp,150bp and 84bp.

Therefore, the 590bp fragment contained two Hindlll sites, one of those reported and an

unreported site. The 3070bp Psll fragment includes 370bp of the 1.sKb EcoRl fragment.

This 370bp EcoRl-PSll fragment is cut by Hjndlll into two new fragments of approximately

280bp and 90bp, with the Hindlll site locared closest to the Psll end (Fig. a.158). Thus,

the two reported Hitrdlll sites had been located.

The presence of the additional and unreported site on the 590bp fragment, indicated that

neither of these Hindlll sites on this fragment were the .Hl site. However, the 590bp and

3070bp Pstl fragments were radiolabelled and used separately as probes to Charon4A/G8

DNA which had been digested with Hindlll (Fig.4.16A). The 590bp probe hybridised with

G8 fragments of 2.2Kb and 1.0Kb, whereas lhe 3070bp probe hybridised with G8

fragmenls of 3.8Kb and 1.0Kb (Fig. 4.168).

These results indicated that lhe *H2+ site is present in the 370bp (3070bp minus pUCS

DNA of 270obp) EcoRl-Et[l fragment of G8. This 370bp EcoRl-Pgtl fragment was ligated

into both mp8 (mp@12) and mpg (mpo13) and the insert DNAs were sequenced. Sequence
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FIGURE 4.15 CONSTRUCTION OF pN7572 AND pNZ573 AND RESTRICTION ENZYME

D]GESTIONS FOR LOCATING THE'H2+ AND H SITES ON DISTINCT FRAGMENTS

Panel A: Charon 4A Gg DNA was digested with ECORI and lhe 1.5Kb EcoRl fragmenl,

which conlains 'H2+, was eleclroeluted and ligated with pUC8. Plasmids pNZ572 and

pNZ573 contain the 1.sKb EcoRl fragment in opposite orienlations. E=EcoRl,

H=Hjndlll, P = PSll, rncs = multiple cloning site.

Note: The internal Pstl fragments are not shown on the 1.sKb fragment.

Panel B: pNZ572 and pNZ573 were digested with the enzymes indicated and the

resulting fragments were separated by electrophoresis in 5% polyacrylamide. In

pNZ572, two Hjndlll sites were located within a 590bp Pstl fragment (arrowed). This

590bp fragment is cut by HiAOtll to give lhree new fragments of approximately

375bp,150bp and 84bp (marked +). In pNZ573, a 370bp EcoRl-Pstl fragment

(arrowed) is cut by HinOIlt to give lwo new fragments of approximately 280bp and

90bp (marked +). The Hlgdlll site (.H2+) is located 90bp from the P-fll end of the

370bp fragment, as shown by the presence of the 90bp fragment in the

P5ll-Hitrdlll digestion of pNZ572. pBR322 was digested with Haelll and used as size

markers (std).

Note: Both plasmids pNZ572 and pNZ573 give identical results, with the inclusion of

EcoRl in the digeslions, although plasmid pNZ573 was used in this experimenl, as

shown.

The lower part of this photo was underexposed to show the two bands of 50bp and 45bp.

These bands result from Pstl sites which are internal in the 1.sKb EcoRl fragment.
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FIGURE 4.16 DETERMINATION OF THE LOCATION OF THE tH2+ SITE lN A SUBFRAGMENT

OF THE 1.sKb FMGMENT OF G8

Panel A: Map of Charon 4A G8 DNA showing Hitrdlll sites. The fragment sizes expected

from Hindlll digestion are approximately 21.7Kb,8.2Kb, 5.7Kb, 5.5Kb, 3.8Kb, 2.2Kb

and 1.0Kb. 'H2 is the end of both the 3.8Kb and 1.0Kb fragments. Thus a small

fragment which encompasses *H2 would be expected to hybridise lo these fragments of

3.8Kb and 1.OKb.

Note: The newly detected Hindlll site is not shown on this map.

Panel Bi: Charon 4A Gg DNA was digested with Hindlll and the resulting fragments

were separated by electrophoresis in 0.8% agarose. Lambda DNA was digested with

Hindlll and used as size markers (std). pBR322 DNA was also present in the marker

lane (std).

Panel Bii: DNA from the gel shown in panel B was transferred to DBM paper and

hybridised with the radiolabelled 590bp EcoRl-Pstl fragment ot pNZ572 (Fig. 4.15A).

The blot was washed at high stringency (5% mismatch) and radioautographed.

Hybridisation with the 2.2 Kb and 1.0 Kb Hitrdlll fragments of Charon 4A GB DNA is

seen. Undigested high molecular weight DNA and pBR322 sequences also showed

homology with the probe. Presumably, lhe fragment which was used as a probe was

contaminated with pUCS DNA.

Panel Biii: The same blot as prepared in panel B was hybridised with the

radiolabelled 3070bp Pstl fragment of pNZ572 (Fig. 4.15). The blot was processed as

described above.

Hybridisation with the 3.8 Kb and 1.0 Kb Hindlll fragment of Charon 4A GB DNA is seen.

This result locates 'H2+ to the 3070bp Pstl fragment of pNZ572, and hence the 370bp

EcoRl-PStl subfragment of G8. The 3070bp fragment includes pUCS and so the strong

homology seen with lhe pBR322 standard DNA is explained.
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was nol obtained for the ends of the inserts distal to the primer site. Thus, the 92bp

Pstl-Hindlll ('H2+) fragment was subcloned into mp8 (mp0'14) and mp9 (mp@15) to

obtain double-stranded sequence information in the region of 'H2+. Fig.4.18 shows the

sequence information obtained for lhe 371bp fragmenl.

b) ldentitication of a 1.5Kb EcoRl fragment in 'H2- DNA which is homologous with the

1.sKb EcoRl fragment of G8

Genomic DNA from an individual homozygous for 'H2- (BB) was digested with EC9RI and

hybridised with the 1.sKb Efe.Rl fragment of G8 to identify a fragment containing the 'H2

region. A 1.sKb genomic fragment was detected which showed homology with the probe (Fig.

4.17A). The similarity in the length of the genomic fragment and the probe suggested that

an invarianl 1.5Kb EcoRl fragment contained the'H2 region and that at least no major

genomic rearrangement was responsible for the .H2- site.

c) Library construction and screening for recombinants containing the *H2- site

Lambda gt10 (Huynh et a1.,1985) was used as the vector forECgRl fragments from the

*H2- homozygous (BB) individual. This vector was chosen because of its ability to

accomodate small EcoRl fragments (O-gkb). Vector and insert DNA were ligated and

packaged in vitro to give a total of 2x 106 clear plaques on the frf/host P84213. Over

99% of these phage represented recombinants.

One plaque of 6 x104 screened showed homology with the radiolabelled 1.sKb EcoRl

fragment of G8. DNA was prepared from a mini liquid lysate of the purified recombinant

L3'H2- (1,06). This DNA contained a single E-ca.Rl insert fragment of the expected size.

Further, a Hindlll site was present 1?0bp from one end of the insert DNA (FiQ.4.17B).

This is the same invariant Hjtrdlll site as reported present in the 1.sKb fragment of the

tH2+ DNA. Also, the newly detected H.igdlll site was shown by the presence of a 84bp

fragment after Hindlll digestion of X@6 DNA.

d) Subcloning trom L3'H2- DNA

the ECA,RI-Hitrdlll fragment of L3'H2- DNA was ligated into both mp19 to give mp016, and

into pUCg to form pNZ599. Sequence analysis showed the presence of a Pstl site 371bp

from the ESORI site. The 371bp EcoRl-Pstl fragment was ligated into mp8 (npa17) and

mp9 (mpO't8) and sequenced.
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FIGURE 4.17 HYBRID]SATION OF ECORI.DIGESTED HUMAN GENOMIC DNA W]TH THE

1.sKb EcoRl FRAGMENT OF GB AND ANALYSIS OF A RECOMBINANT rgt10 PHAGE

CONTANING THE 1.sKb GENOMIC FRAGMENT

Panel Ai: Human genomic DNA from an individual with the BB genotype (see Fig. 3.2)

was digested to complelion with ECSRI and the fragments were separated by

electrophoresis in 0.8% agarose. LamMa DNA digested with Hitrdlll and end-labelled

was used as size markers (std).

Panel Aii: The DNA from the gel shown in panel A was lransferred lo Gene Screen Plus

and hybridised with the radiolabelled 1.sKb EcoRl fragment of G8. The blot was washed

at very high stringency (4% mismatch) and radioautographed. A 1.SKb genomic

fragment showed homology with the probe.

Panel Bi: Mini liquid lysales were prepared from three pure L3 plaques which had

homology with the 1.sKb EcoRl fragment from G8. The DNA was extracted and digested

with ECSRI and EcoRl plus Hl4dlll. The fragments were electrophoresed in 0.8%

agarose. Lambda DNA digested with Hj4dlll was used as size markers (std).

Panel Bii: The DNA from the gel shown in panel Bi was transferred to Gene Screen

Plus and hybridised with the 1.sKb EcoRl fragment of G8. After washing at high

stringency (5% mismatch), the membrane was radioautographed overnight.

Panel Biii: The membrane, treated as described in panel Bii, was radioautographed

for 11 days to show the presence of probe homology with a 12Obp fragment. This shows

lhe presence of a Hjndlll site 'l20bp from one end of the 1.sKb EcoRl genomic fragment,

lhe same invariant site as present in'H2+ DNA. That is lo say, this 1.5 Kb EcoRl

fragment which contains 'H2- is identical with that which conlains "H2+ for the sites

investigated, apart from the polymorphic 'H2 site.
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e) Sequence comparison of 'H2+ and'H2- DNAs

The sequence information from both'H2+ and'H2- DNA is presented in Fig.4.18. A

comparison of these sequences shows that a point mutation at nucleotide 92 is responsible

for the presence or absence of the 'H2 site. The frequency of 'H2+ (0.89) compared with

'H2- (0.'11) (see section 3.2.3) suggesls thal removal of the Hindlll recognition site is a

recenl event.

Two other point mutations were found at nucleotides 178 and 320. The mutation at position

178 alters the recognition sequence for the enzyme Haelll (G<-->A). This mutation would

not provide a useful polymorphic site for conventional RFLP analysis as many other sites

for Haelll exist in the 371bp fragment and digestion of genomic DNA with Haelll would

result in many small fragments. However, lhe polymerase chain reaction would enable

analysis of this region should the frequency of the Haelll site in the population (at present

unknown) make analysis worthwhile. A G<-->T change occurs at position 320. ln this

position and at nucleotides 16,298 and 318, a base is missing from one DNA strand.

Whether or not these are real differences between the DNA templates or sequencing

artefacts was not investigated further.

45 SCREENING DNA FROt\ll OUTSIDE OF G8 FOR REPEAT SEQUENCES

Knowledge of the location of any repeat sequences was necessary for the work presented in

Chapter 5, which used sequence information lo synthesise oligonucleotides homologous with

unique regions near the polymorphic sites. Most long segments of human DNA contain

repeat sequences because the genome is composed of unique and repetitive DNA, the latter

either interspersed with unique DNA or tandemly reiterated (Singer, 1982). These

repetitive DNA sequences make up at least 50 percent of the total genome (Schmid and

Deininger, 1975).

The work discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.3 provided DNA from outside of the 17.6Kb GB

region and extended the cloned DNA from this region of chromosome 4 to a total length of

37.4Kb (shown in Fi9.4.21). Since G8 exists only once per haploid genome (Gusella et al.,

1983), the probability was high lhat repeat sequences would be found in the newly cloned

DNA

Two approaches were used to detecl repeat sequences. Firsl, total genomic DNA was

radiolabelled and hybridised with the newly cloned DNA from either side of G8. This

method provided a rapid screening for the presence of highly repetitive DNA. Only the
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FIcURE 4.18 COMPARISON OF THE DNA BASE SEQUENCES SURROUNDING THE .H2+

AND'H2. SITES

Panel A: Sequencing gel showing the base sequence on one slrand of DNA which contains

*H2 ('H2+) and DNA which lacks 'H2 ("H2-). A, G, C and T indicate which

dideoxynucleotide was used in the lane; A = ddATP, G = ddGTP, C = ddCTP and T = dTTP.

Panel B: Sequencing gel showing the base sequence of the complementary strands of

DNA which either contain 'H2 ('H2+) or lack -H2 fH2-). Symbols are the same as

in panelA.

Panel G: Double stranded sequence of DNA with .H2+ and DNA with *H2-. The

asterisks indicate changes between lhe two sequences, one at nucleotide 92 shows the

*H2 site and one at nucleotide 178 shows a point mutation affecting a Haelll site.

Restriclion enzyme sites for Pstl, Hindlll, Haelll and ECSRI are shown.



n
{rHz+ *H2-t--1A6ITAGIT

{(H2+ *H2-

iIJz+ CTGCAGAGCC ACCACTAqIC CTGCTGGCAC CTGGATCTCG GGCTTCTGGC
GACGTCTCGG TGGTGATCAG GACGACCGTG GACCTAGAGC CCGAAGACCG
psfl Raerrl

CACAAGTC CTGCTGGC'IC CTGGATCTCG GGCITCTGGC
GACCTGTCGG TffiTG TCNG GACGACCGTG GACCTAGAGC CCGAAGACCG

rII2+ CTCCACAACT TGGGGAGAAG CAGTGTCTGT TGTTTGAAGC TTC}\GTT"TGT
GAGGTGTTGA ACCCCTCTTC GTCACAGACA ACNN{CTTCG BAGACAAACT\' ,tlndtll'

IH2- qTCCACAACT TGGGGAGMG CAGTGTCTGT TGTTTG'\AGC TCCAGTTTGT
GAGGTGTTGA ACCCCICTTC GTCACAGACA ACRAACTTCG AGGTCAAACA

rB2+ GGGAcmccr rrrccccccc ccAccAchcc AATcrccccc cc^rcccTTc
, CCCTG'\ACCA AAACCGCCGG GGTCCTGTGC T'TAGACCSGC CGTAGGC^AC

l,reIIf IlaeIIf

rg2_ GGGACTTGGT TTTGGCGGCC CC]\GGACACG AATCTGGCCG GCATCCGTTG
CCCTGAACCA A^^CCGCCGG GGTCCTGTGC TTAGACCGGC CGTAGGCA}C

.II2+ GAATGAGTCT ATCTGAGC^G ACAGAGCGGC CCCAGCCTTG CTGGCCTCCC

CTTACTCAGA TAGACTCGTC TGTCTCGCCG-GGGTCGG/\AC GJ\CCGG'\GGG
HaetII RaeIII

*H2- GAATGAGTCT ATCTGAGCAG ACAGAGCAGq CCCAGCqTTG CTGGCCTCCC
CTTACTCAGA TAGACTCGTC TGTCTCGTCG GGGTCGGAAC G^CCGGAGGG

rII2+ GTTCCCGCAG CCCATTCTGT CTTCTGCCTC CCCACTCTCC TGCCGTI-fTT
CAAGGGCGTC GGGTAAGACA CMG^CGGAG GGGTG'\GNGG ACGGCAA'\AA

.TI2- GTTCCCGCAG CCCATTCTGT GTTCTGCCTC CCCACTCTCC TGCCGTTTTT
CA]\GGGCGTC GGGT^AGACA CAAGACGGAG GGGTGAGAGG ACGGCAAAAN

rH2+ CTTCCCATCC CTGCTGTCCC TC^CATGGGG GCCAC
GAAGGGTAGG GACGACAGGG AGTGTACCC(:I:GGTGGTGCG ACCTGGIG^C

HaeIII

*Itz- CTTCCCJ\TCC CTGCIGTCCC TCACATGGGG GCCNCCACGC TGGACCA TG
GAAGGGTAGG GACGACAGGG AGTGTACCCC CGGTGGTGCG ACCTGGTGAC

*H2+ . *
GGJIATGGGAG GNCACAG TT CAGGCACCAC TACCTCCACC GAATCGTCAC

III2- CCTTACCCTC CTGTGTCCA GTCCGTGGTG ATGGAGGTGG CTfAGCAGTG
GGAAfGGGAG GACAC'IGGTG CAGGCACCAC TACCTCCACC GAATCGTCAC

rH2+
TCAGGGGTAG AGTCCCTTA

r}I2- AGTCCCCATC TCAGGGA}\TTC
TCAGGGGTAG AGTCCSII,SAG

EcoRl

tq

GATGA

q



highly repetitive sequences in genomic DNA will be radiolabelled in sufficient number to

provide a detectable signal from the regions to which they bind. Secondly, the DNA from

either side of G8 was radiolabelled and hybridised with restriction enzyme-digested

genomic DNA. This approach should distinguish between unique and any moderately or

highly repetitive sequence. lf the probe sequence is present only once per haploid genome it

will hybridise only with DNA in the region from which it was isolated. lf present in

multiple copies, a more complex hybridisalion pattern will result.

ln the first approach the 14.0Kb invariant EcoRl fragment from the left hand side of GB did

not have homology with genomic DNA and thus the EcoRl fragment did not contain highly

repetitive DNA sequences. ln the second approach the invariant ECA.RI fragment hybridised

with only a 14.0Kb fragment in EcoRl-digested chromosomal DNA. These results indicate

that the invariant fragment does not contain repetitive sequences. The same results were

obtained when the 2.4Kb EcoRl-BamHl fragment of L2.H1+ DNA was probed first with

genomic DNA and then secondly used as a probe to genomic digests. I concluded that the

14.0Kb invariant EcoRl fragment is unique.

Conversley, the 13.5Kb EcoRl fragment from the right hand side of G8 was found to epntain

highly repetitive DNA sequences. Three regions of this DNA were found to have homology

with genomic DNA (Figs 4.19 and 4.20). A highly repetitive DNA sequence was found in ihe

1.OsKb EcoRl-Hiqdlll fragment of pNZ598. However, the highly repetitive sequence was in

the Hindlll-Xmal fragment of the 1.OSKb fragment and therefore not present in the vicinity

of 'E (Figs 4.19 and 4.20). The repeat sequence within the 1.05Kb fragment had homology

with the repeat sequence to the left side of the 1,05Kb fragment but no homology wilh the

repeat sequence located to its right side (Fig. 4.20'). Thus at least two of these three highly

repetitive DNA sequences detected are distinct from each other (see Fi9.4.20).

When the 13.5Kb EcoRl fragment was used as a probe lo Hindllldigested and ECo.RI-digested

genomic DNA, more bands showed homology than expected for hybridisation to just the

reslriction fragments from the cloned region. Furthermore, there was some homology with

the total genomic digest. When the 1.05Kb tragment was used as a probe to genomic digests,

a smear of hybridisation was always apparent indicating multiple copies of lhis repeat

throughout the genome (not shown). The repetitive sequence maybe an Alu repeat' The

human Alu repetitive DNA occurs in 300,000 copies per haploid genome (Schmid and

Jelinek, 1982). tf a random distribution is assumed, Alu repetitive sequences should

appear in a region of DNA of over 30Kb.
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FIGURE 4.19 SEAFICHING FOR THE PRESENCE OF HIGHLY REPETIT]VE DNA SEQUENCES IN THE DNA
WHICH SURROUNDS THE'E- SITE

Panal A: Hybridisation of DNA surrounding the 'E site with radiolabelled genomic DNA. All
agarose gel photographs are shown to the left, wilh their corresponding radioautographs to the
rig ht.
(i) L2'E- DNA (13.5Kb fragment in XEMBL3) was digested with lhs restriction €nzymes indicated.
The resulting fragments were electrophored in 1.2/" agarose and blotted to nylon membrane. The
blot was hybridised with radiolabelled genomic DNA and washed at very high stringency such that
only sequences with 100% homology should hybridise (an initial lower slringency wash had shown
the same hybridisation pattern bul more intense bands). Homology of the probe with DNA
fragments from the 13.5Kb'E- fragment shows the presence of highly repetitive DNA in this
fragment. Of note is lhe homology of lhe genomic DNA probe with the 2.5Kb Higdlll fragment and
1.35Kb Pstl fragmenl showing thal some of these highly repetitive sequences are present in the
DNA near the 'E sile (see Fig. 4.20).

(il) DNA immediately surrounding lhe 'E site was invesligated for the presence of highly
repetitive DNA sequences. DNA was digested with r€striction enzymes and elactrophoresed in
1-4t" agarose before transfer to nylon membrane and hybridisation with radiolabelled genomic
DNA. Following hybridisation the membrane was washad at high stringency (2% mismatch).
Lane 1 pBR322 digested with Haelll (slandard markers).
Lane 2 pNZ592 (pUCg conlaining the 137bp EcoRl-Smal/Xmal fragment) digested with EcoRl and

Xmal.
Lane 3 pNZ591 (pUC8 containing the 266bp Xmal-Psll fragmenl) digested with Xmal.
Lane 4 pNZ598 digested with EcqRl.
Lane 5 pNZ598 digested with EcoRl and Hindlll.
Lane 6 pNZ598 digested with EcoRl, Hiodlll and Xmal.
Lane 7 pNZ598 digested with Hindlll and Xmal.
Genomic DNA does not have homology with the 266bp Xmal-Psll fragment indicaling the absence of
rep€at sequences in the DNA immediately surrounding 'E.

(lll) A 241bp fragment surrounding the *E sile was amplified in the polymerase chain reaclion
(Chapter 5) and electrophoresed in 2To agarose. Afler blotting to nylon membrane, the DNA was
hybridised with radiolabelled genomic DNA. The probe did not hybridise with lhe 241bp fragment
under conditions that would allow lor 12/" mismatch (lower stringency than used in (ii)).
Lane 1 BRL ladder DNA.

Lane 2 241bp amplified fragment (amplified using NEB Taq polymerase).

Lane 3 241bp amplified fragment (amplified using Bioresfgg polymerase).
Lane 4 LDNA digested with Hindlll and end-labelled.

Conclusions from Panel A are that highly repetitive DNA sequences are present in the 13.5Kb.E
fragment and in the 1.05Kb fragment surrounding 'E, but not in th€ immediate vicinity of .E (Fig.
4.2O).

Panel B: Hybridisation of radiolabelled cloned fragments from tha 'E site region, with genomic
DNA digested to completion with the restriction enzymes shown.
Genomic DNA which had been digested to completion with Hjgdlll, electrophoresed in 0.8% agarose
and blotted lo DBM paper was hybridised with lhe 13.5Kb'E- fragment which had been
radiolabelled. Radiolabelled DNA hybridised throughout the genome. Hybridisation to discrete
bands was also apparent when the radioautograph was viewed over a light box. Some of these
discrete bands are those from the 'E region and lhus expected to have homology with the 13.5Kb
'E- fragment probe.
Similarly, genomic DNA was digested with EggRl, electrophoresed in 0.87" agarose, blotted 1o

nylon membrane and hybridised with the 241bp 'E- fragment amplilied from test system DNA
(sae Fig.5.2) and radiolabelled as described in section 2.15.3aii. The blot was washed al
extremely high stringency such that only sequences with 100% homology should hybridize. The
hybridisation pattern indicates that the probe contains highly repetitive DNA sequences.

Conclusions from Panel B are that the 13.5Kb'E- fragment contains highly repetitive DNA
sequences (as concluded in Panel A). However, it appears that the 241bp fragment conlains highly
rep€titive DNA sequences. This latier result is in contrasl with the resulls shown in Aii and Aiii
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FIGURE 420 RESTRICTION ENZYME MAP OF I2'E- DNA SHOWING FMGMENTS WHICH

CONTAIN HIGHLY REPETITIVE DNA. DERIVED FROM EXPERIMENTS DESCRIBED IN THIS

CFTAPTER

This map was derived by combining information from several of the experiments done

during work for this chapter (Fig. 4.10, Fig. 4.11, Fig. 4.'12, Fig. 4.17 and

hybridisalion of subfragments of the 9.0Kb 'E+ fragment with genomic DNA [not

shownl). lt is not included as a comprehensive map of lhe region but rather as a

summary of the information obtained which relates to the presence of repeat sequences

in the region of *E.

The 1.05Kb EcoRl-Hindlll fragment contains repetitive DNA as shown from homology

with radiolabelled genomic DNA. Repetitive DNA is also present to the right hand end of

the 13.5Kb fragment and within the 13.5Kb fragment, immediately to the left of the

1.05Kb 'EcoRl-H.rgOttt fragment. An absence of hybridisation of the 1.05Kb
tEcoRl-Hitrdlll fragment with the DNA to the right hand end of the 13.5Kb fragment

shows that the repeat sequences within the 1.05Kb fragment are nol the same as those

present in this right hand end of the 13.5Kb fragment. Radiolabelled genomic DNA did

nol have homology with the 266bp Smal/Xmal-Pstl fragment, suggesting that highly

repetitive sequences are absent from the region which immediately surrounds lhe "E

site.

0-
0-
O=
O=

hybridisation with radiolabelled genomic DNA

strong hybridisation with radiolabelled genomic DNA

hybridisation with the radiolabelled 1.05Kb'EcoRl-Hiqdlll fragmenl

strong hybridisation with the radiolabelled 1.05Kb 'E-CA-Rl-E!!dM

fragment

Ec-oRl polymorphic site absent

EcoRl polymorphic sile

EcoRl

Eslll

PSll (mapping of the Pstl sites is incomplete and hence these sites are shown

below the line to distinguish them from ihe other sites which have been

mapped)

,

tr

E=
Et^vY

P=

All fragment sizes are given in base pairs.
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Finally, to investigate the region immediately surrounding 'E for the presence of repetitive

DNA, a 241bp fragment from pNZ591, which contains the'E region, was radiolabelled and

hybridised wilh genomic DNA digested with the restriction enzyme EcoRl. This fragment

hybridised with the lotal genomic digestion, a result which indicates the presence of highly

repetitive DNA (Fig4.19). However, this result contrasts with the failure of

nick{ranslated genomic DNA to hybridise with the 266bp Xmal-Pstl fragment from

pNZ591. These conflicting results were repeatable and remain unresolved.

In summary, the two polymorphic sites

The 266bp Xmal-Pstl fragment which

sequences.

4.6 DrscussloN

tHl and 'H2 lie within DNA of unique sequence.

encompasses 'E includes some repetitive DNA

This chapter reports the sequence analysis of DNA encompassing three polymorphic

restriction enzyme recognition sequences. A summary diagram is provided in Fig. 4.21. A

point mutation is responsible for the presence or absence of each of the sites, with the

corresponding regions being highly conserved. Only two unrelated people were compared

for their DNA sequence in each of the 'H2 and *E regions but the sequence conservation

between the two who were chosen at random suggests that the conservation is widespread.

Support for very conserved sequence in the region of 'H1 was provided by analysis of a

third person, nol of New Zealand nationality, unlike lhe first two persons compared.

Two new variable restriction enzyme siles were found, a Mael site in 'H1 DNA and a Haelll

site in 'H2 DNA. The frequencies of these variable sites and hence their usefulness as

polymorphic markers were nol investigated further.

The 'H2 region is reported to be unique and from hybridisation studies no repelitive DNA

was found in the sequenced 'H1 region. Sequence conservation and absence of repetitive

DNA in these two regions makes each ideal for analysis using the polymerase chain reaction

(PCR), the topic of Chapter 5. The presence of repeat DNA in the 'E region should not be a

problem provided that at least one of the oligonucleotide primers used for the PCR is unique.

ln this work, DNA from either side of G8 has been isolated and is now available for both

increasing the polymorphism within the region and for further chromosome walking toward

the HD locus. R7 DNA was isolated by others and shown in this work to correspond with

'L1'H1- DNA (lhe 14.0Kb invariantECA.RI fragment detected by the 5.3Kb subfragment of
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FIGURE 4.21 SUMMARY OF THE REGIONS CLONED AND SUBFRAGMENTS SEQUENCED

DURING THE COURSE OF WORK DESCRIBED IN THIS CHAPTER

This figure summarises the work done in this chapter to obtain sequence information

from the regions encompassing three polymorphic sites 'H1, *H2 and 'E. The

fragments which were isolated from lhree genomic libraries are shown. GB has been

included for comparative purposes. Also shown are the regions which were sequenced

on both strands of DNA. Finally, the point mutations responsible for each of *H1, 'H2

and *E are shown.

Abbreviations:

Ba = Ball

E = EcoRl

H = Hitrdltl

P = Pstl

S/X = Smal/Xmal

'E = E@Rl polymorphic site

'H1 = Hindllll polymorphic site
*H2 = Hindlll 2 polymorphic site

(E) = EcoRl site not present in the genome but present at the ends of G8
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Gg). R7 does detect RFLPs and has been used to increase heterozygosity in the GB region

(Wexfer et a1.,1987).

Work by others (Gilliam et a!.,1987c) has orientated G8 with respect to the HD locus and

the telomere of chromosome 4. The left side of G8 is telomeric and is closest to the HD

locus, which lies between GB and the telomere. Thus chromosome walks in the direction of

HD should begin with the cloned DNA from the left side of G8. Very recently Richards ef a/.

(19S9) have isolated from a "jumping' library a fragment that is 200Kb closer to the HD

locus than is G8.

Two other regions, 04543 (Gilliam et a1.,1987a) and D4S95 (Wasmuth et a1.,1988), are

linked to the HD locus. lf either D4S43 or D4S95 are between the HD locus and G8, the

latter will cease to be of use as a start for chromosome walks. However, if D4S43 and

D4S9S are telomeric to HD, G8 will be of considerable value as a flanking marker for the

HD locus. Anolher DNA fragment from the region, D4S90, was recently reported

(Youngman et al., 1988). At present, delails on the proximity of the 04S90 region to the

HD locus are unavailable.

From a purely scientific viewpoint the regions surrounding 'Hl , 'H2 and *E are not

inherently interesting and they do not appear to be regions of chromosomal rearrangement.

Allhough anonymous, the very conserved nature of the sequences indicates that they have

autonomous importance and may encode or control essential elements for open reading

frames of unknown function. However, the role of these regions is unlikely lo become

apparent in the near future.
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CHAPTER FIVE

AfiEMPTS TO DEVELOP AN ALTERNATIVE METHOD

OF SCREENING FOR RFLPS LINKED TO THE HD LOCUS



5.1 INTRODUCTION

The most commonly employed procedure for the detection of RFLPs involves the following

steps:

i) restriction enzyme digestion of genomic DNA

ii) fragment separation by electrophoresis

iii) blotting of size separated fragments to a membrane support

iv) hybridisation with a radiolabelled probe from the region for investigation

v) radioautography to detect fragments homologous with the probe.

This procedure has many disadvanlages for the routine investigation of RFLPs for diagnostic

purposes. lt is slow (5-10 days for a result because of the multislep nature), labour

intensive, expensive and requires al least several micrograms of high molecular weight

DNA for each analysis if regions of homology with the probe(s) are lo be detecled with

adequale sensitivity. Clearly, a simple, sensitive, rapid and reliable method would be

advantageous for routine clinical investigation of RFLPs

The polymerase chain reaction (PCR), developed by Henry Mullis and first described by

Saiki ef a/. (1985b), has the potential to overcome the disadvanlages outlined above. The

two major advantages of the PCR for prenatal diagnoses are the speed with which a result

can be obtained (one day) and the high level of sensitivity which allows for results to be

obtained from very small amounts of poor-quality DNA.

One limitation of the PCR for widespread use is the requirement for sequence informalion on

either side of the region to be investigated. In the case of Huntington disease, lhe regions

surrounding'Hl,'H2 and'E have been sequenced (Chapter 4) and thus these polymorphic

sites are amenable lo amplification using the PCR. This chapter investigates the PCR

technique as an alternative method of screening for RFLPs linked with the HD locus.

5.2 THE POLY\4ERASE CHA|N REACT]ON (pCR)

The PCR consists of repeated rounds of DNA denaluration, oligonucleotide annealing and DNA

polymerisation. Target DNA, defined by the 5' ends of two oligonucleotide primers which

have homology with the 3' ends of opposite strands of DNA surrounding the region for

investigation, is specifically and exponentially amplified above the vast excess of unwanted

DNA. The amplified DNA can be detected by ethidium bromide staining and UV illumination

(Mullis et al., 1986). The reaction is outlined in Fig. 5.1.
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FIGURE 5.1 THE POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION

This in vitro reactlon results in the amplification of target DNA bounded by the 5' ends

of two oligonucleotide primers which have homology with 3' ends of complementary

DNA strands. Three steps make up each cycle of the reaction: denaturation, annealing of

oligonucleotide primers and polymerisation. The template DNA is denatured, followed

by incubation at an annealing temperature when each oligonucelotide primer hybridises

with its target sequence on the template DNA. During polymerisation the template is

copied from the 3'-OH end of each oligonucleotide primer.

In the second cycle the oligonucleotides, in addition to annealing to the original template

DNA, anneal lo newly synthesised strands and during polymerisation, a discrete

fragment (that bounded by the 5' ends of the two oligonucleotide primers) is copied.

Initially, run off products predominate, but because the discrete product amplifies

exponentially, the run otf products which amplify linearly soon become an insignificant

proportion of lhe lotal product. The number of cycles necessary is dependent upon both

the amount of target sequence present initially and on the method used lor product

analysis.
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The original work CSaiki et al., 1985b) used the DNA polymerase I large fragment (Klenow

fragment) ol E.colifor DNA polymerisation. This mesophilic enzyme is unable to wilhstand

the 95"C denaluration step of the cycling reaclion and thus must be added at each

polymerisation step. A further problem associated with the use of the Klenow fragment is

that the necessity for low temperature incubation allows the non-specific amplification of

genomic sequences from non-specific annealing of oligonucleotide primers. Non-specific

amplification can be reduced by the use of a nested set of primers whereby initially two

primers are used to amplify a target sequence and half way through the reaclion, two new

primers, located internal in the fragment to the first two, are used lo continue the reaction

(Mulfis et al., 1986). Alternatively, running the polymerase chain reaction at a

lemperature close to the dissociation temperature (Td) of the primers, should eliminate

non-specific binding and hence non-specific amplification.

Recentty, workers have used a thermophilic DNA polymerase which remains sufficienfly

active afler incubation at 95'C (Chehab etal., 1987; Kogan et a1.,1987). Not only has the

use of a thermophilic DNA polymerase simplified and reduced the cost of the method by

eliminating the need for repealed additions of enzyme but also Taq polymerase (New England

Biolabs, Chien et al., 1986) functions best at 80"C thereby reducing non-specific

annealing lo a minimum. Also the yield of amplified DNA is improved indirectly when Taq

polymerase is used in lhe PCR because enzyme activity is focused on the amplification of one

product and thus sensitivity of subsequent analyses is increased. One further advantage of

the thermophilic DNA polymerase over the Klenow fragment is the length of the sequence

that can be amplified, up to 3.0Kb (Oste, 1988). The high polymerisation temperalure

minimises the formation of secondary slruclures in the template DNA which, when present,

cause premature termination by hindering access of the enzyme to the template (for

reviews see Orkin et a1.,1987; Erlich et al., 1988 and Saiki et a/., 1988).

Overall, when sequence information is available from unique regions for investigation, lhe

PCR provides an extremely powerful technique for obtaining substantial quantities of the

specific genomic region without the need for cloning. Amplified DNA can then be subjected

to the appropriate analyses or manipulations, for example, differential hybridisation with

an oligonucleotide probe, restriction enzyme digestion, direct sequencing or cloning. A

number of published uses for the PCR were summarized in Table 1.5 where it can be seen

that the technique has many diverse and novel applications.
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5.3 PCR AMPLIFICATION OF PI-ASMID/PHAGE DNA

5.3.1 Preliminary -Experiments with Test Systems

a) Oligonucleotide synthesis and purification

Oligonucleotides 1 and 2, the l7mer universal primer and reverse primer (rp) used for

sequencing with M13 templates were synthesised by Dr D. Lane and oligonucleotides 3 lo 6

by T. Lints using an Applied Biosystems synthesiser (380A) and phosphoramidite

chemistry. The sequence information obtained for the DNAs en@mpassing 'H2, 'Hl and 'E

(sections 4.4, 4.2 and 4.3) was used for the synthesis of oligonucleotides 1,2 (both

2Omers), 3,4 (27mer,23mer) and 5,6 (24mer,27merl, respectively Oligonucleotides

1,2 and 3,4 and 5,6 define fragments of sizes 101bp, 149bp and 241bp respectively. All

six oligonucteotides and their positions with respect to *H1, 'H2 and 'E are shown in Table

5.1 and Fi9.5.2.

Oligonucleotides were provided as crude lyophilized products. All oligonucleotides were

resuspended in 100 pl TE, purified as described in section 2.12.5 and proved satisfactory

for the PCR. The 17mer and rp were purified by David Palmer.

b) Plasmids/phage containing DNA homologous with the oligonucleotide primers

The plasmids and phage used in the test systems are described in Fig. 5.2. pNZ591 and

pNZ592 have 266bp and 137bp fragments respectively from human chromosome 4 cloned

into the multiple cloning site (mcs) of pUC8. When the plasmids are used as template with

the 17mer and rp in the PCR, lhe amplified product from pNZ591 is 353bp (Fig. 5.2A) and

that from pNZ592 is 202bp (Fig. 5.28). pNZ591 was also used as template in the PCR for

ampfification of the 241bp fragment ('E- region ) defined by oligonucleotides 5,6. At the

time these experiments were done, the 'E+ region could not be amplified in a test system

because cloned DNA from the side of 'E+ homologous with oligonucleotide 6 was not

available.

pNZ599 contains an ECgRI-Hi.Odlll insert which encompasses the *H2- region and was

cloned from genomic DNA of an individual homozygous for this region (see section 4.4.1.d).

Otigonucleotide primers 1,2 were used to amplify the *H2- region of 101bp (Fig.5.2C)'

Single-stranded DNAs from mp012 and mp@13, which contain complementary strands of

the 371bp ECoHI-PStl lragment from G8 (see section 4.4.1a and Table 2.5), were used as

temptates in lhe PCR with oligonucleotide 1,2 lo amplify the 'H2+ region (see Fig. 5.2C).
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FIGURE 5.2 DNA TEMPI.ATES FOR TEST SYSTEM AMPLTFICATIONS USING THE

POLYVIERASE CI{AIN REACTIOf{

The diagrams show the tesl systems, composed of DNA from persons with various

haplotypes from the G8 region cloned into plasmids and/or phage.

The positions of the primers with respect to the cloned human DNA sequences are

shown. The numbers marked 0 refer to the the total size of lhe fragments cloned and

those marked + refer to the size of the amplified products or to the products produced

from the amplified DNA after digestion with ECORI, Hitrdlll or Haelll.

Abbreviations used:

mcs = multiple cloning site

rp = l€v€lS€ primer

17mer = universal 17mer primer

oligo = oligonucleotide primer

E = EcoRl

P = Pstl

B = EA41HI

Bg = Bglll and is shown for plasmids pNZ591 and pN592 only. These plasmids were

linearised with Eglll before use as template in the PCR. The co-ordinates refer

to the Bglll site in the pUCB vector DNA.

H = Hindlll

Ha = Haelll

Sr( = Smal/Xmal

'E = EcoRl polymorphic site

'Hl = Hindlll 1 polymorphic site

'H2 = Hindlll 2 polymorphic site
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plasmids pNZ5B6 and pNZ588 which contain the 2.4Kb E-CA-R1-BamHl fragments

encompassing 'H1+ and'H1- respectively, were used as templates for amplificalion of the

149bp fragment defined by oligonucleotides 3,4. Also, single-stranded DNAs mp@1

('H1+) and mpg12 ('H1-), were used as template DNAs for oligonucleotides 3,4 (Fig'

5.2D). The single stranded DNA proved salisfactory for amplification of the 149bp double

stranded fragment.

c) DNA amplification

i) Klenow fragment for polymerisation

The PCR was used to amplify plasmid/phage DNA in the lest systems. Reaction conditions

are described in section 2.21. lnitially, incorporation of 3SSORtp or 32PdAtP into

product was monitored before conducting experiments in the absence of radioactive isotope.

Amplification in the absence of isotope was monitored either by direct visual inspection of

the ethidium bromide stained product under UV light or visual inspection combined with

blotting and subsequent hybridisation of the product with a radiolabelled probe.

The 17mer and rp were used with pNZ591 as template DNA. Five cycles of the PCR were

performed in the presence ot35sdntP (Section2.21.1al. Two Spl samples were removed

after each cycle, one for the measurement of 3SSdeTP incorporated into high molecular

weight product by TCA precipitation and one for gel analysis (Fi9.5.3). Radioactivity was

shown to be incorporaled (Fig. 5.3A) and a radioautograph of the dried gel in which samples

had been electrophoresed showed the accumulation of a product (Fig. 5.3Bii). The bands

were not discrete since only five rounds of the PGR had been performed at which stage run

off products would have contributed significantly to the amplified product (see Fig. 5.1).

Restriction enzyme digestion of the product with EcoRl and Hindlll produced a discrete

product (Fig. 5.3C) of the expected 313bp size (Fig. 5.24).

The 17mer, rp and pNZ591 were used in the PCR reaction with 14 cycles of amplification

using all nucleotides without labelling (Section 2.21.1b). Samples were removed after

each cycle for electrophoresis and visualisation by UV illuminalion following ethidium

bromide staining. Amplified DNA was seen lo accumulate in the expected region (353bp)

but other sequences were amplified simultaneously, one at 81bp being more abundant than

the expected fragment (Fig. 5.4A). Amplified fragments other than that of 353bp did not

have homology with the radiolabelled probe made of the 266bp insert from pNZ591 (Fig.

S.4B). ln a similar experiment the 17mer and rp were used as primers for pNZ592 in the

amplification of their target sequence (see Fig. 5.2). In this system, the predominant
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FIGURE 5.3 AMPLIFICATION OFTHE REGION lN pNZ591 BOUNDED BYTHE 17MER AND

RPOIJGOI.IUCLEOTIDES

The PCR was performed using Klenow fragment for polymerisation. Template DNA

(pNZ591) was linearised with Bglll.

PANEL A: After each PCR cycle, Spl was removed from lhe reaction mixture and the

radioactivity present in the acid-precipitable material measured. SSSORTp was shown

to incorporate into acid-precipitable material.

PANEL B:

D After each PCR cycle 5pl was removed from the reaction mixture and

efectrophoresed in a 1.2To agarose gel. Before denaturation (00), after denaturation

(0) and after each cycle (1-5).

NOTE: After repeated denaturation the template DNA bands become indistinct.

ii) The agarose gel in i) was dried and radioautographed.

PANEL G:

i) After 5 cycles of the PCR, the DNA in the reaclion mixture (30p1 of mixture

remaining) was precipitated and resuspended in 1Spl of TE. Five microlitre and 1opl

aliquots were digested with EcoRl plus Hindlll and the products electrophoresed in 0.8%

agarose.

Lane 1: template DNA, pNZ591 digested with pgl|l

Lane 2: spl (10p1 from total mixture) digested with EcoRl plus Flindlll

Lane 3: 10pl (20p1 from total mixture) digested with EcoRt plus Hi4dill
Lane 4: spl (spl from total mixture) digested with EcoRl plus Hitrdlll
Lane 5: pNZ591 digested with tggRl plus Hindlil

Lane 6: pBR322 digested with Haelll

Lane 7: I DNA digested with Hindilt (end-tabeiled)

ii) The agarose gelshown in i) was dried and radioautographed.
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- FIGURE 5.4 AMPUFICATION OF DNA BOUNDED BY THE 17mer AND rp

OUGONUCLEOTIDES lN pNZSel

PANEL A: The 17mer and rp were used to amplify target DNA in pNZ591 using

Klenow fragment for polymerisation in the PCR. The plasmid had been linearised with

Bglll. Two microlitres of reaction mixlure was removed after each cycle and

electrophoresed in 1.5% agarose.

l-ane 0 sample removed before cycling

Lanes 1-14 sample removed after cycles 1-14 respectively

Lane 15 half of lhe remaining reaclion (35p1)

Lane 16 half of lhe remaining reaction product'(35p1) digested with EcoRl

plus Hjndlll

Lane 17 template DNA (Eglll digested) digested with EcoRl plus Hindlll

Lane 18 standard DNA, BRL 1Kb ladder (BRL Catalogue 1985, p58)

Lane 19 standard DNA, lamMa DNA digested with Hindlll and radiolabelled

plus pBR322 digested with Haelll.

The expecred 353bp amplificafion product (Fig. 5.2.A) is seen (arrow) which reduces

to 313bp upon EcoRl plus Ht1dlll digestion (+) however, an amplification product of

approximately 120bp is more distinct ( o).

PANEL B: DNA from the gel in panel A was transferred to Gene Screen Plus and

hybridised with lhe radiolabelled 313bp EcoRl-Hindlll fragment from pNZ591 (Fig.

5.2.A). The probe has homology with the expected 353bp amplification product

(arrow) and the smaller 313bp EcoRl-Hindlll digestion product (+). The probe is not

homologous with the major 120bp amplification product.

In lanes 0-3, the probe detects homology with the template DNA as expected. After the

third cycle, template DNA was no longer visible and did not shown homology with the

probe. The template DNA becomes degraded after repeated heating cycles.
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product of amplification had the expected size of 202bp, with lesser amplification of lwo

larger products (Fig. 5.5A). The 162bp EcoRl Hi3dll! fragment from pNZ592, when

radiolabelled and u5ed as a probe to hybridise with the amplified products, gave a more

intense signal with the 202bp product than with the larger products (Fig. 5.58).

DNA in pNZ599 ('H2-) and mpOl2lmp@13 (which contain complementary strands of the

371bp Eco Rl-Pstl fragment [.H2+] [see section 4.41) were amplified using

oligonucleotides 1,2. The product of amplification in each reaclion was analysed in a 5%

polyacrylamide gel (Fig.5.6A). A 101bp fragment was shown to have been amplified when

both plasmid and phage DNAs were used as templates. Restriction enzyme digestion products

are shown in Fig.5.6B. The amplified product ('H2-) from pNZ599 was not cleaved with

Hlndlf l whereas that from mp0lZlmp@13 DNA (-H2+) was cleaved by HinOlll into the

expected products of 53bp and 48bp. Haelll cleaved both products to give lhe expected 69bp

fragment (see Table 5.1). Smaller products expected from Haelll digestion were masked by

lhe presence of oligonucleotides 1,2.

ln summary, lhe expected products were successfully amplified from both plasmid and

phage DNA templates. In addition, lhere was some amplification of non-target sequences

when the 17mer and rp were used to prime the amplification.

ii) Taq polymerase for polymerisation

The thermophilic enzyme Taq polymerase became available during lhe course of this work.

When used for polymerisation in the PCR, with either pNZ592 or pNZ599 as templates

with the 17mer,rp or oligonucleotides 1,2 respectively (Fig.S.7A and B), the amplified

products were obtained in higher yield than when the Klenow fragment was used (the yield

was assesed by direct visualisation of the amplified DNA). By the fourth cycle, DNA from

1/100th of the reaction volume was visible (Fig.s.7B). Furthermore, the reaclion was

specific for pNZ599 with oligonucleotides 1,2. Some non-target sequence amplification

was still present when pNZ592 was used as template with the 17mer and rp, despite the

high temperature for polymerisation (63oC). However, annealing was done al room

lemperature, which could allow for non-specific binding of the 17mer and rp. Also, some

extension prior to the 63oC incubation would increase the Td values of the 17mer and rp

and allow them to remain annealed at 63oC.

Iag polymerase was used in test system amplification of DNA with oligonucleotides 3,4 and

5,6. Specific amplification of the expected product (149bp) was achieved using

oligonucleotides 3,4 to amplify from either plasmid or phage DNA template. The expected
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FIGURE 5.5 AMPLIFICATION OF DNA BOUNDED BY THE 'l7mer AND rp

OLIGONUCLEOTIDES lN pNZSs2

PANEL A: The 17mer and rp were used to amplify target DNA in pNZ592 using

Klenow fragment for polymerisation in the PCR. The plasmid was linearised with Bglll.

Reaction products were electrophoresed in 1.5% agarose.

Lane 1

Lane 2

Lane 3-15

Lane 16

Lane 17

Lane 18

21tl of reaction mixlure before the first denaturation

21tl of reaction mixture after the first denaturation and before

polymerisation

2pl of reaction mixture after cycles 1-13 respectively

4pl of reaction mixlure after 13 cycles

8pl of reaction mixture after 13 cycles

pBR322 DNA digested with Haelll was used as size standard DNA.

The predominant product of amplification is the expected 202bp fragment (Fig. 5.2.8).

NOTE: Template DNA becomes less visible throughout cycling presumably because of

denaturation /degradation from repeated heating.

PANEL B: DNA from the gel in panel A was transferred to Gene Screen Plus and

hybridised with the radiolabelled 162bp EcoRl-Higdlll fragment from pNZ592 (Fig.

5.2.8). The probe has homology with the expected 202bp amplification producl. The

smearing of hybridisation above the 202bp fragment can be explained by hybridisation

of the probe with run off products, and may also come from homology of the probe with

denatured template DNA.
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FIGURE 5.6 .PCR AMPLIFICATION PRODUCTS AND THEIR HESTRICTION ENZYME

DIGESNCN PRODIJ TS

PANEL A: Sixteen rounds of the PCR were performed using oligonucleotides 1,2 with

either pNZ599 ('H2-) or mp612l13 (.HZ+l template DNAs. Klenow fragment was

used for polymerisation. Reaction products were eleclrophoresed in 5%

polyacrylamide. From both reactions a product of 101bp was amplified.

Lane 1: amplification product lrom mp@12113

Lane 2: amplification product from pNZ599

Lane 3: std DNA - pBR322 digested with Haelll

PANEL B: The amplified DNAs seen in panel A were digested with lhe restriclion

enzymes indicated and eleclrophoresed in a 5% polyacrylamide gel. Digestion with

Hitrdfff cfeaved the product from mp612/13 ('H2+) into two new products of 53bp

and 48bp. Higdlll did not cleave the amplified product from pNZ599 ('H2-). Both

amplified products were digesled by Haelll to a 69bp product. The other smaller

cleavage products of 19bp, 8bp and 5bp expected from the Haelll digestion were masked

by lhe presence of residual oligonucleotide primer sequences, or ran off the gel.

These results show specific amplification of the correct target sequence.

'H2+ = mp@12/13 DNA as template

'H2- = pNZ599 as template
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FIGURE 5.7 THE USE OF PCR AND TAO DNA POLYMERASE FOR AMPLIFICATION OF
TARGET SEQUENCES-WTHIN TEST SYSTEM DNIAS

The standard size marker DNA in all gels is pBR322 cleaved with Haelll. Fragment

sizes are indicated in base pairs.

PANEL A: Amplification of a 202bp fragment defined by the 17mer and rp in

pNZ592. The reaction was run at 63"C. After cycles 1,4,8 and 10,2p1 of the

reaction mixture was removed and eleclrophoresed in a 1.5o/" agarose gel.

PANEL B: Amplification of the 101bp fragment defined by oligonucleotides 1,2 and

subsequent digestion with restriction enzymes.
i) Amplification of DNA from mp@12113. One microlitre portions were removed from

the reaction mixture during cycling and electrophoresed in 5% polyacrylamide. After
four cycles of PCR a specific 101bp product is visible and accumulates throughout the

reaction.
ii) Digestion of the products amplified from mp@12113 ('H2+) and pNZ599 ('H2-)
DNAs. When "H2 is present the 101bp product is cleaved into new products of 53bp
and 48bp. Haelll cleaves both amplified DNAs to give the expected 69bp product.

H=Hjjldlll, Ha=Haelll.

PANEL G: Amplification of the 149bp fragment defined by oligonucleotides 3,4 and

subsequent digestion wilh restriclion enzymes.
Template pNZ586 and mp@1 (*H1+), and pNZ588 and mp@Z (.H1-) were used as

indicated. Fifteen cycles of PCR at 66oC were performed. Three microlitres from each

reaction mixture, either undigested or digested, was electrophoresed in 5"/"
polyacrylamide. The specific 149bp product expected was amplified. Hindlll cleaved

the product from pNZ586 and mpOl into new products of 87bp and 62bp. All products

were cleaved by Haelll into the expected sizes of 93bp and 56bp (see Table 5.1).

PANEL D: Amplification of the 241bp fragment defined by oligonucleotides 5,6 and

subsequent digestion with restriction enzymes.
Template pNZ591 ('E-) linearised with Bglll was used in the PCR at 70'C. The

expected 241bp product was seen lo accumulate. The product was not cleaved by EcoRl

but was cleaved by Haelll into the expected sizes of 98bp, 90bp and 53bp (see Table

5.1).
i) Lanes 1-4:

Lane 5:
l-ane 6:

2pl reaction mixture at 4,8,12,18 cycles
Spl reaction mixlure at 18 cYcles
std DNA pBR322 digested with Haelll

The presence of three fainter bands above the 24'1bp product can be explained by
correct priming of oligonucleotides 5,6 and copying to the end of the 1770bp Bglll
restriction fragment. New fragments of about 390bp and 1600bp would result. These

fragments could then prime synthesis along with lhe discrete 241bp product and

oligonucleotides 5,6. Expected sizes of fragment from this mulliple priming event are

of approximately 1770bp, 1600bp, 390bp and 241bp.

ii) The amplification products digested separately with EcoRl and Haelll'
Both medium (m) and high (h) salt buffers were used with EcoRl to determine whether
or not ECqRI would recognise lhe 'E- site of MATTC. EcoRl did not cleave at this site in
either buffer. Fainter bands result from digestion of the products that were amplified
other than the 241bp product. Ha=Haelll
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products of restriction enzyme digestion were observed. That is, with .H1 present

('H1+), Hi1dlll cleaved the product into fragments of 87bp and 62bp. All amplified DNA

was cleaved by Haelll lo give fragments of 93bp and 56bp (Fi9.5.78, Table 5.1).

Amplification of the pNZ591 insert (.E-) using oligonucleolides 5,6 resulted in a 241bp

product. As expected, the amplified DNA was not cleaved by EcoRl. Haelll digestion gave

products of 98bp,90bp and 53bp (Fig.5.7C , Table 5.1).

In summary, using Taq polymerase in lhe PCR with the test system DNAs and the

appropriate oligonucleotides led to highty specific amplification of the expected producls, as

determined by their size and subsequent restriction enzyme digestion products.

5.4 PCR AMPUFICATION OF GENOMIC DNA

S.4.1 tnvestigation of the tH2, *H1 and 'E Genomic Regions using PCR and Subsequent

Restriction Enzyme Digeslion of the Amplified Products

Oligonucleotides 1,2 were used lo prime the amplification of the 101bp fragment from

genomic DNA using Klenow fragment for polymerisation. Reaction details are described in

section 2.21.1b. This reaction was performed at 42C. Gel electrophoresis of the reaclion

mixture showed that many fragments were amplified (Fig.S.8A). The polymerisation was

conducted at 52oC instead of 42oC in an attempt to reduce the synthesis of non-target

sequences. Amplification of the target sequence was successful as shown in Fig.S.8Bi and the

correct product was present as demonstrated by hybridisation studies (Fig. 5.8Bii), but

there was no apparent reduction in the non-target sequence amplification. A further PCR

using Taq polymerase (Section 2.21.2\ and a polymerisation temperature of 63"C resulted

in a dramatic increase in specificity (Fig. 5.8C). Hence in all further experiments I used

Iaq polymerase and the conditions described in Section 2.21.2 for DNA amplification.

Genomic DNAs from individuals with the genotypes BD (.H2-l-), AA ('H2+/+l and AB

('H2+t-l were amplified to determine whether or not these genotypes could be

ditferentiated using this method. After amplification 1/50th of the amplified DNA was

digested with Hindlll and the resulting fragments investigated (Fig. 5.9A). The restriction

enzyme digestion pattern showed that individuals could not be genotyped unambiguously

because of the presence of undigested material. Thus efforts were made to establish

conditions that would ensure complete digestion and included an internal control. The

internal standard chosen was pNZ591 because this plasmid is cleaved once by both EcgRl

and Hindlll (the enzymes which are used when more than one genomic region is amplified
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FIGURE 5.8 PCR AMPLIFICATION OF A 101bp FRAGMENT DEFINED BY

OLIGONUCLEOTIDES 1,2IN GENOMIC DNA USING THE KLENOW FRAGMENT OR TAO

POLVTI ERASE FOR POLWIERET{TON

pBR322 DNA digested with Haelll was used as size markers in all gels (std).

PANEL A: KLENOW FRAGMENT, 42"C

Samples were removed as indicated during the PCR and electrophoresed in 5/"
polyacrylamide. Amplification was non-specific with the appearance of multiple bands

ranging from 60bp to 130bp.

PANEL B: KLENOW FRAGMENT,52'C

i) Samples were removed during the PCR, at the number of cycles indicated, and

electrophoresed in 5% polyacrylamide. Amplification was non-specific with the

appearance of multiple bands ranging from 60bp to over 400bp.

ii) The gel in (i) was transferred to Gene Screen Plus and hybridised with the

radiolabelled 371bp EcoRl-Pstl fragmenl from pNZ599 which contains the 101bp

target sequence. Homology is seen predominantly between lhe probe and a fragment of

1 01 bp.

PANEL C: Taq POLYMERASE, 63oC

i) Samples were removed as indicated during the PCR and electrophoresed in 5%

polyacrylamide. The predominant product of amplification was the expected 101bp

target sequence. A minor product of 125bp was also amplified.

ii) The gel in (i) was transferred to Gene Screen Plus and hybridised as described in

(Bii). The probe had homology with both amplification products. At cycle 25 the

125bp product was not seen. However, by cycle 35, the 125bp product shows

hybridisation with the probe as intense as the hybridisation seen with the 101bp

product.
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FIGURE 5.e RESTRICTION ENZYME DIGESTION ANALYSIS OF THE 101bp PRODUCTS

AMPLIFIED FROM GENOMIC DNA USING THE PCR WITH DNA TAO POLYMERASE AND

OUGONUCLEOTIDES 12

The standard size marker DNA used in all gels is pBR322 cleaved with Haelll. Fragment

sizes are indicated in base pairs. Thirty cycles of the PCR were performed for all of the

amplifications.

PANEL A: The 101bp target sequence was amplified from genomic DNAs oI *HZ-l-,

'HZ+l+ and *HZ+l- origin. Two microlitres of the amplified product from each

reaction was electrophoresed in 5% polyacrylamide either undigested or digested

separately with Hindlll and Haelll. Undigested product remained in the Hhdlll digested

'H2+l+ DNA (arrowed). This DNA should have'been cleaved completely into products

of 53bp and 48bp.

PANEL B: The amplified DNA shown in panel A was digested with Hindlll plus EcoRl in

the presence of internal standard DNA (pNZ591) and electrophoresed in 5%

polyacrylamide. The internal standard DNA appeared to have digested completely as

judged from the relative intensities of the vector fragment (2700bp) and insert

fragment (313bp). *H2+l+ DNA has not digested completely (arrow) and the 53bp

and 48bp products are just visible in the H2-l- DNA.

PANEL C: The crude amplified DNA products shown in panels A and B were purified by

phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation and the digestion with Hhdlll repeated using

varying concentrations of the enzyme. The products were electrophoresed in 5%

polyacrylamide. Even with 20 units of enzyme present the digestion of 'H2+/+ DNA

was incomplete. At 10 and 20 units of enzyme, 53bp and 48bp products were present

in the 'H2-i- DNA. Hybridisation of this gel with the radiolabelled 371bp EcoRl-Pstl

fragment from pNZ599 showed strong homology of the probe with fragments of 101bp,

53bp and 48bp in the 12 lanes containing human DNA (not shown) even though the

53bp and 48bp producls were not visible with UV illumination in lanes 1 and 2.

Thus Hindlll appears to be recognising and cleaving at the site AAGCTC (within 'Hz-l-
DNA) but also failing lo cleave completely at the canonical recognition sequence MGCTT
(within 'HZ+l+ DNA).
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and assessed lsection 5.2.3]) to give fragments of sizes 313bp and 2700bp (Fig.5.2).

Neither of these fragments interferes with visualisation of products from the amplification

experiments. This_control was used both as an internal standard and also afler separale

digestion. The intensity of the 313bp producl from exlernal digestion (known to be

c.'omplete) was compared with the intensity of the 313bp product from internal digestion.

Despite the use of various conditions (altered buffer, enzyme concentration , incubation

temperature and the inclusion of polyamine) for restriction enzyme digestion of the

amplified products, their complete digestion was never achieved, although the internal

standard DNA digested completely. Furthermore, purification of the amplified product

prior to digestion failed to give completely digested products (Fig. 5.9C). Another problem

was that digestion of the 101bp product lrom'H?-l- individuals yielded small amounts of

the 53bp and 48bp fragments. These products should not be present with the Hindlll site

absent. The 53bp and 48bp products were not seen in an EtBr stained gel when low

concenlrations of enzyme had been used for digeslion but became apparent with high enzyme

concenlrations, a result which suggested non-specific cleavage by HinOttt at the AAGCTC

sequence (Fig. 5.2). Fragments of 53bp and 48bp were detected in 'H2-/- DNA digested

with a lciw concentration of Hitrdlll by hybridisation with a probe for the 1o1bp fragment.

Specific fragments of 149bp and 241bp were amplified from genomic DNA. When amplified

from persons with the'H1+/+ genolype, the products failed to digest completely with

Hiodlll (Fig.5.10A). Furthermore, the 241bp amplified fragment from the *E-l- genomic

DNA was partially cleaved by EcoRl (Fig.5.108). This seemingly anomalous digestion is

not explained by EcoRl star activity at the sequence MATTC (the EcoRl recognition

sequence is GAATTG) as the amplified product from test system DNA which contains the

AAATTC sequence did not show any cleavage with EcoR1. Also, if star activity were a

problem, the internal slandard DNA insert fragment of 313bp would be expected lo be

cleaved by EcoRl as it contains the AAATTC *E- site. Thus anomalous digestion

compromises the use of this system for genotype identification.

5.4.2 Simultaneous Amplification of 'H1, 'H2 and 'E using the PCR and Subsequent

Restriction Enzyme Digestion of the Amplified Products

Thus far the PCR products had been obtained individually in separate reaclions. However,

lhe original aim for this work was to amplify the three genomic regions in one reaction,

thus speeding up and reducing the cost of obtaining a genotype at *Hl, 'H2 and 'E for an

individual. The six oligonucleolides were designed to amplify three regions that, when

digested with either .Hitrdlll or EcoRl, would produce distinct products (Table 5.1 and
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FIGURE 5.10 RESTRICTION ENZYME DIGESTION ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTS AMPLIFIED

FROM GENOMIC DNA USING THE PCR WITH DNA TAO POLYMERASE AND EITHER

OLIGONUCLEOTIDES 3,4 OR 5,6

Thirty cycles of the PCR were performed for all of the amplifications.

PANEL A: The 149bp target sequence of oligonucleotides 3,4 was amplified from

genomic DNA of *Hl-/-,'H1+/+ and'Hl+/- origin. Five microlitre samples of the

amplified products from each reaction, either undigested or digesled separately with

Higdlll and Haelll, were electrophoresed in 5% polyacrylamide. Undigested 149bp

fragment remained in HiAOlll digestions of 'Hl+/+ DNA (arrowed).

PANEL B: The 241bp target sequence of oligonucleotides 5,6 was amplified from

genomic DNA of 'E-l-, "E+l+ and 'E+/- origin. Two microlitre samples of the

amplified products from each reaction were either undigested or digested separately

with ECqRI and Haelll and electrophoresed in 5% polyacrylamide. The enzyme EcoRl

partially cleaved the amplifcation product from 'E-l- DNA and hence appeared to be

recognising the site AMTTC (the EcoRl recognition sequence is GAATTC). However, the

AMTTC site present in the internal standard DNA was not recognised since a product of

155bp would have been seen (see Fig. 5.2). The expected products of 98bp, 90bp and

53bp from Haelll digestion (Table 5.1) were present. However, failure to cleave

completely at one of the expected Haelll sites produced a partial digestion product of

1 88bp.
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Table 5.2, the latter which lists the expected combinations of fragment sizes for different

genotypes in the 'H1, *H2 and 'E regions). Therefore, the lhree regions should be

amenable to combined analyses. The anomalies already encountered due lo over and under

digestion of individually amplified products were expected to pose an even greater problem

in the combined analysis. Nevertheless, it was necessary to test the feasibility of combined

amplification and subsequent anatysis of products by restriction enzyme digestion.

a) Test system

First, the PCR was used with all six oligonucleotides and test system DNAs 'H1+, 'H2+ and

'E-. All three products were amplified as expected. Digestion with EcoRl and H.lBdlll

produced lhe expected fragments of 241bp, 87bp, 62bp, 53bp and 48bp which could be

clearly distinguished on an acrylamide gel (Fig.5.11A). lt was noted that the yield of the

amplified product increased with decreasing size and hence smaller fragments amplify more

efficiently than larger fragments.

b) Genomic DNA

Amplification of genomic DNA from 'H1+/-, 'H2+/-, 'E-l- (A1D1) and 'H1+/-,

*H2+l+,'E-l- (A1Cl) individuals using all six oligonucleotides was attempted. For

both, the expected fragments ot 241bp, 149bp and 101bp were produced (Fi9.5.118). In

addition, products of approximately 60bp and 65bp. were amplified.

These two small products were seen when oligonucleotide pairs 3,4 and 5,6 were used lo

amplify genomic DNA (data not shown), and thus they presumably represent the

amplification of DNA bounded by the sequence pairs 3+5, 3+6, 4+5 or 4+6. They were not

seen after amplification of cloned DNA.

Restriction enzyme digestion of the amplified 241bp, 149bp and 101bp producls was

anomalous and thus the genotypes of these individuals could not be determined with certainty

(Fig.5.118). Even with complete digestion of specific producls, interpretation is rendered

more ditficult by the presence of amplified DNA fragments other than target sequence in a

region where digestion products may be present.

The polymerisation temperature was increased to 75oC in an attempt to eliminate the 60bp

and 65bp products. Unfortunately, under these conditions only lhese non-larget products

were amplified (data not shown). lt is possible that at ZSOC only one of each oligonucleolide

pair required for the amplification of the 241bp and 149bp fragments anneals to the
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TABLEs.2 THE SIZES OF FRAGMENTS EXPECTED FOR EACH HAPLOTYPEAFTER THE

COMBINED AMPLIFICATION OF THE *Hl,'H2 AND -E REGIONS IN THE PCR AND

SUESEQUENT RESTRICTIOI.I EMYII4E DIGESTIoN

FIAPI-oTYPE POLWIORPHICSIIES FRAGMENTS (bp)

E- 149 53 48 241A1

B1

A2

H1 - H2+

H1- H2+ E+

B2 H1- H2- E+

Cl H1+ H2+

C2 Hl+ H2+ E+

Hl - H2- E- 149 1 01 241

1 49 53 48 127 114

149 101 127 114

E- 87 62 53 48 241

D1 Hl+

DZ H1+

87 62 53 48 127 114

H2- E- 8762 101 241

H2- E+ 87 62 1 01 127 114



FIGURE 5.11 SIMI.JLTANEOUS AMPLIFICATION OF THREE FRAGMENTS WITH

SUBSEQUENT RESTRICT1ON EMYIVE AMLYSIS

PANEL A: Eighteen cycles of the PCR were performed in the presence of three test

system DNAs (pN2586, mp@12113 and pNZ591) and oligonucleotides 1,2 and 3,4 and

5,6. The resulting producls were electrophoresed in 10% polyacrylamide either

undigested or digested as indicated. The expected three amplification products of

101bp, 149bp and241bp were present. The 241bp product ('E- from pNZs91) was

not cleaved with EcoRl whereas the 149bp ('H1+ from pNZ586) and 101bp (*H2+

trom mp@12/13) products were cleaved into new products of respectively 87bp, 62bp

and 53bp, 48bp.

NOTE: The yield ol the amplified products decreases wilh increasing size. As lemplate

DNAs were all added at the same concentration it appears that smaller fragments

amplify more efficiently than larger fragments.

PANEL B: Thirty cycles of the PCR were performed in the presence of genomic DNA

from individuals either 'H1+l-, 'HZ+l-, 'E-l- (Al D1) or *H1+/-, 'HZ+l+,
'E-l- (41C1) and oligonucleotides 1,2 and 3,4 and 5,6. The products were treated as

described above in panel A. The expected three products of 101bp, 149bp and 241bp

were present. However, non-specific amplifcalion was observed, especially products

of approximately 65bp and 60bp.

The genotype at'H1,'H2 and *E is shown below the gel photograph for each of the

people whose DNA was amplified.
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template DNA and thus these fragments are nol amplified. Oligonucleotides 3 and 6 have

lower Td values than oligonueleotides 4 and 5 suggesting that the latter two oligonucleotides

are responsible for the 60bp and 65bp amplification products. This possibilily was nol

lested.

From these experiments lhe conclusion must be drawn that using the described system the

combined amplification of the 'H1,'HZ and'E regions, wilh subsequent restriction

enzyme digeslion, cannot be used for the rapid determinalion of a person's genotype in this

region because of the two problems, anomalous digestion and non-specific amplification.

5.4.3 PCR Amplification of a Target Sequence using either Low Molecular Weight

(degraded) DNA or Crude DNA as Template

DNA whose molecular weight has been reduced by mechanical shearing or nuclease

degadation is often unsuitable for conventional blot analysis which relies on the starting

material being larger than the products expected from restriction enzyme digestion.

Analysis based on PCR involves much smaller fragments and lhus is potenlially an excellent

alternative method for determining genotype.

Genomic DNA ('H2+/-) which had degraded during years of storage at 4"C was used as a

template foroligonucleotides 1,2 in the PCR (Fig.5.12A). The DNA had been genotyped by

RFLP blot analysis prior to its degradation. A 101bp product was amplified after 30 cycles

of the PCR, and when digested with Hindill, it gave the expected products of 101bp,53bp

and 48bp (Fig. 5.128).

Degraded DNA as template seemed more readily amplified than undegraded DNA as template.

This resull may be explained by the decreased competition wilh primers by complementary

template due to shorlness and therefore slower annealing kinetics.

I investigated the possibility of using crude DNA as a template in the PCR, with the aim of

simplifying and speeding up the investigation of 'H1, 'H2 and 'E. DNA was obtained from

20pl of blood in a procedure which took less than 6 minutes (section 2.12.2a1. The DNA

proved suitable as template in the PCR using either oligonucleotides 1,2 (Fig.5.128) or

5,6 (not shown), even though there was loo little DNA in the reaction to be seen by ethidium

staining. The target sequence was present visually at greater concentration than usual and

many amplification products were observed in this PCR reaction.
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FIGURE 5.12 THE POLYMEMSE CHAIN REACTION AMPLIFICATION OF TARGET DNA IN

DEGMDED AT{D CRUDE DNIA PREPARATIONIS

PANEL A: The DNA was prepared originally as described in section 2.12.1 and of high

molecular weight. However, after several years of storage at 4"C it had lost viscosity.

The DNA was electrophoresed in 0.8% agarose. A smear of DNA is seen in both lanes 1

and 2 showing that the DNA has been degraded over time by non-specific nucleases. The

degradation is more severe in the sample shown in Lane 2.

Standard DNA markers were provided by the BRL 1Kb ladder (std).

PANEL B: The degraded DNA shown in panel A and DNAs isolated rapidly from blood,

hair roots and formalin-fixed tissue were used as templates for 30 cycles of the

polymerase chain reaction using Taq polymerase and oligonucleotides 1,2. Amplified

products either not digested or digested with the enzymes indicated were

electrophoresed in 5% polyacrylamide.

I.AT{ES

1,6,11

2,7,12

3,8,13
4,9,1 4

5,10,15

16

TEMPI-ATE USED IN THE PCR

degraded DNA - that shown in panel A, lane 2

degraded DNA - that shown in panel A, lane 1

crude DNA from blood

crude DNA from hair roots

crude DNA from formalin-fixed tissue

std DNA - pBR322 DNA digested with Haelll

The 101bp fragment was amplified from all templates. Non-specific amplification was

marked in the reaction shown in lane 3. The 101bp products from the degraded DNAs

(both H2+/-) were digested as expected. That from crude DNA, extracted from either

bfood or hair roots (both HZ+l+) failed to digest completely. The genotype of the DNA

from formalin-fixed tissue is not known, but from these results it would appear to be

HZ+h. All of the amplified DNAs gave the expected 69bp product after digestion with

Haelll.

D = degraded DNA used as lemplale

C = crud€ DNA used as template

HR = DNA from hair rool used as template

F = DNA from formalin-fixed tissue used as template

Note: The amplified products from D and C templates were phenol extracted and ethanol

precipitated prior to restriction enzyme digestion and electrophoresis. Hence the

absence of oligonucleotide primer sequences in these lanes.
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Hair roots and formalin lixed tissue were investigated as allernatives to blood as sources of

DNA. DNA was exlracted as described in section 2.12.2b and 2.12.2c and subjected to PCR'

The results in Fig. 5.128 show that the target sequence was amplified in DNA from both

tissues.

Blood and hair roots were from a person of genotype'HZ+l+ (AA) and hence the amplified

101bp product should have been cleaved by Hindlll to new products of 53bp and 48bp.

Digestion was incomplete as it was with the amplified product from pure genomic DNA.

Thus the product of the crude DNA template was no worse than that from the pure DNA in

its failure to digest comptetely. The genogpe of the DNA from formalin-fixed tissue was not

known but appears from these results to be 'HZ+l- (Fig. 5.12).

5.4.4 A Consideration of Some Experimental Results in an Attempt to Resolve the Problems

The major problem encountered wilh the PCR is the apparent failure to achieve

amplification of fragments that are perfectly representative of the target sequence in the

genomic DNA template. Either the f3q polymerase enzyme is not faithfully copying the

genomic template, or more lhan one region is being amplified to give products of the same

size as the target sequence. The following points must be considered in an attempl to resolve

the problem:

1) The problem is exacerbated for the amplification of the 241bp fragment surrounding

'E, with the use of either the Taq polymerase supplied by Biores or that supplied by Cetus,

as compared with that supplied by New England Biolabs. Using either Biores or Cetus Taq

polymerase, the amplified product from DNA genotyped 'E-/- was digested almost lo

completion by EcoRl, whereas a large proportion of that amplified using the New England

Biolabs Tgg polymerase remained undigested by EcoRl (Fig. 5.13A). Taken alone, this

result suggests that the problem is with enzyme fidelity, and that the New England Biolabs

enzyme copies more faithfully than the Biores or Cetus enzymes. However, a considerable

amount of non-specific amplification of products greater than 241bp is apparent with both

the Cetus and Biores enzymes suggesting that the 241bp fragments may consist of a

heterogeneous population rather than copies of a unique fragment. Also, non-specific

amplification was observed when the Biores enzyme was used to amplify DNA in the 'H1 and

'H2 regions(Fig. 5.13A and B).

2\ The 241bp product whelher amplified from 'E-/- or 'E+/+ DNA templates digests

partially ('E-^) or completely ('E+/+). This result is not consistent with enzyme

infidelity. lf the enzyme is incorporating mistakes randomly one would expect the majority

of amplified products to be'E-. For a given 6bp sequence lhere is more chance of
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FIGURE 5.13: RESULTS FROM SEVEML EXPERIMENTS DONE IN ATTEMPTS TO RESOLVE

WHETHER ENZYME INFIDELITY OR NON-SPECIFIC AMPLIFICATION AHE RESPONSIBLE

FOR SEEMINGLY ABBEMNT DIGESTION OF THE PRODUCTS FROM THE POLYMERASE

CltAIN REACTIOi.I

All samples were electrophoresed in 5% polyacrylamide. The standard (std) used in all
gels is pBR322 digested with Haelll.

PANEL A: DNA was amplified from genomic DNA (.E-l-) using NEB (N) or BIORES

(B) Taq polymerase as indicated. The amplification products were electrophoresed

both before and after restriction enzyme digestion with EcoRl. The amplification with N

appears to be specific, that is, one discrete band of 241bp is seen . The amplification
with B is non-spectic as seen by the presence of numerous products. Following

digestion with EcoRl, some of the 241bp discrete product is cut to give products of
127bp and 114bp. However, much of the 241bp product remains undigested.
Conversely, most of the 241bp product present after amplification using B is cut to
give 127bp and 114bp products. The 241bp product is expected lo be *E- and thus
should not digest with EcoRl.

PANEL B: Genomic DNA was used as template in the amplification of the 101bp,

149bp and 241bp target sequences with respectively oligonucleotides 1,2 and 3,4 and

5,6 and the N or B Taq polymerase. Again amplification appears to be more specific
with the N enzyme than the B enzyme. The non-specific amplification is least with the

use of oligonucleotides 3,4.

PANEL C : The 24'1bp 'E- fragment amplified from test system template DNA and

which was not cleaved by EcoRl (Fig. 5.7D) was incubated with EcoBl in the presence of

the 149bp fragment which had been amplified from genomic DNA (Fi9.5.10A). The
241bp fragment was not cleaved by EcoRl which indicates that amplified genomic DNA

per se does not alter the specificity of the EcoRl enzyme for its recognition sequence.

PANEL D: The 101bp fragment amplified separately from genomic DNAs of the
genotypes *Hz-l-, 'H2+/+ and *H2+/-, was digested with Alul. dlgl is expected to

cleave all of these fragments into products of 53bp and 48bp because the polymorphic
.H1 site contains an Alul sile (AGCT) whether it is present (AAGCTT) or absent
(4AGCTC). As seen, some undigested malerial remains especially after digestion of the

101bp fragment amplified from the *H2+l+ genomic template.
Note: A non-specifically amplified product of approximately 64bp is seen. This product

was oflen, but not always seen after amplification using oligonucleotides 1,2.

r*H1r is described in Panel F (see below).

PANEL E: Afler amplification of DNA from genomic templates *H1-/-, *H1+/+ and

'H1+/- using oligonucleotides 3,4 (see Fig.5.10A),2p1 from each reaclion was
removed and amplification continued for a further 18 rounds. The products were
digested with Hindlll. As seen, the intensity of the 149bp fragment from'H1+/+
which fails to digest is not increased, that is, the 149bp, 87bp and 62bp fragments are

at the same relative intensities. Further amplification has not increased the presence

of a product which fails to digest with Hindlll (see Fig.5.10A for comparison).

PANEL F: The 149bp fragments seen in Panel E, which remain after Hindlll digestion,
were eluted from the gel and subjected to another 18 rounds of the polymerase chain
reaction HHtj. The products were digested with the restriction enzymes indicated
(a repeat H1ldlll digestion and an AlUl digestion of this DNA appears in Panel D above

HHtl. An amplification product of approximately 140bp is present in lhe +/+

lane, in addition to a 149bp product. Much more of the supposedly +/+ DNA fails to
digest than previously with both Higdll and Haelll which indicates that something other
than +/+ 149bp target DNA has been amplified.
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destroying an EcoRl recognition sequence (any change in any of 6 base pairs) than

introducing one (a precise change of A+G if the AAATTC site is considered).

3) The problem is ppecific to genomic DNA as template. DNA amplified in the test systems

using conditions identical to genomic amplification always gave the expected products afler

reslriclion enzyme digestion. ln addition, this amplified DNA continued to give the expected

products of digestion when digested in the presence of DNA fragments that had been amplified

from the genome (Fig. 5.13C).

4) Digestion with Haelll of genomic 101bp and 149bp amplification products gave the

expected products, that is,69bp from 101bp (smaller products were nol resolved) and

93bp and 56bp from the 149bp product (Figs 5.9 and 5.10A). Digestion with Haelll of the

241bp amplification product gave the expected products of 98bp, 90bp and 53bp, but in

addition gave a product of 188bp (Fig.5.108). This latter product was visually at lower

concentration than the products expected lrom Haelll digestion.

5) AIul recognizes the internal 4 base pairs of the Hindlll recognition sequence (MGCTT)

and thus should cleave the 101bp DNA surrounding'H2 whelher 'H2+ or'H2-.

However, after incubation with the Alql enzyme some of the 101bp fragment amplified from

'H2-l-,'HZ+l+ and'H2+l- DNA remained undigested (Fi9.5.13D).

6) Another 18 rounds of PCR were performed on the DNA present in 2pl from the 100p1

ampfification reaclion of each of *H1-/-,'H1+/+ and 'H1+/- DNAs. After digestion wilh

Hitrdlll, the resulting fragments were present in the same proportions as seen following

digeslion of the products amplified initially (Fi9.5.13E). ln other words, further

polymerisation had not altered lhe proportion of the product from'H1+/+ DNA that failed

to digest.

7) The 149bp fragments amplified from genomic DNA with the genotypes'H1-/-,

"H'1+/+ and'H1+/-, and which remained afler Hindlll digestion were eluled from a gel

and further amplified. The amplification products were digested with Hiodlll. Most of the

DNA failed to digest, although there was some digestion of the 149bp product from'H1+/+

and'H1+l DNAs into 87bp and 62bp (Fig.5.13F). These results suggest that the original

149bp product from'H1+/+ DNA did contain DNA in which the Hindlll site was absent.

The 149bp fragments from each DNA were now shown lo contain some DNA resistant to

Haelll digestion, with that resistant to Haelll digestion being more marked for the'H1+/+

DNA (Fig. 5.13F). This result also suggests that a sequence of 149bp other than the target

sequence has been amplified. This anomalous sequence has been enriched in lhe undigested

DNA from'H1+/+, enriched proportionally less in the undigested DNA from *H1+/- and

not enriched in undigesled DNA from 'H1-/-.

8) The 241bp fragment amplified from tesl system DNA template, and oligonucleotide 5,

when used separately as probes to genomic DNA show hybridisation throughout the genome.

Such results suggest the presence of highly repetitive DNA in these probes (Fig. 4.19).
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(Paradoxically, nick-translated genomic DNA shows no homology with the 241bp fragment

with washing conditions that allow for 12% mismatch [Fig.4.19]).

9) A search by Dr.D. Saul of all available sequences in the Genebank database revealed

some sequences showing extensive homology with the 241bp fragment. However, in none of

these sequences were the sequences of oligonucleotides 5 and 6 present together with high

homology. Of note is the observation that of the 25 sequences showing mosl homology 5 have

both Haelll sites present in the same relative positions as in the 241bp fragment, while 13

have one Haelll sile present and 12 the other, again in the same relative positions. In

addition, 2 sequences that have both Haelll sites present have an EcoRl site at a position

ctrresponding to the 'E- (AAATTC) site of the 241bp fragment. lt is possible that one or

more of these previously identified sequences which show homology (or other unknowm

sequences) have been amplified by oligonucleotides 5,6 along with the 241bp target

sequence.

5.4.5 Conclusion

Overall, the problem encountered with the apparently anomalous restriction enzyme

digestion of amplified DNA appears to arise from the presence of non{arget sequences of the

same size as the target DNA sequences. The presence of non{arget sequences is less of a

problem in the amplification reactions of the 'H1 and 'H2 regions than for the 'E region.

ln the latter, an "E- condition of the target DNA is impossible to detect, presumably

because of contaminating anonymous DNA of 241bp which contains an EcoRl site and is

cleaved at this site into fragments of 127bp and 114bp. A selection of amplified products

was invesligated at the molecular level for further clarification of the problem.

5.5 SEQUENCE ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTS AMPUFIED ]N THE POLY\4ERASE CHAIN REACTION

5.5.1 'E DNA

To test the possibilities that anomalous restriction enzyme digestion of PCR producls was

due to either amplification of sequences other lhan lhe target sequence or infidelity of

copying by the polymerase, I cloned some lragments after amplification by PCR, sequenced

a number of inserts and compared the sequences obtained.

In the first experimenl genomic DNA from an 'E- homozygous individual, whose 'E- region

had been selected previousty from a library and sequenced (Chapler 4, section 4.3.2) was

subjected to the PCR with oligonucleotides 5,6 and Taq polymerase. The 241bp product was

purified by agarose gel electrophoresis and electroelulion, then ligated to the filled-in
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BamHl termini of the sequencing vector Ml3 mp10. More than 800 white plaques were

screened wilh a radioactively labelled 24'lbp fragment and 7 templates from plaques that

hybridised with lhe probe were purified and sequenced. Only three contained the 241bp

insert DNA. All were in the same orientation. One is identical with the 'E- DNA

previously sequenced. The other two are identical with each other but differ from the first

in that they have an EcoRl site present and 12 other point mutations (Fig.5.14).

fn a similar experiment the 241bp fragment was amplified from lhe DNA of an 'E+

homozygous person and 14 recombinants which showed homology with the probe were

sequenced. Equal numbers were found with the fragment in each orientation, although the

DNA single strands were not perfectly complementary. The sequences of 6 are shown in

Fi9.5.15 where it can be seen that there are many point mutations, 1{ of which are present

in two or more of the fragments. Of note is a point mutation in mp@25 at nucleotide 127

(absence of the expected EcoRl recognition sequence) and a point mutation in mp@24 al

nucleotide 144 (absence of the expected tlaelll recognition sequence).

From neither of these experiments was it possible to distinguish between non-target

sequence or enzyme infidelity for the observed changes. lf the former, the DNAs have a

remarkable degree of similarity. lf the latter, the Taq polymerase appears to be

incorporating errors at a higher frequency than reported previously (overall error

frequency 0.25% [Paabo and Wilson, 1988; Saiki ef a/., 1988] misincorporation rate per

nucfeotide 0.01% [Tindall and Kunkel, 19881, or 0.02/" lSaiki et al., 1988 ]). Thus the

presence of non-target sequence seems the more likely of the two alternatives and is

consistent with the previous conclusion that the 241bp region is not unique in the genome.

Sequencing the amplified 241bp product from tesl system DNA after cloning would have

provided information on Taq polymerase infidelity as this 241bp product represents pure

target sequence. I was not able to clone this DNA despite repeated attempts. lt is not clear

why there was difficulty with these cloning experimenls.

Some of the variability detected in the second experiment could be person specific because

the DNA from this person had not been sequenced previously. In both experiments changes

were detected that would give rise to seemingly anomalous products after digestion with

restriction enzymes. None of the sequences was identical with those from the database

which showed some homology with the 241bp fragment.
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FIGURE 5.14: NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCES OF DNA WHICH WAS CLONED AFTER

AMPUFICATION IN THE POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION USING GENOMIC DNA OF'E./.

GENOryPE AI{D OUGONUCLEOTIDES 5,6

The DNA sequences are shown for 3 fragments (mp619, mp@20 and mp@.21) which

were cloned in mpl0 after amplification in lhe polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using

oligonucleotides 5,6. The original sequence obtained for the *E- region (mpO9) is

included for comparison.

The positions of oligonucleotides 5 and 6 which were used as primers in the PCH are

shown. ECgRI and Haelll restriction enzyme recognition sequences are shown. The

recognition sequences are underlined in the recombinants in which they are present.

An asterisk above the sequence shows the position of a point mutation, lhat is, a base

change between the original sequence and that obtained atter amplification.



vector I oligonucleotide 5-----
mpo 9 ATC 6T6CCTCAGC CTCCT6A6TA GTACC60CTA TA6GCACAA6 CCACCACoCT C6T6TCArrr

mpt 19

mpt20

mpt2 t

AIC

ATC

ATC

GTGCCTCAGC CTCCT6A6TA GTA66C6CTA TAGGCACAAo CCACCACGCT CGTGTCATTT
T; t T I

GTGCCTCAGC CTCCTGAGTA 6IA66GACIA TA66TACACG CCACCACGCT CoTCTCAM
TT I I T

6T6CCTCA6C CTCCToAOIA OTAGGCAoIA TACOTACACo CCACCACGCT COICTCAITT

Haelll EcoRl

TTTOCATTTT CA6TA6A6A6 AO66TTTCAC CAAOAT9CCLA66CT66TCT TAAATTCCTG

TTToCATTTT CA6TA6A6A6 A006TITCAC CAA6ATC6CC A66CT6GTCT TAAATTCCTG

.*t
TTTGCATTTT CA6TA6A6AC A66GTTTCAC CAAGATEEEE A66CT66TCT TEAATTCCTG

TTTGCATTTT CACTA 6A6A; A GGGTTTCAC CAA6A TEECq AG6CTG6TCT TLANSCTO

ACCTCA66T6 ATCCGCCCAC CTC66TCTTC CAA6AC6CT6 C6ATTACA6G C6TCA6TCAC

ACCTCAGGTG ATCCGCCCAC CTC66TCTTC CAAGACGCTG C6ATTACA66 CCTCACTCAC
tl

ACCTCAO6T6 ATCCOCCCAC CTCGGTCTTC CAAGAC6CT6 C6ATTACA66 C6T6A6 CAC
l*

ACCTCAoGTG ATCCGCCCAC CTCGGTCTTC CAAGAC6CT6 COATTACAOG C6T6A6 CAC

Haelll oligonucleotide 6-.-------
COCACTEgEE AoTAGTGCCT GCCTTTTGAA 66CT6AATA6 ICTTCCATTG TAT6

CoCACTCEEE-AoTAGTCCCT GCCTTTIOAA OOCTGAATAG TCTTCCATTO TATCAA66AA C

T*IT

cAcAcc66cc A6AAGT6CCT GCCTTTTGAA 0GIE6AATA6 TCTTCCATTG TAT0A406A4 C

ttir

cAcAccc6cc A6AA0T0CCT 0CCTTTT6AA 0CCq6AATA6 TCTTCCATTo TAT0AA6GAA C

Haelll

mm9

mpt t9

mpt20

mpf2 |

mil9

mpl l9

mpt20

mpt2l

mpt 9

mpt l9

mpt20

m9t2l



FIGURE 5.15: NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCES OF DNA WHICH WAS CLONED AFTER PCR

AMPLIFICATION, USING GENOMIC DNA OF 'E+/+ GENOTYPE AS TEMPT-ATE AND

OUGONUCLEOT1DES 5,6

The DNA sequences are shown for fragments which were cloned into mp10 after

amplification in the polymerase chain reaction (PCB) using oligonucleotides 5,6. The

original sequence obtained for the 'E region (mpO9) is included for comparison.The

positions of the oligonucleotide primers 5 and 6 are shown, as are the restriction

enzyme recognilion sequences for EcoRl and Haelll. These restriction enzyme

recognition sequences are underlined in the recombinants in which they are present.

An asterisk above the sequence shows the position of a point mutation, that is, a base

change belween the original sequence and that obtained after amplification.

A] DNA sequences obtained in the direction oligonucleotide 5 to 6

Bl DNA sequences obtained in the direction oligonucleotide 6 to 5

A]

vector I ollgonucleotide 5!---
mpt 9 ATC CTGCCTCAGC CTCCTG GGCTA TAGGCACAAG CCACCACGCT CGTGTCATTT

II

mpt22 ATC GTOCCTCAGC CTCCTGAGTA GTAGOGAGTA TAGGTACACG CCACCACOCT CGTCTCATTT
xxtr(

mpt I 0 ATC GTOCCTCAOC CTCCTGAOTA 6TA66GACTA TA66CACACG C-ACCAC0CT CGTCTCATTT

lr(

Haelll fcoQl
TTTGCATTTT CA6TA6A6AG A666TTTCAC CAACATOGCC A66CT66TCT TAAATTCCTG

I}

TTTGCATTTT CA6TA6AGAC A6C6TTTCAC CAA6AIE9EEACGCT6GICT TCAATTCCTG
I**

TTTGCATTTT GAGTAGAGAC AGGGTTTCAC CAA6ATG6CC A6GCT66TCT TGAATTCCTG

ACCTCAG6T6 ATCCGCCCAC CTCGGTCTTC CAA6AC6CT6 C6ATTACA66 C6TCA6TCAC
r tr

ACCTCA66T6 ATCCGCCCAC CTC66TCTTC CAAOAC6CT6 CGATTACAGG C6T6A_CAC
tr*tt

ACCTCA66TG ATCCGrcCAC CTC66T6TTC CAA6AC6CT6 CTATTACAGG CGTGAGCCAC

Haelll oligonucleotide 6----
C6CACT66CC A6TA6TGCCT 6CCTTTT6AA 66CT6AATA6 TCTICCATTC TA

CACACCGGCC AGAAGTGCCT GCCITTTCAA OOCIOINMO ICTTCCATTO TAT6AA6OAA C

*.lltt

TGCACC66CC A6AAGT6TCT GCCTTTTCAA 66CT6AATA6 TCTTCCATTG TAT6AA6CAAC

mpf 9

mpt22

mp1l0

mpt 9

mpt22

mpt l0

mpt 9

net22

mpt l0



B]

oligonucleotide 6- Hnlll
mpt 6 ATc GTTCCTTCAT ACAATGGAAG ACTATTCAGC CTTCAAAAGG CAGCCACTAC T€9IEAGTGC

mpr r | -TTCCTTCAT ACAAT66AA6 ACTATTCAOC CrriAnlniO CeOOCe.* ,gEeE uru,

mpf23 GTTCCTTCAIACAAT60AAOACTATTCAGCCTTCAAAAOGCA66CACTACT$$19,45166

mpt24 GTTCCTTCATACAAT66AAGACTATTCAGCcTTcAAAAGcCA66CACTACTEGCCAGTGC

mpt25 GTTCCTTCATACAATGGAAG ACTATTCAGC CTTCAAAAGG CA66CACTAC TGGCCAGTGC

mpt 6

mpll I

mpt23

mpp24

mpt25

mpt 6

mpt'l I

mpt23

npt24

mpt25

mpt 6

mptll

mpt23

mWZ4

mpt25

G6T6ACI*6AC 
*GCCTGTAATC 

6CA6C6TCTT 66AA6ACCGA 6GT666C66A TCACCT6AG6

6GT6GCTCAC {CTGTAATC 6CA6CGTCTT G6AA6ACC6A 66T66GC66A TCACCTGAGG

6GT6ACT6AC GCCTGTAATC 6CA6C6TCTT 66AA6ACC6A G6T6G6CG6A TCACCTGACG

GGT6ACT6AC GCCTGTAATC 6CA6CGTCTT 6GAA6ACC6A GCT6G6C66A TCACCTGA66

GGTGACTGAC GCCTGTAATC 6CA6CGTCTT 66AAGACC6A 66TGGGC6GA TCACCTGA66

tr,aRl Haelll
TCAGAAATTC AAGACCAOCC TGGCCATCTT 66T6AAACCC TCTCTCTACT GAAAATGCAA

Ii

TCA66AATTC AA6ACCA6CC TGQEC'ATCTT 0CT6AAACCC TGTCTCTACT CAAAATGCAA
t

TCACoAATTC AAGACCAGCC TCACEATCTT 60T0AA0CCC TCTCTCTACT GAAAAToCAA
*tl

TCAoGAATTC AA6ACCA6CC T66TCAT6TT GGIGAAACCC TGTCTCTACT 6AAAAT6CAA
*

TCA66AGTTC AA6ACCA6CC TOCCSATCTT 66TGAAACCC TCTCTCTACT GAAAATGCAA

ollgonucleolide 5--._.--
AAAAToACAC GA6C6TO6T6 6CTT6TOCCT ATAGCCCCTA CTACTCAGOA 6GCT6A66CA C

IIT

AAAATGAGAC GAGC6T6GT6 6C6TGT6CCT ATAGTCCCTA CTACTCAGGA GGCTGAGGCA C

Iltt

AAAATGAGAC 6ATC6TG6T6 GC6T6T6CCT ATAGTCCCTA CTACICA66A 66CT6A66CA C

I

AAAATGAGAC 6A6C6TG6T6 GCTTGTGCCT ATAGCCCCTA CTACTCAGGA GGCTGA66CA C

AAAATGACAC GAOCGTGOTo GCTToTOCCT ATAGCCCCTA CTACTCA66A 6OCT6A66CA C



5.5.2 'H1 DNA

The first aim of the- following experiments was to clone DNA that had been amplified from

genomic DNA of 'H1+/+ genotype and find the sequence of the fragment that fails to digest

after incubation with the restriction enzyme Hiodlll. I also wanted to clone DNA that had

been amplified from genomic DNA of the *H1-/- genotype and investigate the recombinanls

for the absence or presence of a Hindlll site.

First, DNA amplified from genomic DNA of 'Hl+/+ genotype using oligonucleolides 3,4 was

cloned as previously described for the 'E region and the inserts sequenced from 15

recombinants. Five sequences are presented in Fi9.5.16. Four of the sequences are

identical with each other and the DNA originally sequenced from the'H1+ region (mpOs

26,27,28,29). Another recombinant (mpo34) has oligonucleotide 3,4 sequences present

but anonymous DNA between the oligonucleotide sequences, wilh a total fragment length of

119bp, that is, 30bp shorter lhan the 149bp fragment. Two recombinants contained

oligonucleotides 3 and 4 sequences, but separated by only 13bp and 16bp of anonymous DNA

(not shown).

Secondly, DNA from lhe person with the'H1+/+ genotype was again used as template in the

PCR with oligonucleotides 3,4. However, after digestion with Hitrdlll, DNA of 149bp which

remained undigested was eluted from a polyacrylamide gel, further amplified and then

cloned as described above. Six recombinants had the oligonucleotide 4 sequence closesl to the

universal primer site in the M13 vector. Two of these had sequences identical wilh the

'H1+ DNA originally sequenced (Fig.5.16, mpO30 and mpO31). One recombinant gave

poor quality sequence information but had the 'Hl DNA present (not shown). One

recombinant had anonymous DNA between the oligonucleotide sequences lo give a total

fragment length of 115bp, that is,34bp shorter than the 149bp fragment (Fi9.5.16'

mp@321. Another recombinant had sequences of oligonucleotides 3 and 4 present but

separated by only two bases. Yet another contained oligonucleotide 4 sequence followed by

anonymous DNA, with no oligonucleotide 3 sequence present. Two recombinants with insert

DNA in the opposite orientation contained the oligonucleotide sequences separated by a few

bases of anonymous DNA. These latter four sequences are not shown.

None of the recombinants sequenced in the two experiments just described represents the

149bp fragment from 'Hl+/+ DNA that fails lo digest with Hi1dlll and Haelll. This DNA

was expected to be highty represented amonst the recombinanls obtained in the second

experiment.
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FIGURE 5.16: NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCES OF DM CLONED AFTER AI\4PLIFICATION lN THE

POLYI,IERASE CHAN REACTION USING GENOMIC TEMPIATE AND OUGONUCLEOTIDES 3,4

The original sequence obtained for the 'H1+ region is shown, either mp@1 or mpOS as

appropriate (also see section 4.2.4).

The phage mp6 26127128129134 were obtained after cloning DNA amplified from

genomic DNA of 'Hl+/+ genotype using oligonucleotides 3,4.

The phage mp@,30131132 were obtained by cloning DNA which was amplified from a

149bp fragment that remained undigested after incubation with the restriction enzyme

Hindlll. The DNA was amplified originally from genomic template of *Hl+/+ genotype.

The phage mpO33 was obtained after cloning DNA amplified from genomic DNA of
*H1-l- genotype using oligonucleotides 3,4.

The positions of the oligonucleotide sequences are shown as are sites for the restriction

enzymes Hitrdlll 6nf, fisslll.



oli gonucleoLlde 3---_--
mpe I ATC GAATTCAACA CATTCAATCC ATAACAATTA

npf26/27/
26/29 OAATTCAACA CATTCAATCC ATAACAATTA

mpg34 oAATTCAACA CATTCAATCC ATAACAA;;;

Hthdlll
mpo I TGAAATCCTA iEEt[CccAA
mo&61271
28t2e l.lllt..:l+_t*Ir#.ll
mpo34 CG66CNTT66 TCATATCCTG

mps I 6A0CCCAGAG AAACCTT666
mpo26/27/
28t29 6A6CCCA6A6 AAACCTT060

mpg54

. 
CA6AGAATT6 A6AA6AAAAG

CAGAGAATTG A6AA6AAAA6
rlrtttt I tlrlltrr

TCCCCTMC ATCTTTTCTG

Haelll

ccATcT0A6c AGACCCCTCT Tg$CcAATGO

ccATcrGAGC AoACCCCTCT TqGCCAATCG
rr rrrttt ttrlt *t rtttir

GAANAAATTA TCC6ACN6AT 6AAA6T

of igonucleotlde 4--'--
AGATGAOTTC CCACCCACAG CA6GACAG6

A6AT6A6TTC CCACCCACAO CAGOACAOG

6TTC CCACCCACAG CA66ACA66

ollgonucleotide 4
mpo 3 ATc CCTGTCCTGC TGTG66TGGG AACTCATCTC

mps30 ATC CCTGTCCTGC TGT660TGOG AACTCATCTC

mpo3l ATC CCTGTCCTGC TGTGGGTCGG AACTCATCTC

mpo32 ATC CCTGTCCTGC TGT666TOGG AACT;;;;
r+

mpE33 ATC CCTGTCCTOC TGT666T666 A{TCATCTC

CCAAG6TTTC

CCAAGGTTTC

CCAA66TTTC
trltit**tr

TTTCTCACCT

l
CNAA66TTTC

Hndlll
TC66446CTT

TO66AA6CTT

TO66AACICTT
TT{t TT

TCAT6ACA
t

T6GGA66CTT

TCTGGGGTCC

TCT666GTCC

TCTOGO6TCC
* T I*II

ACTTGATCTC
It

TCTAOG6TCC

AG6ATTTCAC

A6OATTTCAC

A6CATTTCAC

I

C66ATTTCAC

mpe 3

mpo30

mps5l

mpg32

mpe35

mps 3

mps30

mpo5l

mps32

mps53

TTTTCTTCTC

TTTTCTTCTC

TTTTCTTCTC

.TTTTCTTCTC

AATTCTCTGT

AATTCTCTGT

AATTCTCTOT

Haelll
CATT66CCAA 6A6G6GTCTG CTCAGATGGT

CATTGGCCAA 6AGOGGTCT6 CTCACAT66T

CATT€gCCAA GA6O6GTCT6 CTCAOATOGT
rllllt* tt *lrrlt t rtttr rt

AGAAACTCTT TTTCT6TAT6 ToTCTATCTT
I

CATT66CCAA 6A6G66TCT6 CICO6ATG6T

oligonucleotids 3-----_--_--
AATTGTTATG 6ATT6AAT6T GTT6AATT6

AATTGTTATG 6ATT6AATCI CTTC;

AATT6TTAT6 6ATTOAAT6T 6TT6AATTG

TT6TTAT6 6ATT6AAT6T GTTGAATTC

AATTGTTATG GATTGAATGT 6TTGAATT6AATTCTCTGT



Thirdly, DNA from a person with the 'H1-l- genotype was used as template in the PCR

with oligonucleotides 3,4. The amplified DNA was ligated wiih mpl0 and recombinant

phage screened as described above. Only two recombinanF were detected. Both had inserl

DNA in the same orienlation, with the oligonucleotide 4 sequence closest to the universal

primer site in the Ml3 vector. Both were shown to have the Hindlll site absent and both had

point mutations as compared with the original sequence from the region. The sequence of

one (mpO33) is shown in Fig. 5.16.

In none of these experiments were lhe sequences amplified from the person whose DNA was

used for the conslruction of library 1 and sequenced previously. Hence the sequences are nol

directly comparable with the original. However, the results show that some recombinanls

have identical sequence with that previously sequenced and thus differences seen in other

recombinants are not person specific. Attempls to clone and sequence DNA amplified from

the 'H1 region of the person whose DNA was used for the conslruction of library 1 were

unsuccessful.

Overalt, lhe results from these sequencing experiments support the previous conclusion

that non-target sequences have been amplified along with target sequences. The results do

nol rule out enzyme infidelity as an addilional problem. However some of the non-target

DNA amplified using oligonucleotides 3,4 has very different sequence from the target

sequence, apart from the regions homologous with the oligonucleotides, and hence has not

arisen by loss of fidelity of the polymerase. Two of lhese fragments which were sequenced

(one of 119bp [mp@34] and one of 115bp [mpO32]) were not seen on a polyacrylamide gel

in which amplified products were electrophoresed. Hence, they are presumed to be minor

components of the total amplification mix. An allernative explanalion is that lhese

sequences are artefacts from the cloning and arose subsequent lo the amplificalion

experiment.

5.6 DISCUSSION

In this chapter attempts to use the PCR as a possible alternative method for the detection of

RFLPs in three genomic regions ('H1, 'H2 and 'E) have been described . Amplification of

the 101bp fragment encompassing 'H2 was achieved with the Klenow fragment of E. coli

DNA polymerase l. However, lhe presence of non-specifically amplified DNA prevented

subsequent restriction enzyme analysis of the fragment by the direcl visualisation of the

digestion products. The use of the thermophilic enzyme IA.q polymerase for the

polymerisation improved the specificity of the amplification. Both 101bp (-H2) and

149bp ('Hl) products were amplified separately using genomic DNA templates wilh the
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genotypes *Hz-l-, 'HZ+l+, 'HZ+l- and 'H1-/-, 'H1+/+, 'H1+/-. The conlinual

faif ure of the 'H2+l+ and 'H1+/+ DNAs to digest completely created problems in

distinguishing belween 'H+/+ and 'H+/- genotypes. For the routine investigation of these

regions a comparison with amplified control DNA of known genotype would be necessary.

The problem may be technical rather than scientific and hence it may be

ion of the reaction conditions. Alternatively, the use of other oligon
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION



6.1 FAMILIAL STUDIES FOR HD STATUS

New Zealand families with a history of Huntington disease (HD) have been investigated for

the segregation of the HD locus with the DNA marker G8 (D4S10). The results are

consistent with linkage of lhe two loci and in agreement wilh the results obtained from a

worldwide collaborative effort aimed at establishing the existence of a single locus for HD,

and hence, genetic homogeneity for the disease. Taken by lhemselves, the results from the

New Zealand families do not provide strong evidence for a linkage relationship between G8

and the HD locus. There are too few lamilies in which a large numbers of family members

have been tested. Also, the analyses to date have concentrated on the use of relatively few of

the RFLPs now described for the G8 region, with most of the work centered on an

investigation of the RFLPs first described which resull from the presence or absence of the

three polymorphic sites 'H1, tH2 and 'E. However, when combined with the information

from more extensive studies of overseas families with HD, it is clear that the G8 marker

could be used now for predictive testing in some of the New Zealanders 'at risk" for having

inherited the HD locus, and it could be of use for prenatal diagnosis, particularly, for

exclusion testing. Presymptomatic and prenatal diagnoses have begun overseas and reports

of some diagnoses have appeared in the literature (Quarrell et al., 1987; Hayden et al.,

1987a,Meissen et al., 1988).

ldeally, linkage of the marker and HD should be established in each family before predictive

testing, bui linkage analysis involves a considerable amounl of work as large numbers of

people must be analysed for RFLPs using methods which are labour intensive and slow.

Smaller family units can be tested without first establishing linkage, but any prediction

must lake account of the possibility that lhe marker and HD are not linked. Haines et a/.

(1987) estimate that the possibility of a second rare locus could account for about 7o/" ot

families with HD.

A directed approach is required for predictive testing whereby a family is firsl assessed for

the available members, that is, those living who consent to the test. Whether or not testing

would be worthwhile could be established from these people and the knowledge of their

relationships to each other. lf testing was considered worthwhile, the selected people should

be lested with the markers known to have been the most informative in other families.

From these initial studies one could establish which markers are of use for the particular

family, whether or nol further markers should be investigated, and whether or not any

additional consenting people should be tested.
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As discussed in Chapter 1, progress with a walk towards the HD locus has been slow, with

only recent reports of the isolation of more closely linked DNA fragments. ldentification of

the HD locus and the mutation(s) involved would eliminate the present need for family

studies to infer the presence of the locus. However, until the HD locus is identified family

studies will continue to be necessary.

6.2 PCB-AIDED RFLP ANALYSIS IN HD

Obviously, rapid and simple methods for RFLP analysis are advantageous and will become

essential as lhe demand for testing increases. Thus, the immediate development of efficient

screening procedures for RFLPs is of considerable importance. Already PCR-aided RFLP

analysis, whereby products are viewed directly after amplification and restriction enzyme

digestion, has been reporled for several genetic diseases, namely sickle cell anaemia

(Chehab et al., 1987), haemophilia (Kogan et al., 1987) and cystic fibrosis (Williams el

a/., 1988; Feldman et a1.,1988). The latter of these examples involves analysis of RFLPs

in amplified, anonymous DNA fragments. Each report has stressed the advantages of the

method over crnventional RFLP analysis.

6.2.1 Polymorphic sites 'Hl, tH2 and 'E

ln this thesis, POR-aided RFLP analysis was invesligated as an alternative method to

blotting and hybridisalion studies for the detection of RFLPs linked to HD. Three

polymorphic siles which give rise to RFLPs were studied at the molecular level to establish

whether or not the polymorphic regions were suitable for amplification using the PCR and

if suitable, to provide the sequence information necessary for implementing the PCB. Each

of the polymorphic sites, 'H'1, *H2 and 'E, was found to result from a point mutation

within the recognition sequence of the restriction enzyme Higdlll or EcoRl. Overall, the

sequences in these regions were highly conserved between individuals, in theory making the

regions suitable as targets for amplification using the PCR.

ln practice, amplification of DNA other lhan the target sequence, but of the same size as the

target sequence, proved to be a problem, especially for the 'E region, and prevented its

analysis by this method. Superficial examination suggested that only the target sequence

was amplified bul more detailed investigation showed that other sequences were amplified

loo. The non-target DNA had very similar sequence to the target DNA and thus it will be

difficult to prevent its amplification in this system. Others have experienced the

amplification of non-target sequences. Gu et al. (1988) overcame the problem with a
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pre-amplification digestion of the templale DNA. This digestion prevenled the amplification

of the only non-target sequence. However, their simple strategy would not be effective for

specific amplification of the 'E region.

It is unlikely that alternative oligonucleotides within the sequenced region about 'E (the

266bp Xfsrnot -Pstl fragment) will be any better at giving absolute specificity than those

chosen atready simply because this region exists elsewhere in the genome with very similar

sequence. Furlhermore, DNA extending beyond the 266bp 'E region sequenced contains

highly repetitive elemenls. The only solution for the specific amplification of this region

may be in its amplification on a much larger fragment that is bounded by unique sequence

DNA to which oligonucleotides can be targeted. This approach is feasible as Taq polymerase

has been used for the amplification of DNA fragments of over 3 Kb in length (Oste, 1988).

Apart from amplification of DNA similar to the target sequence, amplification of fragments

of other sizes was observed with the use of Biores and Cetus DNA Tig polymerases. Thus,

lhe non-specific amplification initially encountered using the Klenow fragment continues to

be a problem even with the higher specificity afforded by the use of Taq polymerase for

polymerisation in the PCR.

Non-specific amplification will be overcome with lhe use of oligonucleotide primers that

bind with absolute specificity to the target sequence. In lheory, the oligonucleotides

designed already should provide specificity. Basically, the length of any oligonucleotide

determines its specificity, and for the human genome, a minimum of 17 bases in length

should ensure unique binding. However, if repeat sequences are present the length cannot

confer specificity. lt is clear that the oligonucleotides which will provide absolule

specificity must be found empirically and the synlhesis of many different oligonucleotides

may be necessary before suitable sequences are discovered. Other factors that may have to

be taken into account are annealing and polymerisation temperatures which will need lo be

optimised. A strategy which may help lo eliminate non-specific amplification is lhat used

by Mullis ef a/. (1986). They used a nested set of primers to obtain greater specificity of

amplification when using Klenow fragment in the PCR. This stategy would not prevent the

amplification of a very similar sequence to the target sequence.

At present, non-specific amplification prevents the combined amplification of the lhree

target sequences surrounding 'H1, *H2 and 'E. Combined analyses should be possible if

absolule specificity of amplification can be achieved in the individual reaclions, The three

regions were successfully amplified in the one reaclion using test system DNAs and gave the

expected products after restriction enzyme digestion (Fig.S.11A).
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Another important consideration for the PCR is that of Tgg polymerase fidelity' The enzyme

is reported to misincorporate bases more frequently than does E colt DNA polymerase or T4

DNA polymerase (Saiki et al., 1988; Tindall et al., 19SB). A misincorporation which

alters the polymorphic restriction enzyme site to be subsequently analysed, would have

serious consequences. Thus any PCR should be done routinely in duplicate and any

discrepancies between duplicates investigated further.

6.2.2 Other PolYmorPhic Sites

RFLps from the G8 region, especially those which result from the presence or absence of

'Hl, .H2 and 'E, remain useful markers for HD despite the isolation of DNA which detects

RFLps closer to the HD locus. However, with the analysis of just "H1, *H2 and tE, at least

20% of those invesfigated will be excluded from presymptomatic diagnosis because of

insufficient heterozygosity. Thus, other polymorphic sites within the G8 region are worth

investigation at the molecular level to'assess their suitability for P0R-aided RFLP analysis,

with the aim of establishing the use of the PCR as the only method required for

investigation of RFLPs in the region.

Two unreported sifes within the sequenced regions are amenable to analysis using the PCR

for their amplification. The frequencies of the Haelll site (in 'H2 DNA) and the Mael site

(in 'Hl DNA) were not determined. These sites will increase heterozygosity in the region

and thus provide useful additional markers for HD if they are polymorphic (exist at a

frequency of greater than 1% in the general population).

Further, the regions D4S43 and D4S95 should be investigated for their suitability for

analysis using the PCR. Both D4S43 and D4S95 are reported to be highly polmorphic on

the basis of the presence of a tandemly repeated sequence lherefore some caution would need

to be exercised in their amplification using the PCR. Oligonucleotides that flank the repeats

would need to be chosen.

6.2.3 Advantages Over Conventional RFLP Analysis

Apart from providing resulls more efficiently, POR-aided DNA analyses offer another

major advantage over conventional analyses, the ability to obtain results from low yield

poor quality DNA. In this thesis both degraded DNA and crude DNA were shown to be suitable

templates in the PCR (Fig.5.12). Lyonnet et al. (1988) have used DNA extracted from the

dried blood spots on Gufhrie cards as template in the PCR and were able to detect a point

mutation associated wifh phenylketonuria. Also, alternative sources of DNA may be used,
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such as hair roots or tissue. Hair would be easier to transport than blood and possibly

easier to obtain. lt is an acceptable alternative for those people who will not provide blood

for personal reasons. Recently, Lench et al. (1988) have shown that cells obtained from

mouth wash are present in sufficient quantity for the extraclion of enough DNA for use as

template in the PCR. They were able to amplify sequences linked with cystic fibrosis and

identify RFLPS.

Retrospective studies of individuals may be possible using the PCR and may allow for

results to be obtained trom deceased people, providing tissue is still available. Presently,

the unavailability of resulls from key individuals in HD families can prevent diagnosis for

others. I have shown that DNA extracted from formalin-fixed lissue is a suitable substrate

in the PCR as have others (Shibata et a1.,1988; lmprain et al. 19871

The PCR method will, without doubt, become more widespread. Two Canadian groups and one

Auslralian group, at present providing presymptomatic diagnosis for HD, have expressed

interest in using the POR-aided RFLP analysis and have requested my sequence information

from the *H1,'H2 and *E regions (Dr Bridge, Dr Hayden and Dr Turner, personal

communications).

6.3 PCR AND DNA "FINGERPRINTING"

Development of the PGR for DNA "fingerprinling" would provide a rapid and sensitive

method for checking the relationships of people being investigated for RFLPs prior to

presymptomatic diagnosis by linkage analysis. As discussed in Chapter 3, serious mistakes

could result using linkage analysis with DNA markers to follow disease loci, if the

relationships of the people included in the tesl are incorrectly assigned. Even after genelic

counselling, people presenting for testing do not necessarily divulge correct information if

they fail to appreciate its importance. While some incorrectly assigned relationships may

be delected from inconsistency found with lhe RFLPs investigaled for the linkage analysis,

others could go undetected. DNA "fingerprinting" should be used routinely to establish

correct family relationships but the presenl procedure which involves blotting and probing

is slow and labour intensive.

In theory, DNA -fingerprinls' are obtainable using the PCR and gel electrophoresis for the

analysis of products either undigested or digested by restriction enzymes. This could be

done in lwo ways: first, combined amplification of several unique but polymorphic regions

or secondly, amplification of a polymorphic repetitive DNA sequence. For lhe latler,

comparison of the amplified products may provide individuality, with further analysis
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following restriction enzyme digestion providing increased complexity, if needed. The DNA

amplified from the genome by oligonucleotides 5,6 {Chapter 5) could possibly be used in

lhis manner. Size polymorphism is detected in the amplification products when lhe Taq

polymerase supplied by Biores or Cetus are used in the PCR. Differences between lhe

number and sizes of fragments amplified from different individuals was observed.

However, whether or not results are reproducible for any one person has not been tested.

The marked difference between products amplified with New England Biolabs or Biores Taq

polymerases suggests that enzyme concentration and DNA template concentration would need

to be stringently conlrolled, as well as reaction conditions, in order to achieve

reproducibility. Such rigid control is possible, especially with an aulomaled system.

Efforts to develop the PCR for DNA "fingerprinting' would be worthwhile both for medicine

and forensic science.

6.4 HIGH EFFICIENCYCLONING AND SCREENING

D0ring work for this thesis, the PCR was used to obtain DNA for sequencing from a person

with the 'E+/+ genotype. The alternative for obtaining the sequence information would

have been the construction of a fourth library from DNA of a person with the 'E+/+

genotype which had been cleaved with an enzyme, such as BamHl or Pgll, to provide 'E+

within a fragment. Amplified DNA was cloned and sequenced. Direct sequencing of the

amplified DNA was nol possible because of a heterogeneous population of DNA fragments.

Amplification of DNA prior to cloning and sequencing has been used by others to enrich lor

the fragment required (Scharf et al., 1986; Levinson et al., 1987; Veres et al., 1987).

With this method the number of clones that must be screened lo obtain the required

fragment is considerably reduced from that needed to obtain lhe fragment from a library.

The PCR could be used for increased sensitivity and specificity in screening libraries for a

gene from which the protein has been purified. The use of an oligonucleotide designed from

lhe prolein sequence, while often sueressful in identifying the correct clone, can suffer

from problems with specificity. Now it is possible to amplify a region of the genome of the

organism from which the library was constructed and use the amplified DNA as a probe.

Alternatively, with knowledge of C-terminal and N-terminal protein sequence, the entire

gene could be amplified and cloned thus avoiding library construction. This is a possible

approach for cloning the Iaq polymerase gene.
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6.5 SUMMARY

In this work I havs investigated New Zealand families for RFLPs linked with the HD locus

and shown that predictive testing and exclusion testing for HD will be possible in some of

these families. My molecular analysis of lhree sites which produce RFLP has shown

sequence conservation between individuals in each of these regions. Problems were

encountered with my attempts to analyse each of these regions by restriction enzyme

digestion subsequent to their amplification in the PCR. The genotypes could not be

delermined unambiguously because of the presence of non-specifically amplified

contaminating fragments. When these problems are resolved, the POR-aided RFLP analysis

of these polymorphic regions linked with the HD locus will provide advantages over

conventional analysis especially with speed and the potential for relrospective studies.

$
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APPENDIX I

A LIST OF GENOTYPE RESULTS OABLE I 1)

FREQUENCIES FOR G8 RFLPS ITABLE | 2)

HETEROa/GOS|rY OF G8 RFLPS OABLE I 3)



TABLE I 1: A LIST OF THE GENOTYPE RESULTS FROM INDIVIDUALS TESTED WITH

PROBES FOR RFLPS RESULTING FROM 'H112, 'E, *P AND OTHER SITES

Explanatory notes:

H D - an asterisk in this column indicates that the individual is affected with

Huntington disease.

S P - an asterisk in this column indicates that the individual is a spouse of a
Huntington disease family member.

Fr - asterisks in this column indicate thal the results were used for site frequenby

cafculations. The three columns refer respectively to the 'H112,'E and *P siles..

r - results which were obtained by deduction from the results of other family

members.

x - the result was chosen from the AD/BC genotype by reference to other family

members.

Individual numbers are lhose which appear on the family tree diagrams presented in

Chapter 3.

Family 2 is not discussed in Chapter 3 because the HD diagnosis for this family is in

question now. However, this family is included in the LOD score calculations shown

in Table 3.3.
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APPENDIX II

RESTRICTION ENZYME MAPS OF l, EMBti AND x gt10 (FIGURE ll 1)



FIGUHE 1l tr : MAFS' OF I,EMBUI,,AND l SlO

Reslrietion cnzyme maps of 1 EMBL$ andl gl10 are Ehown and incfude onl,y the

,regtricilsn.onzyrne sites relevanl tp the worlt repgrted in Chapler ,t ,of th'is thesis.

The maps hare been drmm to gcale with l,mrn equal to s0 haso pairs.

RsJe-renoes:

LEMBL3 Frischauf et at, (lgtrtl

r gflo tluynh et ar. (1985)
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APPENDIX III

THE USE IN THIS THESIS OF DNA'FINGERPRINTING"

Family studies are required when the inheritance of genetic disease must be diagnosed using

a linked marker for the disease locus. lt is essential that the relationships of all the

individuals included in the analysis are known without doubt. There are obvious advantages

in being able to use the DNA extracted for the diagnostic test to also establish that

relationships are as stated. DNA "f ingerprinting" provides a method for

paternity/maternity testing and individual identification.

DNA "fingerprinling" was used in this thesis to determine whether or not:

- cultured cells were of foetal or malernal origin.

- relationships of individuals within families were as slaled, when genotype inconsistencies

arose using unique sequence probes.

Results of each of these analyses will be discussed.

DNA "fingerprinting'was done by hybridising Haglll-digested genomic DNA, which had been

size separated and lransferred lo membrane, with a 2.3Kb Xmnl fragment from lhe phage

M13 genome. This fragment contains sequences homologous with mammalian DNA repeat

sequences. The use of M13 to detect individually specific repeat sequences from the human

genome was first described by Vassart et al. (1987). The conditions used for hybridisation

of genomic DNA with M13 are described in section 2.17.5 and are not lhose described by

Vassart et al. (19871.

A problem arose during the prenatal diagnosis of cystic fibrosis (CF) for Family I

(Appendix V). The first result obtained from foetal DNA was the same as that for the

mother. Since DNA was exlracted from cultured cells I wished to establish that the cells

were in fact foetal and not maternal. A karyotype analysis was not helpful because lhe cells

had two X chromosomes. Clear differences between the two DNAs were delected using DNA

"fingerprinting'(Fig. llllA). Thus, lwas able to conclude that the cells were of foetal

origin. Further confirmation of this resutt was provided by subsequent analysis of other

RFLPs linked with the CF locus. Different polymorphic forms were present in the maternal

DNA and the DNA from the cultured cells.



Figure lll 1 RADIOAUTOGRAPHS FROM DNA "FINGERPRINTING" STUDIES

The provided family relationships are shown above each radioautograph.

l. DNA was digested with Hlndlll and end-labelled to provide standard markers (std) unless

stated othenrvise.

Panel A: All members of Family I (Appendix V) were investigated using DNA

"fingerprinting". Clear differences in the RFLPs of lane 2 (DNA from cultured cells) and

lane 3 (maternal DNA) prove that cultured cells were not of malernal origin. Lane 5 is a

repeat of lane 1, that is, paternal DNA.

Panel B: DNA "fingerprints'of all available members from Family 10 (Chapter 3,

Fis.3.6).

RFLPs present in one or more offspring, but not present in the mother are indicated by a

black dot to the left of the radioautograph. The common presence of some of these paternal

bands in the offspring, indicates that lhe offspring have lhe same father. Lane 5 contains

DNA from an unrelaled person.

Panel C: DNA "fingerprints" of all available members from Family 7.

The paucity of bands that have homology with lhe probe in each person prevents deductions

as to the relationships of these people. Lane 5 c.ontains DNA from an unrelated person.

Note: Lane 3 is contaminated with bacterial plasmid / phage DNA. This genomic DNA was

prepared at a time when contaminalion of genomic DNA preparations wilh plasmids / phage

was a problem. The problem has since been eliminated with the use of centrifuge tubes

exclusively for human genomic DNA extraction.

Panel D: DNA "fingerprints'from Family lll (Appendix V) members.

Lane 6 - std DNA: BRL 1Kb ladder, end-labelled with 32p

Panel E: DNA "fingerprinting* from a lamily in which a crossover is suspected in the

region of the GB marker locus (Chapter 3, Fi9.3.14).

Lane 1- unrelated individual

The original radioautographs should be viewed over a light box lor the best resolution of

bands. Some bands are not resolved in this reproduction and so a transparency is included

which gives my interpretation. The coding is as follows: blue= paternal bands;

red=maternal bands; gr€€lt=p?lernal/maternal bands; black=neither parent.
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In Family 10 (Chapter 3, Fig.3.6) a crossover was suspected to have occurred between GB

and the HD locus. ln Family 7, a crossover was possible although the individual concerned

is still at risk for developing HD. ln both of these families, DNA was available from one

parent only. Nevertheless, attempts were made to establish the relationships between these

people. lf the children are siblings, the RFLPs other than those from the one tested parent

should come from the one untested parent, and many of these RFLPs will appear in common.

In Family'10, 14 bands from the untested parent were in common between at least two of

the siblings suggesting that they have lhe same falher (Fig. lll.1B). In Family 7, too few

bands showed homology with the probe to be able to make any deductions (Fig. lll.1C). Also,

the presence of contaminating DNA in one lane obscured some information in the adjacent

lanes.

In family lll (Appendix V) paternity was in dispute. Inconsislenl results from two different

RFLP analyses using unique locus probes indicated that relalionships between the people

were not as presented. Results from DNA "fingerprinting" are not entirely satisfactory but

support the conclusion that the paternity is incorrect. Twenty paternal bands and 15

malernal bands were resolved. Of the 19 bands resolved for the offspring, seven were in

common with the molher, five were in common with both the mother and the father, lwo

were in common with the father, while five were not seen in either parent (Fig. lll.1D).

The most likely explanalion is that the presenting father is not the father of this offspring.

The two paternal bands present in the offspring are presumably coincidental or the true

father could be a relative of the presenting father and thus likely to have common RFLPs.

Another inconsistency arose in the results from a family discussed in Chapter 3 (section

3.4). From DNA "fingerprinling" it appears that these people are related as stated (Fig.lll

1E). All bands in both offspring can be allribuled to one or other of the parenls. However,

the information is limited because few bands are detected in any of lhese people. An

unrelated person also shows a paucity of bands but can be seen as unrelated from the

presence of lhree bands not present in either of the parents.

Finally, resulls from the third family in which an inconsistency was revealed are shown

and discussed in Chapter 3 (sectionS.4, Fig.3.16).

The probe used for this work is of limited value. The level of polymorphism detected is not

as great as that detected by other repeat sequence probes which have been described

(Nakamura et al., 1987). For unambiguously establishing relationships of people, the use

of olher probes is necessary.



APPENDIX IV

ATTEMPTS TO ISOLATE A THERMOPHILIC DNA POLYMERASE FOR USE IN THE

POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTTON (PCR)

This work was done in collaboration with the Thermophile Research Unit of Waikato

University. We wished to isolale a thermophilic DNA polymerase for use in the polymerase

chain reaclion (PCR). The aims of the following experiments were lirst, to obtain sufficient

enzyme for use in the PCR and secondly, to obtain enough pure prolein for N-terminal

protein sequencing. An oligonucleotide probe homologous with the N-terminal sequence

could then be used to isolate a clone containing a gene for the thermophilic DNA polymerase

enzyme from a DNA library.

Initially, the major advantage seen in using a thermophilic enzyme for polymerisation in the

PCR was lo remove the need for the addition of enzyme afier each denaturation step. Enzymes

isolated from mesophilic organisms are deslroyed at 95'C whereas enzymes isolated from

thermophilic organisms may withstand repeated incubations at 95"C. DNA polymerases

isolated from some thermophilic organisms have been shown to withstand prolonged

incubations at 90'C. A further advantageous feature of thermophilc DNA polymerases for

PCR is their characteristic lack of exonuclease activity (see Chien et al., 1976; Kaledin ef

a/., 1980, 1981 and 1982; Ruttimann et al., 1985 and Prangishvili, 1985; for papers

giving details of the isolation and characterisation of thermophilic DNA polymerases).

Attempts were made to isolate a DNA polymerase from three different thermophilic bacleria:

Thermus aquaticus (T351; Hickey and Daniel, 1979), Thermus thermophilus (HB8; ATCC

276341 and Thermatoga, anew genus of eubacterium (Achenbach-Richter et al., 1987).

(Taq polymerase was not commercially available when this project to isolate a thermophilic

DNA polymerase was started.)

The results of this work are tabulated (Table lv 1). Briefly, the DNA polymerases

extracted from T351 and HB8 were not heat stable at 90"C and hence were unsuitable for

use in the PCR. These results contrast with those of RUttimann et a/. (1985) who reported

lhat one polymerase isolated trom Thermus thermophlus (HBB) was heat stable, retaining

50% of its activig after 60 minutes incubation at 90oC. We assume that we have failed to

isolate this heat stable form of the enzyme. R0ttimann et al. (1985) also isolated two

polymerases from Thermus thermophilus in other column fractions. These two enzymes lost

activity rapidly during incubation at 90oC.



The DNA polymerase isolated trom Thermotoga did retain activity after incubation at 90'C.

However, problems arose with purification of the enzyme and the yield was very low even

before the final purification. The Thermophile Research Unit are continuing this work.

Assays for the DNA polymerase using either the singfe-stranded M13 template and primer

or activated calf thymus DNA as template are described in sections 2.20.2 and 2.2A.3

respectively.
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APPENDIX V

PRENATAL DIAGNOSIS AND CARRIER DETECTION OF CYSTIC FIBROSIS

The work presented here is included because it relates to the general theme of this thesis

which concerns diagnosis of genetic disease by RFLP analysis. However, this work does not

relale directly to Huntington disease.

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is an autosomal recessive condition affecling approximately 1 in

2,000 Caucasians. The genetic defect causing CF is unknown but the single locus

responsible for the disease has been located lo chromosome 7q22-31 using genetic linkage

to several RFLPs detected by the DNA probes MET, pJ3.1 1 , 917, TCRB, COL1A2, 7C22 and

B79a from the region. The probes provide for a linkage approach to carrier detection and

prenatal diagnosis in families with at leasl one affected child. To dale, all families tested are

fully informative, with at least one of the probes, meaning that the probe can distinguish

homologous chromosomes in the region of the CF locus and thus identify the CF locus as

opposed to the "normal" locus. Already the use of DNA probes has made a contribution to the

diagnosis of carrier stalus (Farrall et al., 1986b) and prenatal diagnosis of CF (Farrall el
a/., 1986a; Super et al., 1987; Law et al., 19871 within CF families. However, the probes

available are inadequate for CF carrier detection in the general population because lheir

relationship with the CF locus is only one of linkage. I have available four of these probes

which surround the CF locus (see Table V.1), and have used these probes for the following

studies:

-determination of which probes would be informative for prenatal diagnosis of CF in

Families l, ll and lll

- subsequent CF prenatal diagnosis in Families I and ll

- determination of which probes would be informative for carrier detection in Family lV

- investigation of the parental alleles presenl in a child whose diagnosis of CF is equivocal

(Family V).

Results for Families I and ll are presented in Fig. V 1 which was conslructed using both

fully and partially informative results. Specific fragments have been assigned to individual

chromosomes. The linkage phases have been deduced from knowledge of the parental CF

status (carriers) and the CF status of offspring (affected or unaffected). For these

assignments I have assumed that no crossing over has occurred between the regions detected

by the probes and the CF locus itself. This assumption does incur an error for the

assignmenls.



TAbIE V 1: DNA PROBES WT IEH DE- ECT RFLPS LINKED WITI.I THE C'Y.$TIO

FIBROSISLOGIXF.

The approximate locetlons of th€ probes sn chromosome 7 we shovyn. The orde-r

fsr these probes was taksrr frsm Scamb-fer ol a/-1987. The sizes of the RFLPs ale

ohswn and hane beon as.slgned the alphabetieal nomenclafure,uged in Berger at al-

1 987"

' a rar€, (frequency 0'06) rasfiction enzyrne fragment of'5uSKb has bBen omltted'

from thilS thble.
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FIGURE V 1: PRENATAL DIAGNOSIS OF CYSTIC FIBROSIS lN TWO FAMILIES USING

UNKED DNI\MARKERS

Two pedigrees showing individual member's slatus with respect to GF. Linkage

phases for the different polymorphic forms with the CF locus in each person have

been deduced from the knowledge of the parental CF status (carriers) and offspring

CF status (affected and carrier/normal (a)). Foetal (F) CF status has been

diagnosed by determining the parental alleles that have segregated to the foetus in

each of the families.

I male CF tr male carrier

O foetus canier O foetus

tp female carrier
. fulfy informative results

(a) Those people with carrier/normal slatus could be categorised after testing as

either carrier or normal with respect to CF.



FAMILY I FAMILY I
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In Family I the B79a probe used to hybridise to the MSpl digestion of genomic DNA provides

the only fully informative polymorphism. The parents are both heterozygous (Aa) whereas

the affected child is homozygous for the large fragment (AA). Thus one would predict AA

offspring to have CF, Aa offspring lo be carriers and aa offspring to be normal. Partially

informative results are provided by MET H and pJ3.11 probes hybridised to both Mspl and

Taql digestions. Predictions are that HH, MM (homozygous) and Ss, Jj (heterozygous)

individuals are carriers or normal and ss, JJ (homozygous) and Hh, Mm (heterozygous)

individuals are carriers or affecled. lnitially the phase of linkage could not be determined

for the 7C22 probe to EcoRl digestions because the parents and affected child are all

heterozygous (Ee). The phase could be delermined after typing the foetus. E is linked with

rhe CF allele in the mother and the 'normal" allele in the father. The foetus is diagnosed as a

CF carrier from the one fully informative result of Aa. The partialy informative results of

Hh, Mm, Ss and Jj support the diagnosis having in common the carrier status.

In Family ll, lhree results are fully informative, MET H and pJ3.11 hybridised to Mspl

digestions and MET H hybridised to Taql digestions. HH, ss and MM individuals are predicted

to be affected, Hh, Ss and Mm to be carriers and hh, SS and mm to be normal- Partially

informative results are provided by probe B79a hybridised to Mspl digestions and probe

MET D hybridised to kql digestions. The foetus is diagnosed as normal from the three fully

informative results of hh, SS and mm. The results Aa and DD support this diagnosis.

ln Family lll, prenatal diagnosis appears to be possible using the fully informative probes

of MET D and B79a hybridised with DNA digested with Iagl and Mspl respectively (Fig.

V.2a). However, inconsistencies were apparent when this family was investigated with

probes H5.51 (from chromosome 4) and apo C2 (from chromosome 19). H5.51 detects

fragments of 3.5Kb and/or 2.8Kb, Apo C2 detects fragments of 3.8Kb and/or3.2Kb. The

female parent is heterozygous for both H5.51 and apo C2 RFLPs. The male parent is

homozygous for both H5.51 (the 2.8Kb fragment) and apo C2 (the 3.2Kb fragment)

whereas the child is homozygous for both H5.51 and apo C2 but the 3.5Kb and 3.8Kb

fragments respectively. Clearly a person homozygous for the 2.8Kb H5.51 and 3.2Kb apo

C2 RFLPs cannot be the parent of a person homozygous for lhe 3.5Kb H5.51 and 3.8Kb apo

C2 RFLPs. The results from DNA 'fingerprinting" are shown in Appendix tll (Fig.lll D) and

support the disputed paternity, although were not entirely satisfactory. Prenatal testing

for CF in this family cannot be done while these inconsistencies remain unresolved.



FIGURE V 2: ANALYSIS OF THREE FAMILIES USING DNA MARKERS LINKED WITH

CYSTIC FIBROSIS

(a) Family lll results are shown with the linkage phases for the different

polymorphic forms of the markers assigned as described in Fig. V 1. Two markers

are shown to be fully informative. However, disputed paternity would prevent

prenatal diagnosis in this family.

(b) Family lV results are shown. No fully informalive markers were found with

the use of all the probes and digestions shown in Table V 1. 11 is homozygous for all

of these markers and hence homologous chromosomes are not distinct. Thus,

segregation of the CF locus cannot be followed unambiguously.

(c) Family V results are shown. Two offspring, lll and ll3, were diagnosed

respectively unaffected and CF from medical examination. The CF status of ll2 was in

doubt. From these results ll1 and ll2 can be classified as carriers of the CF mutation.

* fully informative results

phase ? indicates that lhe phase for these markers is not determined
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Family lV results are shown in Fig.V 2b. None of the probes used is fully informative

making carrier exclusion impossible. From partially informative results, the categories of

carrier or unatfected and carrier or CF may be determined. That is to say, a person who is

homozygous for the b allele (detected with probe B79a) or homozygous for the S allele

(detected with probe pJ3.11) is predicted as a carrier or unaffected. A person Bb or Ss

heterozygous is predicted as a carrier or affected. Thus any person from lhis family not

diagnosed with CF who presents for carrier detection can at best be told lhey are a carrier.

Results which give the carrier or unaffected category tell no more than what is known

already. Hybridisation of the MET D probe with genomic DNA digested wilh Banl may

provide a fully informative marker. Also, the use of other probes may provide fully

informative markers (see below) .

In Family V individual l12 has an equivocal diagnosis of CF. Individual l12 is diagnosed as a

carrier of CF from the results presented in Fig.V 2c . In this family two probes give fully

informative results, probe MET H hybridised separately with Mspl and Taql digested DNA.

Those who are homozygous for the HH or MM alleles are affected, those who are hh or mm

are unaffected, whereas helerozygous individuals are carriers. The partially informative

results ee (carrier or unaffected), DD (carrier or unaftected)

support lhe carrier status diagnosis for individual ll2.

Probes have been isolated which map closer to the CF locus. pXV-2c, pCS-7 and KM19

detect RFLPs in genomic DNA digested with Taql, Hhal and Pstl respectively (HGM9 report,

p443). RFLPs detected by these probes have been shown to be in linkage disequilibrium

with the CF locus (Estivill et al., 1987 and 1988). For example, one haplotype defined by

probes pKMl9 and pXV2C occurs on 85% of CF chromosomes and only 16o/" of normal

chromosomes. Thus it is possible to use linkage disequilibrium data in prenatal diagnosis of

cystic fibrosis (Strain et al., 1988; Krawczak et al., 1988).

RFLPs linked with CF have been sequenced. Very recently, the information has been used for

amplification of the RFLPs using the PCR, prior to analysis by restriction enzyme

digestion, electrophoresis and visualisation with ethidium bromide staining and UV

iflumination (Lench et al., 1988; Feldman et al., 1988; Williams et al., 1988).
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